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Abstract

The purpose of this descripLive correlational study was

to describe t,he aLtitudes of general duty, regist.ered nurses

lmvs) who practise in acute care settings in an urban

Manit,oban centre toward writ,ing nursing care plans (NCPs)

and their self-reported NCP wríting/revj-sing behaviour. The

relationship between the identífied attitudes toward writing

NCPs and the self-reported NCP writing/revising behaviours

al-so was examined. It. was anticípated that answers to these

guestions would assist in deÈermining the degree of

acceptability of the nursing care plan (NCP) as a

communication tool to practising, general duty RNs and its

utitity to them. As well it would describe whether t.he RNs

reported writing/revising NCPs as prescribed by both

prof essional nursing and hospit.al acireditation standard.s.

A modified version of Shea's (1986) conceptual

framework was used. A random sample of 350 general duty RNs

was surveyed by t.elephone using a strucLured int.erview

schedule. The interview schedule was comprised of a Nursing

Care Plan Attitude Scale (Oetker Black, Taunton, Thomas &

Krampit.z, t989; Thomas, 1984; Yurchuk, t976) ¡ a self-

reported NCP Writing/Revising Behaviour questionnaire; a

professional and demographic charact.erist,ics quesEionnaire,

and a few open-ended questions.

The use of the nursing process, described as the core

methodology of nursing practice, and the documentat,ion and

use of a NCP for each patient by the professional nurse have
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been incorporated into Canadian professional nursing and

hospital accreditation standards (Canadian Nurses

Association, L987; Canadian Council on Health Facilities

Accreditation, ]-992). The literature reveals that

hj-storically the ideological and practical uses of both the

nursing process and the NCP have been debated and t.hat NCPs

are not written consistently. Continuity of individualized

nursing care is jeopardized when the RN is reguired to

document and revise planning in a manner which is deemed

ineffective by the RN. In addition, requíring the BN to

document a plan of care, in a format that is not used by RNs

in a clinical area, is an inefficient use of nursing time.

The results indicated that t.he RNs had positive

attitudes towards writing/revising NCPs; however, NCPs v¡ere

not written/revised for patient.s on a regular basis. A

weak, positive 1ínear relationship existed between the two

variables (r = .2334 p -.01). Over 75? of the RNs used NCPs

to help them provide patient care. Qualitative analysis

revealed themes related to the RNs' thoughts about the NCP;

how they used or why t,hey did not use the NCP as a guide;

and information desired on a NCP. Based upon these findings

implications for nursing practice, education, research,

administration and nursing werê discussed.
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Chapter 1

IMIRODUCTION

Since its introduction in the 1960s, the nursing

process has been described as the very core of nursing

practice because Ít was accepted as t.he methodology for the

delivery of individualized nursing care to patienLs, and was

applicable t.o any nursing situat.ion (Kozier, Erb & B1ais,

1,992,' Oermann, L99L; Shea, 1-984b; Yufa and Wa1sh, 1-978¡

1988. In 1-988, Yura and Vüalsh stated that it was now

accepÈed as the I'mode of nursing practice on both the

national and internaÈional l-eveIs" (p.ix) . IÈ comprises

four or five sLeps or phases which include (1) assessment,

(2) diagnosis, (3) planning, (4) implemenLat,ion, and (5)

evaluation. The four-sLep description includ.es diagnosis as

the final component of the assessmenÈ phase (Kozier et â1.,

1-992,- Oermann, L991) . The steps are int,errelated,

interdependent, and recurrent (Kozier et ê1., L992,. Kozier,

Erb, e Olivieri, ]-99]-; Oermann, L99I¡ ZíegLer, Vaughan-

Vùrobel, & Er1en, L986). According to Aspinall and Tanner

(fggf) "Lhe sequence of steps depicted in the nursing
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process reflects the systemaEic use of problem-solving

methods in clinical pract.ice for t,he purpose of resolvingi,

reducing or preventing health problems, and for promoting

the client's adaptaÈion Lo those problems" (p.f). Tucker

(L994) staEed that this clinical decision-making framework

is the process of nursingi care.

The Canadian Nurses Association (CNA) defines nursing

as "a dynamic, caring, helping relationship in which the

nurse assists Èhe patienE to achieve and maíntain optimal

healthrr (CIUA, L987,p.íii) . The nurse applies nursing and

relat.ed knowledge to the helping relationship through t,he

use of t.he nursing process (CNA, 1987) . The use of t.he

nursing process is based on the following assumptions: the

nursing process is the methodology for providing continuity

to individualized nursing care; a written nursing care plan

(NCP) is the tangible operaÈionalization of Lhe nursing

process,. and the use of the nursing process in t.he practíce

setting provides a framework for nursing accountability to

t,he patient, to colleagiues, to the clinical unit, to

administration and to the professional statutory nursing

body (Kozier et â1., L992; Shea, 1,984b¡ L986; Ziegler et

â1., 1986) .

The nursing process has been incorporated into

professional nursing associations' standards for practice,

education, administraÈion and research (de Ia Cuest,a, 1983) .

Standard II of the Canadian Nurses Association's Standards
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for Nursinq Practice was formulated to st.ate that "Nursing

practice reguires the effective use of the nursing processrr

(CNA, L987,p.1). The expansion of Standard II confirms

that the registered nurse (RN) is responsible for the

communication of the NCP to other nurses and to other heal-th

care professionals. The plan for nursing action is based

upon ident.ified actual and potential patient problems.

These statements ímp1y t,haL a NCP is written for each

patient.

The CNA' s Nurse Registration/f,icensure Examination

Commit,tee (1-993), in t,he development of the Blueprint for

The Criterion-Referenced Nurse Reqist,rat.ion/Licensure

Examination, approved a 1ist, of 238 competencies which a

"beginning nurse is required to possess in order to pract.ice

safely and effectively" (p.¡). These competencies are to
provide the content domain f or t,he examination. Two

competencies, labelled very important. and important

respect,ively, are that: rr the nurse documents the plan of

care" (p.24) and "the nurse revises the plan of care as

indicated" (p.31) by the evaluaLion.

As of March, 1994 t,he Manitoba Association of

Reqistered Nurses' Standards of Nursínq Practice: Direct

Care Provider state that Lhe RN is to develop a plan of care

for each patient and to ensure that the plan is revised.

The RN is to plan and provide safe, reasonable care through

t.he use of a problem solving approach (Process Standard I,
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MARN, 1994) . Prior to the t994 ¡,ÍARN Standards publication

t,he nursing process was the first, of three dimensions upon

which the Manitoba Association of Reqistered Nurses

Standards of Nursinq Care was based (MARN, 1983). Through

the inclusion of the nursing process in t.he standards it was

clearly implied Lhat. a NCP would be writ.ten for every

patient. The 1-994 standards do not limit the RN to the use

of one problem solving methodolog¡¿, but do hold the RN

responsible and accountable for a plan of care for each

patient and the documentation and revision of the p1an.

The use of the term 'p1an of care' rather than NCP also

deemphasizes the use of t,he nursing process as the sole

methodology for planning and providing safe, reasonable

nursing care. The current study being described was

completed príor t.o t,he publicat,ion of the t994 Standards and

was based upon the 1983 Standards which prescribed t,he use

of the nursing process and the documentation of a NCP for

each patient by the professional nurse. Furthermore, a

written NCP for each patient is a reguirement for hospiÈaI

accredit.ation by the Canadian Council on Health Facilit.ies

Accreditation (CCHFA, 1992; Shea, L986) and t.his plan is to

be maintained as a separate document in the patient's

clinical record according to CCHFA (1992). This

requiremenE, according to Shea (1-986), implies thaL NCPs

rrhave a basic role to play in the delivery of nursing care'

(p.1a9).
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As part. of the planning phase of t.he nursing process

the professional nurse, in collaboration with the patienL,

develops and writes a plan of care based upon the nursing

assessment and nursing diagnosis(es) (Kozier et, â1., I99L¡

Shea, a986; Ziegler et â1., 1986). The NCP documents

nursing's decision making and problem solving processes as

well as changes in planning over time (Kozier et â1., 1-992¡

McCloskey & Grace, L990; Shea, L986). According to Niziolek
(1-991) it. has become rrthe cornerstone of clinical practice't

(p.1as ) .

The format of the prototype written NCP and its storage

met.hod may vary from agency to agency. The format, usually

has categories or columns which denote nursing diagnoses,

goals, nursing interventions and outcome or evaluat.ion

criteria (Kozier et â1. , 1-992; Oermann, ]-99]-) . The NCP may

be stored in a central Kardex system, in the patient's

chart, in a comput.er, or in the medical record (Kozier et

â1., 1,992; Oermann, 1991-; Ziegler et â1., 1-986) . Regardless

of the format. or st,orag'e system of Èhe NCP, it remains the

central source of information about the patient's nursing

needs (Oermann, 1991,) . It. contains the details of , and

facilitates the organization of, independent and

int.erdependent (or collaborat.ive) meaningful holistic

nursing interventions reguired by the patient (Kozier et

â1. , 1-992,' Oermann, 1991-) . Consequently, the wriCten NCP

serves as a communication vehicle for nurses in t,he
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direction of individualized nursing care, and aids in the

mainÈenance of continuity in the patienL's nursing care

(Christensen & Kenny, L99L) because as Christensen and Kenny

state "a well-developed plan can prevent the use of time

consuming trial and error, avoid duplicat,ion of effort, and

alleviat,e cost,ly and timely omissíons of care" (p .209) . The

plan serves as a blueprint for the evaluation of care

(Taptich, Iyer & Bernocchi-Losey, 1,994) . Measurement.

(evaluation) criteria, the expected outcomes of the

specified nursing interventions and hence measures of the

qualit.y of the nursing care (Kozier eÈ â1. , 1,992; Oermann,

1,991; Shea, 1986) are clearly delineated in t,he p1an.

Hodges and Icenhour (1990) claim that evaluation of t.he

process and the ouLcomes of the nursing care (whether to

individuals or to groups) serves to substantiate the

effectiveness and to solidify the value of nursing to

society. C1ear1y, a current, well document.ed, permanent. NCP

for each patient would assisl, Èhe nurse researcher in

substantiating the effect.iveness of nursing interventions.

This, in Èurn, would enhance the profession's ability to

demonstrate Lhe impacL of nursing interventions on a system

wide basis.

Since the introduction of the nursing process and t,he

written NCP into the practice setting, the utility of the

written NCP has been diverse and multidimensional. In

addition to serving as a conrmunicat,ion channel among nurses
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to enhance the quality of care and ensure its continuity,

t.he written NCP has served as a gruide for: t,he documentation

of patient care; the allocation of nursing resources

(st.affing and scheduling of nursing care personnel);

costing of nursingi services through Ehe linkage of patient

classificat,ion systems with nursing diagnoses and/or

independent nursing intervent,ions; the provision of

information for accreditation and qualit,y control
(Fischbach, L990; Hínshaw, 1989; Karshmer, t99l; Kozier et

â1., 1992; McCloskey & Grace , 1990; Oermann, l99t; Shea,

L984a; Sliefert, 1-990,- Turner, l99L). Clear1y, the vrrit.t.en

NCP is being utilized by nurses and by health care

institu¿ions to deal with issues of professional and

institutional accountabilit,y as welL as fiscal

responsibility.

In 1987 Henderson stated that t.he NCP was originally
devised as an educational tool and was introduced into the

practice arena as a means of demonstrating nursing's

autonomous holistic model of care. It was a communication

tool which assisted practising nurses to provide continuity
to planned, individualized nursing care. Its usefulness in

the measurement of the outcomes of nursing care and its

effect.iveness in the determinat,ion of the time required for

opEimum patient service was and is hailed by nurse

educators, nurse administrators, and nurse researchers

according Èo Hodges and Icenhour(1990) and McCloskey and
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Grace (1990). McCloskey and Grace (1990) contend that
ultimately, the description of these outcomes of nursing

care and their cost effect,iveness to socieÈy will firmly

establj-sh the value of nursing's method of clinical service

in È,he health care delivery sysEem of tomorrow.

Instit.ut.ions ought to, and are, linking paEient

classification systems wíth nursing care plans (Karshmer,

1-99L) . The NCP is becoming t,he key 'building block' in
patient classification (Karshmer, 1-991). In turn, these

classification sysLems are being used to det.ermine nurse

staffing needs and to forecast nursing department.s'

requirements for health care dollars (Hinshaw, 1-989 ¡

Karshmer, L99t; Shea, 1-984b) . Additionally, institut,ions

are assuming that the presence of a written NCP is
synon)¡mous with the provision of optimal paLient care by the

nurse (McCloskey & Grace, 1990). Therefore, the written NCP

appears to lie at the core of nursing service as well as

professional and institutional accountability. The

evaluation of nursing care, âfr ongoing process, determines

whether the goals of planned care have been achieved (Kozier

et â1., L992). Thus, the measurement of the effectiveness

and efficiency of nursing care is closely linked to

information documented on the writt,en care plan. McCloskey

and Grace (1990) assert that, the demonstration of optimal

and efficient nursing actívity is the newest challenge for
nursing. If Èhe written NCP is to serve these identified



needs then it must constitute a current, concise and

complete document.

The nursing profession has allocated Ehe responsibility

and accountability for writing/revising the NCP Lo t.he

practising regisLered nurse (CIUA, L987,' IvlARN, L987, 1994) .

The nurse must first write the NCP sLating the nursing

diagnoses, expected ouLcomes, and nursing interventions, and

Lhen, must. ut.ilize the NCP for it,s identif ied purposes. The

plan is begiun following the first contact with the patient

and should be readily accessible and kept current (Taptich

et ê1., 1,994) . Sovie (1989) emphatically wrote t.hat. if this

does not happen, reguiring a writ,ten NCP for each patient is

a ritual which must cease. The utility of the NCP, âs t.he

operationalization of the methodolog¡r of nursing, âs well as

the professional and accreditation standards which reguire a

written NCP as evidence of delivery of high quality nursing

care, require scrut,iny.

Statement of the Problem

The literature review supports Èhe finding that despite

seemingly positive att,it,udes towards the nursing process,

nurses either write incomplete NCPs or fail to write and

employ NCPs to organize care (Kerfoot, 1990,. Moss,1-988;

Nolan & Burgoyne, l-990; Shea, L986; Sovie, t989,.Turner,
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1-991) . According Èo Bríder (199L), McCloskey and Grace

(L990), McHugh (1991") , and Sovie (1989) more time is spent

t.oday trying t.o get nurses to wríte or complete care plans

and problem lists in order to comply with hospital

accreditation reguirements and nursing standards than any

other activity. Yet, the nursing process and NCP have been

accepted, by nursíng, as a means of demonstrating nursing's

unique role in today's dynamíc health care delivery system

in addition to being a systematic approach to nursing care.

If practising nurses do not totally subscribe to this

syst.ematic approach and do not write or revise NCPs for

every patient, the nursing process and NCP will serve as

vehicles by which nursíng can achieve these objectives.

Nursing care plans are written þy staff nurses only

about 50 percenÈ or less of the time, and of those written,

only about 50 percent. are act,ual1y used by nurses in to help

provide care (Shea, 1-984b, 1986) . Shea (1984b; L986) also

noted that. t,he number of NCPs wrítten increases at audit

time. Anecdotal evidence from acute care nurses employed in
Manitoba indicates that written NCPs are incomplete, often

noÈ current and are frequently perceived as not being

import,ant. As recent.ly as irggt, Turner (1-991-) pointed out

t,hat. this NCP writing problem will not go away. In a spot-

check for written NCPs on patients' charts (N=2i-) Turner

(t991-) found that rronly 16 (76 percent) had a NCP and only 9

(43 percent) had care plans that used nursing diagnoses"
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@.2a0). Turner (L99L) contended that Èhis lack of written
NCPs jeopardizes the hospital's accreditation standing,

makes the quality of nursing care guestionable, and severely

weakens nursing adminístration's information system

foundation. Furthermore, it has been suggest.ed (Koch, 1,992;

Shea, t984a) that practising registered nurses do not value

the NCP as a necessary tool for the provision of quality
nursing care but view it an as administrative tooJ-

Without a writt.en or current plan of care, the plan

cannot be clearly and purposively communicated to all other

nurses and health t.eam members, therefore resulting in the

compromise of continuity of planned nursing care. In

addition, incomplete, outdated, or unwritten plans have the

potential for camouflaging the value of nursing's

cont,ributíon Èo Èhe promotion of health for Canadians. As

well, intended outcomes of the nursing process for the

patient, nurse, administraÈion, clinical unit and for
nursing as a whole may or may not be realized. Shea (i-984a;

1984b) and Turner (l-991) alleged that if not documented,

these outcomes cannot be purposefully validat.ed. Therefore,

in order to enhance and maximize the ut.ilit.y of t,he NCP as

the operationalization of nursing's methodology, the NCP

must. be scrutínized. The utility of the NCP to the patient.,

the care giver and the institution must be clearly evident.

According Lo Brider (l-991) and McHugh (1991) evidence

of the NCP's usefulness to t,he nursing practitioner as a
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mode of planning and communicating the developed nursing

strategies to provide individualized care is limited. If

t.his is so, then one must question why t.he care plan remains

a component of professional and accreditation st.andards.

One must also question how nurses do communicate with each

other in order to promote the continuity of individualized

care. It may be that nurses are using tools other t.han the

NCP which are serving the purposes for which the NCP was

intended.

Appropriate standards or interpretation of t,he

standards must be established so that the nurse is able to
provide nursing care based on each patient's needs

unencumbered by t,ools that are ineffective and inefficient.

Kerfoot (1-991-) stated that a major squrce of dissat.isfaction

for nurses was bureaucratic regrulatj-ons t.hat, rrdo not appear

from t.he nurse's perspective to giuarantee guality" (p.275) .

Institutional accrediting standards need to be melded with a

nursing system so that the whole makes sense to Èhe nurses,

facilitates patient care, and is val-ued by the institution
(Kerfoot, L990). Nurses need to be key players in the

development of t.hese standards.

C1early, a thorough evaluation of Èhe written NCP is

t.imeIy. A positive evaluation of a health care innovation/

service/technolog'y requires that the innovation ís

efficacious, effective and efficient, (Tugrwell, Bennett,

Feeny, Guyatt & Haynes, 1986). Efficacy requires that the
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innovation work (Drummond, StoddarÈ, & Torrance, L989).

Effectiveness mandates Èhe acceptance of the innovation by

the parties who will use it, and to whom it will be offered,

as well as it,s practical utility (Drummond, Stoddart &

Torrance, 1-989) . To dat,e, there is a paucit.y of research

regarding the acceptance of the NCP as t.he

operat,ionalization of nursing's methodology or of the NCP

writing/revising behaviour of the registered nurse (Shea,

1-984b) . The lack of consensus between the pract,ising

nurse's NCP writ.ing behaviours and nursing practice and

administrative standards which reguire a written NCP for
each paÈient as evidence of the operationalization of the

nursing process caused guestions Lo be asked. !{hat are

Manitoba nurses' attitudes towards writing/revising NCPs?

What are their NCP writing/revising behaviours? What is the

relationship between the nurses' attitudes towards NCPs and

t.heir NCP writing/revising behaviours?

Purpose of SLudy

The purpose of this descript,ive correlational st.udy was

to identify practising, general duty, registered nurses'

at.t.it.udes towards writing nursing care plans and t.o describe

their self-reported NCP writing/revising behaviours. It was

anticipated that answers to these questions would delineate
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whet,her nurses accept the NCP as a useful communication tool
and whether nurses write/revise NCPs as prescribed by boÈh

professional nursing and hospical accreditation standards.

A further purpose of t,his study was to determine the

relationship or correlation between the Lwo variables. A

weak positive or negative correlation beÈween the attitude
of nurses t,owards writing/revisíng NCPs and NCP writing
behaviour would suggest that other variables, for example,

in the nurses' work environment or associated with the NCp

sysLem, were impacting upon the NCP writing/revising
behaviour of nurses. These, in turn, could be studied so as

to effect changes that would facilitate the writing/revising
of NCPs by nurses.

The description of nurse attitudes, self-reported NCp

wríting/revising behaviour and t,he correlation between these

variables would facilit.ate the identífication of desired

changes reguired by nursing administration, educat.ors, and

clinicians in order to opÈimíze the utility and effíciency
of the written NCP. It was possible that this st,udy would

also indicate that the written NCP, âs currently formaÈted,

r^¡as not written and was not a valued adjunct by t,he

practising nurse to the provisíon of nursing care. The

st,andards may be inefficient, and they may not gruarantee high

quality nursing care. The sLandards might need revision in
order to reflect t,he current, reality of acute care nursing.

Further research would be required to det,ermine how nurses
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do communícate care plans to each other so that care is
individualized and consistent. Furthermore, if Èhe NCP was

not written as standards and policies prescribe, nursing

administraLors would be reguired to develop means of

measuring nursing workload and staffing needs that are more

accurate and acceptable to general duty nurses. Lastly, if
documented nursing care out,comes are vital to demonstrate

the effecÈiveness and efficiency of nursing care to the

health of Èhe community, other means of documenting process

and linked outcomes whích are accept.able t.o the practising
general duty nurse would be required.

Research Questions

1. What are the attitudes of general duty, regist.ered nurses

who practise in acute care hospitals in an urban Manitoba

cent.re t,owards writing/revising nursing care plans?

2. V'Ihat are the self -reported NCP writing/revising

behaviours of general duty, regist,ered nurses who practise

in acute care hospitals in an urban Manitoba centre?

3. What. is the relationship between the attitudes of t.hese

nurses toward writing/revising nursing care plans and their
self -reported NCP writing/revising behaviours?
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Definition of Terms

Reqistered Nurse: rra person who is registered to
pract,ice nursing. OnIy active pracÈising nurses

identify themselves as a Registered Nurse (Rl.I¡ "

1991-).

actively

can

(MARN,

Value: I'a belief that a specific mode of conduct or sÈate

of existence is personally or socially preferable. The

intensity of a value often can be measured by how much Eime

and. energry the person is willing to expend on it,, (McNal1y,

1-990 .p.91) .

Attitude: t.he organization of several values, beliefs that
predispose an individual to act t.owards an object in a

specific manner (Ajzen & Fishbein, tg77) . ,'What is
import.ant or valued and what is seen in a positive light is
more apt to be incorporated into one's repert,oire of

behaviours" (Fitch, Rogers, Ross, Shea, Smith, & Tucker,

L99L,p.25) .

Nursinq Care Plan (NCP) : rra writt.en guide that organizes

information about a client's health int,o a meaningful whole;

it focuses on the act,ions nurses must take t,o address the

client's identified nursing diagnosis and meet the stat.ed

goaIs. It is begnrn on the client,s admission t.o hospital and
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ideally is constantly updat.ed and revised throughout the

client's hospitalization in response to changes in the

client's condition and evaluation of goal achievement"

(Kozier, Erb, & Oliveri, 1990, p.2L5) . The steps of the

nursing process are recorded on t,he nursing care plan (MARN

Standards as Applied t.o Nursíng Care Plans, a987) .

Standard Care Plan: a prewritten guide for nursing care

which is developed,usually through committee consensus and

incorporates the agency's standards of practice (Fischbach,

1991-) . It includes all possíble usual nursing diagnoses,

int.erventions, and expected ouLcomes associated with common

medical diagnoses seen on the particular nursing unit
(Nichols &, Barstow, 1980,. Shea, t984a) . It is not

individualized until client specific data is added by the

nurse (Shea, 1986). It is the situation which is standard,

not the patient (Shea, t984ar l-984b) .

Nurse NCP Vüritinq/Revisinq Behaviour: the initiat.ion of a

writ.ten NCP for a client. upon admission of Èhe client to

hospital and,/ or the revisíon of it t,hroughout, the client,s
hospitalization as changes in the client's condition occur.
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Conceptual Framework

Shea (1986) developed a conceptual framework, based

upon a general systems model-, f or the study of t,he use of

nursing care plans (Fitch et a1. , l-99L) . The framework,

developed on Lhe premise that there are multiple variables

in a nursing situation which influence the nursing care plan

behaviour of nurses, identifies the variables so that they

can be manipulated and adapted to promote positive nursing

care plan behaviours (Shea, l-986). According to Fitch and

colleagr.res (l-991-) tne nurse and patient participate in an

interaction within a patient care environment. The

interaction results in outcomes of consequence to the

paÈient, the nurse, the clinical unit, administ,ration, and

nursing. The NCP wriÈing/revising behaviour occurs in the

interaction (Shea, 1986) .

Motivating factors influence behaviour through their
influence on modifying factors. The modifying factors may

influence both the motivat.ing factors and t,he desired

behaviour. The behaviour includes both the writ.ing of the

NCP and the use of the NCP to help provide patient care. In

the language of open syst,ems, mot,ivating f actors are the

input. and modifying factors are the throughput,. As a result
of the writíng and using behaviour t,here are outcomes for
the patient, the nurse, the clinical unit, administ.ration

and nursing (Shea, 1986). To support this framework linking
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attitude to action, Shea (1986) used the L975 work of

Fishbein and Ajzen which points to "a definite correlation
between attitudes and beliefs and intent to act', (p.t-55) .

Administrative valuing of nursing's methodology would

be demonstrated by íts support, of t,he nurse in his/her use

of the nursing process. Evidence of this support, according

to Shea (1-986), would be in the reinforcement received by

the nurse from the head nurse (a representative of hospital
management) when a NCP was documented and current. In

addition, t,he organization would endeavour to incorporate

the time reguired to write and revise the NCP into the daily
administrative responsibilities of the RN. If t,he nurse

knew that. the organization, as well as the professional

nursing body, supported the use of the nursing process, then

professional and organizational valuing of the nursing

process and the NCP would be perceived to be conglruent by

t.he nurse. Hence, professional values would be reinforced
by t.he org'anization's, and t.he nurse,s attitude t.owards

writing NCPs would be more posiEive, result,ing in a

situation that was more conducive to the writing of NCps.

There are two assumpt,ions underlying Shea,s(i-986)

framework. The first is that both t,he writing and t,he use

of the NCP by the professional nurse are the

operationalization of the nursing process. The second is
that t,he professional nurse has the appropriate degree of

knowledge and skill to use the nursing process.
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While the above framework is beneficial in order to
view the complexiLy of the issue, iÈ was modified in ord.er

to clarify the factors which were to be investigat.ed in this
study. The assumpt.ions remained unchanged.

The desired behaviour or the dependent variable (OV¡

v¡as the practising registered nurse's NCp writing/revising
behaviour. The behavÍour of using the NCp to help provide

care vras separated from the r^rriting behaviour so that
writing/revising behaviour courd be studied. as the sole

dependent varíable. The desired NCp writing behaviour

constituted the initiation of the written NCp for each

pat.ient on admission to an acute care facility and its
revision over the course of the hospicalization according to
the changing needs of the patient. As it documents the
nursing care required by the patient, the complet.ed and

current NCP facilitates consistent, optimal and

individualized nursing care for the patient.
The independent variable (IV) was Lhe nurse, s attiLude

towards writing NcPs. The nurse's attit,ude toward writing
NCPs and his/her use of t.he nursing process influences Èhe

nurse's own NCP writing behaviour (Shea, 1_996) . If the

nurse valued t,he nursing process as the meEhod.ology of
nursing then t,he nurse would have a positive attitude
towards writing NCPs to guide and communicate patient care.

That is, the nurse would be predisposed to wrj-t.e NCps

(Shea, L986; Fitch et â1., l-991). A negative att,itude
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towards using the nursing process and writ.ing /revising NCPs

t.o gruide and communicate paLíent care, could predispose the

nurse to write/revise fewer or no NCPs, or to ínconsistent.ly

write/revise NCPs. Consequently, fewer, incomplete or no

NCPs would be written/revised.

Professional characteristics such as level and recency

of nursing education, area of cl-inical practice, 1zêârs of

nursing experience, or past. history wit.h NCPs may posit.ively

or negat,ively influence the nurse's attitude t,oward

writing/revising NCPs and the NCP behaviour. Similarly
nurse demographics may j-nfluence the nurse's attítudes
towards writing/revising NCPs as well as Lhe NCP behaviour.

The modifying force of each of these variables would be

amenable to further investigat,ion
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Fígrure L
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Summary and Organizat,íon of t.he Chapters

The first chapter includes the fundamental element,s of

the study. The problem was stat,ed. and its background

presented. The purpose and the import.ance of the study was

stated. A conceptual framework and possible interact.ions of
the independent variable on the dependent variable were

proposed.

, 
O review of relevant literature and studies in relaÈion

to the research quest,ions is presenLed ín chapt,er two. A

suntmary is presented which relates the literature review to
, the areas of concern present.ed in t,he first chapter. A

Urief rationale for the study concludes the second chapter.

The third chapter present,s the methodolog-y and
I

I procedures used in t.his study. The research design is
:; êxplained and data collection approaches are present.ed.
:

The context of the st,udy and research findings are

presented in chapter four. TabLes are used to demonstrate

and clarify t.he d.ata.

The fifth chapter present,s the discussion and

conclusions derived from the findings. The chapter

concludes wit.h the presentation of implications of the
; ¡indings for nursing administrat.ion, research, practice,

education, and the profession of nursing.
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Chapter 2

LITER.A,TURE REVIE!{

The purpose of this sÈudy was to investigat,e the

aÈÈit,ude of practising RNs toward wri-ting/revising NCps and

their self-reported NCP writing/revising behaviour so as to
determine t.he accept.ance of the NCP by t.he nurses and its
utility to them. The relationship bet.ween the attit,ude

towards writing/revising NCPs and t.he self-reported NCp

wríting/revising behaviour also was explored.

In order to fu1ly explore the issues relat.ed to the

nursing,process and the written NCP, a review of the

lit,erature and related sÈudies was undertaken. Their

histories; the benefits of and barriers to their use; the

debates surrounding t,heir use; nursê at,titudes toward the

nursing process, the written NCP and to writing NCps; and

studies related to t,hese topics were examined. The

following literature review presents a summary of the

findings.
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Hístory of t.he Nursing Process and the NCP

Florence Nightingale (cited in Ziegler et ê1., 1986)

stated that the nursers role included rrassessment and

intervention according to a plan of care, followed by

evaluation" (p.f-0) . Lydia HalI is attributed wíth being the

first to speak of nursíng as a process in t-955 according to

de Ia Cuesta (1983), McHugh (1986), and Ziegler et aI.
(l-986) . Orlando described Èhe nursj-ng process in detail in
L961- and Yura and V'talsh outlíned t,he four step process in
L967 (de Ia Cuesta, 1983). Nursing diagnosis became a

separate fifth step in t,he process during the early 1-970s

(Kozier et â1., 1-99L; Ziegler et â1., i-986) . McHugh ( j_996)

stated that since its development in the late 1960s and

early 1970s, the nursing process rrhas become the primary

method and focus of nursing practicer' (p.22) . One of the

main reasons for nursing to employ the nursing process,

according Lo Yura and !'IaLsh (1-988), was nursing,s own

concern for its responsibility t.o provide quality service.

De la Cuesta (1983), using content analysis of American

and British nursing literature and interviews with nurses

(Brit,ish N=29; American N=22), stud.ied the genesis, social
cont.ext, diffusion, and current state of the nursing

process. With its component part,s, nursing diagnoses,

nursing int.erventions, and patient outcomes, the process was

seen primarily as an educational tool to be used to t.each
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and explain the practice

pract.ice of medicine (de

nursing as distinct from the

Cuesta, l-983,. Palmer , L990;

Shea, 1984; Ziegler et ê1., 1986). It was an ideologry of

the time when nursing, discont,ent with the general staÈus of

nursing and with the qualíty of nursing care, was at.t.empting

to move toward professional status and demonst.rat,ed guality
care (Brider, l-991-r de Ia CuesÈa, 1-983,- Pa1mer, l-990).

The diffusion of the nursing process from the

educatíonal arena Lo the pract.íce arena was enhanced by t,he

movement of the American Nurses Association (A¡üA) to reform

nursing education by incorporating the nursing process, and

by the perception that the use of t,he nursing process had

the potential to reform the practice of nursing as well as

to improve the level of nurses' job saÈisfact,ion (Brider,

1997; de Ia Cuesta, L983; Palmer, L99t) . Walton (cited in
Henderson, L987 ) guestioned whether the extent to which t,he

nursing process was being hailed was due to its potential as

rra means of improving patient care or its potential as a
means to raise the staÈus of nurses by increasing their
independence, their accountability and responsibility"
(p.657) . According Lo Henderson (!987 ) ttre fact that, t.he

nursing process was based upon the scientific process was

reassurance to nurses that nursing did indeed have a

scient.ific base. De Ia Cuesta (1983) claimed Èhat the

rapidity of Èhe diffusion of the nursing process from the

educational setting to the practice sett.ing was a most

of

1a
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remarkable sociological phenomenon, and thaÈ iÈ achieved a

mass resocialization of already practising nurses. However,

this claim is challenged by Sheehanrs 1991- study which

questioned whether nurses had really made the transition,
conceptually, from a task-orient,ed approach to nursing to a

nursing process approach since the j-ntroduction of the

nursing process in the 1-970s.

eased upon the fact that this conceptual change would

reguire nurses Èo restructure their views of nursing

knowledge, Sheehan (1-991-) used ground.ed theory methodology
ì

and a focused interview approach to elicit senior nursesr

; conceptions regarding the nursing process. Characterist,ics

I "f the nursing process identified in Sheehan,s (i-99i-)

I fiterature review were: the elements of assessment.,

planning, implemenLaLion, evaluation and problem-solving as

well as the descriptors: holistic; scÍentific and

individualized.

, A non-random opportunity sample of 40 tutorial and

clinical staff nurses from two English regional health

authorities were interviewed by Sheehan. According to
Sheehan (l-991-), the degrees of concordance and discordance

between the concepts held by the study interviewees and

those identified from the nursing lit,erature raised

questions as t.o whether t,he study nurses had realIy
restructured Èheir views of nursing knowledge to accommodate

the change - or whether the empirical practice setting had
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somehow interfered wíth Èhis accommodat,ion.

GeneralizabiliÈy of Sheehan's study is difficult due to
the small non-random sample and Èhe difference in settings
(culturaI, sociological and economical). However, the study

does raise quest,ions about, the differences in
conceptualizat.ion of the nursing process bet.ween nurses.

Individualization r¡¡as a universally identified
ì characteristic of the nursing process; holistic was not.

Planning, decision-making, negoÈiation, scientific and

problem solving were noL identified by all, yet according Lo
l

', Ziegler et aI. (1986), the planning process involves

i decision-making, negotiation, scient,ific and experien¡ial

' knowledge to arrive at the product of the planning step, the
i

, 
-ritten NCP. Despit,e the non-generalizability of Sheehan,s

i f 1991-) study's results beyond its subjects, one must ask

thet,her the steps of the nursing process are synon)¡mous and

inclusive of the practice of nursing in other nursing

settings. rf the nursing process i-s not held to be the

meÈhodology of nursing by practising nurses then t,he value

of the NCP to the provision of quality paLient care could

also be suspect. This is especiarly true in light of the

conflicting points of víew evident in the lit,erature

Ì regarding the utility of the nursing process as the

methodol-ogy of nursing Eo the practising nurse.

Rapid struct.ural changes, such as "the expansion of
t.ert,iary education, the emergience of the women's liberation
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movement, the growth of knowledge in the medical and social
sciences, the increase of other health occupations and the

rise in the public expect.ations towards them" (de Ia Cuesta,

l-983, p.367) occurred in American society and in medicine

during the 1960s and 1-970s. De la Cuesta (1983) voiced the

opinion that the nursing process incorporated. these changes.

To this end, declared de la Cuesta (1983), the use of the

nursing process by professional nurses was a professional

strategry as well as a means of improving nursing care.

Prior to the use of the nursing process, nursing care

had been driven by physicians' written orders based upon

specific disease conditions or the medical model (Kozier, êt

â1., L992; Ziegler et â1., 1986) . Nursing st.ud.ents, the

primary workforce in hospitals during, the early 1900s, were

taught nursing care by physicíans and it was based upon

medical case studies (Fischbach, 1-990; Hegedus, l-99j_) .

Kozier et aI. Q992) and Ziegler et aI . (1986) stated that
intuition and practice wisdom garnered from experience drove

nursing interventions, but they were incidental to t.he care

based upon medical orders. Hedegrus (1991) outlined that.

this practice exist,ed from the early 1-900s through to the

1940s with some continuation into t.he i-970s and 1980s.

With the use of the nursing process, independent

nursing interventions were purposively derineated (Kozier et

â1., L992,. Oermann, 1,991,; Ziegler eL â1., l_986) and vrere

based upon individual paCientst perceptions, feelings, and
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responses to illness rather than soIe1y upon the medical

model (Kozier et ã1., L992; Ziegler et â1., j-996) . The

nursing process, claimed de Ia Cuesta (1983) and McHugh

(1-99L), wit.h it.s four or five steps and the NCp, provided
:

nursing with a vehicle by which it could explain its
cognitive process. It, promised to describe and systemj-ze

, tursing so t.hat the meaning of nursing could be t.ransmitted

not only to the public but, to the pract,ítioner, from

beginner to expert (de la Cuesta, L983).

By the L970 's nursing had generally accept.ed that high

qualíty nursing care would ensue if t,he nursing process was

used as the framework for independ.ent nursing d.ecision

, 
*aking (McHugh, 1991-) . shea (i-984a) concurred, staÈing that

I 
the written NCP was perceived as an integral part of the

; process and that it was t,angible evidence that the nursing

, process had been used. Tanner (1986) noted t,hat "by the

early L970s the nursing care plan was being widely adopted

by nurse educaLors as a method of both teaching and

evaluating st,udents' use of the nursing process,' (p.g) . As

nursing service had not had experience with anything quite
like the systematic nature of the nursing process, the

educat.ional tool, being t.he only NCp f ormat with which

nurses were familiar, \^ras added to the existing service

communication tool, the kardex (Shea, 1984a). According to
Shea (1984a) t.he use of this educational tool in the

practice setting was not necessarily a logical progression.
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NCPs developed, according to Kramer (1972), "in
response to a highly standardized, mechanistic pracÈice of
nursing" (p.30) caIIed team nursing, which utilized the

influx of untrained auxiliary workers after lrrorld war rr
(Kramer, 1-972; Hegedus, l99L; Ziegler et â1., L9B6). The

writÈen NCP was a team responsibility, to be developed when

the team had a patient care conference (Shea, !984a) . The

p1an, in t,his situation according to Cuica (]-972) provided.

guidelines for non-professional care givers as well as

professional nurses, and as such was a communication too1.

The professional nurse was given the responsibility for
writing the p1an. some years later NCps were ,,recommended

for use with any system of nursing organization" (Kramer,

1972, p.30). Kramer (L972) stated that the phrase nursins
care plan became a coflrmon one in the "nursing vernacular'l
(p.30).

The incorporation of the nursing process and the

written NCP into nursing educat.ion and practice standard.s by

the professional assocíations and hospital accred.itation
standards (Brider, 1-99I; McHugh, i.990; Shea, 1984b) gave

legitimacy to the idea of using the nursing process as the

methodology of clinical nursing pracÈíce (Ziegler et, â1.,

1986) and made it mandatory for nursing practice and. hence

an administrative need (Ciuca, 1,972; de la Cuesta, 1983).

YeL, a decade after the birth of the nursing process and its
incorporat,ion into care standards in North America, de Ia
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Cuesta (1983) found t.haÈ 'rthe nursing process was not

implemented as one would expect from the theoretical
prescriptions" (p.368). Both Ciuca (t972) and de la CuesËa

(1983) stated t,hat NCPs were neither written on a consistent

basis nor were they used as information sources.

Furthermore, they (Ciuca, L972; de Ia Cuesta, 1983)

asserted, when NCPs were written, nursing orders rrrere rarely
included and the focus continued to be upon medical

diagnoses and orders.

By the L970s, according to Henderson (t987) and Shea

(L984b; L986), the written NCP had become an integral part

of guality assurance programs within hospital nursing

departments. Harris (1990) reported that nurses were

rewarded for the existence of written pIans, but not

necessarily for their quality. Nursing care plans were not

a permanent part of the pat,íent's record, and nurses díd not

see the relat.ionship between a written NCp and the patient's
welfare (de la Cuesta, 1983,- Nolan & Burgoyne, i-990) .

C1ear1y, claimed de 1a Cuest,a (1983) NCPs were not valued by

nurses or by their health care organizations.
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Benefits of and Barriers to the Use of the Nursing

Process and the NCP

Over the years nurse authors and researchers have

attributed specific benefit.s to accrue as a resurt of nurses

and nursíng using the nursing process and NCPs. As a result
of t.he plan being written specifically for a patient and

his/her family, the nursing care for each pat.ient is highly
individualized and comprehensive according to Case and

Rooney (L982), Christensen and Kenny (1990) and Flet.cher and

Mulligan (1982). Continuity of this care for each patient
also results if the plan is followed by other nurses

(Kramer, I972). Effective communicaÈion through a written
document, of independent nursing action (diagnoses, expected.

outcomes and nursing orders) to other nurses and ot.her

health care professionals involved in the pat,ient's care

benefits the patient and t,he nurse as duplication or
omission of care is prevented according to case and Rooney

(L982). As a result of the comprehensive planning and

involvement in both the planning and determination of

interventions, Yura and Walsh (1988) postulated, t.here is
improved patient and family satisfaction with nursing care.

As weII, there is increased nurse satisfaction wit,h the

nursing care provided and the process through which the care

was devised. The nurse is encouraged to be creative and

resourceful in problem solving. Additionally, the plan
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enables priorízaÈion of care and hence has the pot,ential t,o

decrease the feeling of frustration associat.ed with trial-
and-error nursingi care. Increased job satisfaction should

also result when st,ated measurable outcomes are achi-eved as

well as from t,he respect afforded when colleagues fo11ow

oners plan. fmproved peer relationships, a unifying respect.

for nursíng care by nurses, could ensue as nurses use and

discuss plans with their colleagues (Shea, t994a) .

Professional growth for the practising nurse and the

student nurse can also be a benefit, according to yura and

Walsh (1-988). With the use of the process and the plan

nurses can det.ermine and demonstrate t,he most effective
nursing strategies for pat,ients and document it. The NCp

guides documentation of nursing care outcomes. As a result
of the ability to explicitly demonstrate effective nursing

interventions t,here is t,he benefít of demonst.rating

nursing's contributions to pat,ient care to other hearth care

providers and society (Yura & Wa1sh, 1988). The enhancement

of nursing theory through the evidence of autonomous nursing

cognition and guantified independent nursing functions wourd

be a benefit, according to shea (1986) and yura and I¡'Ialsh

(1988) . Last,Iy, improved nursj-ng management information

could be a consequence of a well documented, current, NCp

according to Karshmer (1991). It would facilítate nurse

resource decisions, at the unit level as well as at, the

overall facility and socieLal IeveI, to be based upon
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patient classification systems using nursing diagnoses/

interr¡entions which truly reflect actual patient care

situations.
However, in the report of a survey by Shea (i_986), the

benefits of improved care, organized and direct.ed care, and

a means to communicate a plan of care between nurses so as

to promote conÈinuity/consistency of care $¡ere valued by

, on]-y 20 percent of a convenience sample (N = 54) of
pracEising nurses in a Canadian hospital. According to
Kramer (L972) these benefits are the reason d'être of t.he

NCP and are why NCPs are essential for qualit.y pat.ient care,

I t.t the majority of Shea's (1986) convenience sample of
nurses did not value these benefit.s. De Ia Cuest,a (l-983),

, Kramer (L972), and Shea (L984a) contended that by demanding
I

so many ends or purposes of the nursing process and the

written NCP, barriers to its applicat,ion have been created,.

The acute care hospital environment generates many

obstacles Lo the implement,ation of individualized nursing

care via the use of the nursing process according Èo de Ia
Cuesta (1-983), Henderson (1-987) and Rosenow (1983). One

obstacle is that t,ask assignment, not patient assignment is
the focus and because of this a sítuation is created in
which the practising nurse adapts the nursing process to the

realities of the work setting. As a result, according t,o
Rosenow (L983), the written NCP may be viewed as unimportant

or non-essential by t.he nurse, and professional values may
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succumb Lo organizational- values. The NCP will not be

writt.en or used.

An additional barrier, according to Kerfoot, (1990), is
related to the fact Lhat the NCP is viewed by qualiEy

assurance programs as an end in itself. Consequently, the

focus is on the process or tasks of care, not on the

outcomes of the planned. nursing care (Kerfoot, t-990).

Furthermore contended de la Cuest,a (1983), the method of

allocating nursing manpower in health care institutions
(larger staff numbers during the morning) reinforces this
emphasis on task allocation and on physiological care, and

devalues the holistic focus of nursing care. Both Kramer

(t972) and Niziolek (1-991) argue t,hat by viewing and

t.reating nursingrs means of achieving.high quality care as

an end rather than as a means, hearth care institutions have

been able to define Èhe nursers role and function accordj-ng

to the institution's needs. Kramer (1,972) called this goal

dispracement, and suggest.ed that it would continue until the

individual nurse was made responsible for writ.ing/revising
NCPs for a limited number of patients, with the patienLs and

their families, from admission to discharge, and was

sanctioned to do so by the hospital. The nurse responsible

for the development of the NCP should also be responsible

for the periodic evaluat,ion of a random number of t.he plans

(Kramer, 1-972,. Kerfoot, 1-990) . Gordon (cited in Ziegler eL

ê1., L986, p.4L) asserted that nurses must perceive that,
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aut,onomy and accountability are characteristics of the

profession before they are able to futly use and. realize the

benefits of the nursing process in order to plan

, individualized care with the patient. In fact., Shea (198aa)

st.ated trt.he report.ed use and d.isuse of NCPs reflects nursesl

attitudes and feelings of powerlessness. To make a plan

, implies power, cont,rol and authority', (p.t_59) . De La Cuesta

(1983) stated t.hat the nurse correct,ly perceived

; "accountability through written care plans as a threat to
her status amongst colleag-ues,' (p.¡eg) and consequently

avoided this threat. by not writing NCps.

The many ot,her barriers to writing NCps as identified
by practising nurses and cited in the literat,ure are: (a)

; they Lake too much time away from patient care; (b) they are

impract.ical and are a waste of time as no one uses t.hem; (c)

I there is a lack of positive reinforcement from nursing
;

, administration for the provision of pranned, consistent

care,' (d) the responsibility and accountability for writing
or using them is unclear,- (e) the NCp is not valued by

anyone in the clinical setting - no signature is required,

it may be writ,t,en in ínk or pencil, it may or may not be a
part of the permanent record; (f) Lhere is no connect.ion

; seen between t,he writt,en care plan and actual patient
outcomes; (g) t.he writing of NCPs can be a threat to oners

status amongst peers and other health professional-s - your

knowledge and writing skills are open to criticism and in
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addit.ion, may be resented; (h) t.here is a lack of knowledge

on how to write nursing diagnoses; (i) there is no specific
time allotted in a nursets shift to write/revise NCPs or to

use them,. rather task completion is rewarded; ( j ) the nurse

is condit,ioned to dislike writing NCPs by the extensive use

of complex NCP assignment,s in nursing school; (k) the

nursing 'job' descriptions and evaluations do not. entail or

reward the use of t,he nursing process or the writ.ing/
revising of NCPs ,' and (1) NCPs are unnecessary for short

tay pat,ient,s; rat.her individ.ualized Standard Care Plans

(SCPs) wouLd be appropriate and cost effective (Brider,I99L¡
I de Ia Cuesta, 1-983; Huckabay & Neal, 1979; Kramer, l-972;

Leddy & Pepper, L989; Shea, !984a; t9g4b; L9g6; Thomas,

I f984; Wesorick, L990).

: De Ia Cuesta (1993) stated EhaE ,the major barrier to
ì

' the full application of the nursing process concerned the

care plans" (p.368) . The plans were considered superfluous,-

: fln imposed formality by the bureaucracy with no rewards for
a good plani a means of cont.rol over the nurse and not

benef icial to pat,ient care (de Ia Cuest.a, l-993; Shea,

1984a) . According to Shea (1986) other factors which affect
the use of the NCP are its locaÈion and accessibilit.y; it,

, needs to be close to the place where nursing care is given.

When espousing that the NCP be a petrnanent part of the

patientrs chart Fischbach (199j-) stated t,hat "a copy of the

care plan is kept at a convenient, accessible location"
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(p.9) . De 1a Cuesta (1983) professed that the t.heoreticaL

benefit.s of the nursing process will only be realized when:

(a) the content. of t.he nursing process (and NCp) is aligned

with a specific use of the nursing process, (b) changes in
the structure of the health care system and nurse

interacÈions are made t,o facilit.at,e t,he use of the nursing
process by nurses, and (c) when nursi-ng and the nurse's rol-e

in health care are valued by other healt,h team members,

administrators and patients .

The Debate surrounding the Nursing process and. the NCp

The ideological and pract,ical uses of the nursing
process and the writt.en NCp are ín conflict according to de

la Cuesta (1983) and the literature reflects this
controversy. rdeaIIy, a writt.en NCp should help the nurse

to provide individualized holistic care to the patient and

communicate ínformation t,o others in order to promote the

continuity of t.he holistic care (Henderson, L9g7; Shea,

1984a; r984b). rn addition, if used with nursing theories
or models, the nursing process serves to distinguish
professional nursing practice from technical nursíng

practice (Derdiarian, 1-990 ) . However, McHugh ( 1991 ; 1996 )

arg-ued t,hat the process is linear and mechanical, "divisible
into discreÈe parts,r (McHugrh, 1_996, p.22) , and. t.hat a NCp
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assures uniform but not qualiÈy practice. rt assumes that
all nurses, given the same daÈa, should develop identical
plans of care; that experience and practice knowledge have

no part in the process (McHugh, 1991).

The cont.ention that the nursing process is linear has

been refuted by several auÈhors. Zi-egl-er et al. (j_986)

contended that,, because each step of the process developed

independent,ly of t,he others, the interrerat,ionship between

t,he st,eps was dif f ícuIt, to see. The parts of the nursing

process are described and taught as sequenÈíal steps, but

are interrelat.ed and interwoven, with movement back and

forth bet.ween t,he steps (Aspinall & Tanner, l_981,. Kozier et

ê1., l99L; Kozier et â1. , 1-992; Leddy & pepper, t9B9;

Oermann, 1-991,. Yura & Wa1sh, 19gB). The process is viewed

as being dynamic (Kozier et â1., L992) ; and is not linear
(Leddy & Pepper; Ziegler et âf., 1986) although it, is
somet.imes portrayed as such in the literature (Oermann,

1-99l¡ Zi-egJ-er et ã1 ., i-986) . Others claim that it. is the

$ray nurses use the nursíng process which determines it.s
linearity. If a rigid sequence of steps is always

undertaken to problem soIve, then it is linear according to
Erickson, Tomlin and Swain (j-983). Erickson et al. (j_993)

craim that if the nursing process is used. in an interactive,
interpersonal exchange between the patient and t,he nurse

while care is being given there is no linearíty. 'Henderson

(L982) argued t,hat if students are taught to think that the
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analytic step-by-step process is the nursing process then

they will feel guilty and inadequate as graduates when they

make a nursing decision using practice wisdom rather t,han

using the nursing process. In addition, practitioners may

loose faith in t.heir own planning abilities when the d.esired

outcomes do not result, because they were taught that the

'ríghtr plan resuLL.s in the desired result,s (stevens, Lg72) .

severar aut,hors conLend that t,he nursing process shoutd not

be the sole framework f or practice (Benner, i_983,. Henderson,

L987: L982; McHugh, 1-986) and nurses, stated Stevens (1,972)

as well as their head nurses and supen¡isors, must recognize

that, many approaches exist, which have the potential to
achieve a desired patient outcome and that t,here is no one

'right way' to achieve the desired outcome.

If t.he nurse is empowered to exercise discretionary
judgement and expert opínion, a patient care plan can be

developed without the linear structure of the process

(Niziolek, 1,99t) . According to Niziolek (199j-) tfre current
written NCP discourages the use of t,his discret.ionary
judgement and expert, opinion. Benner (cited in Niziolek,
l99L) concurred; noting that the NCP "is reflective of the

idea that it, is possible to capture all that one knows in
writing" (p . L45 ) . McHugh ( 199L ) claimed that ,,Ehe nursing

process may also limit the pract.ice of t.he professional and

ensure that the cognitive process of nursing remains at a

relatively 1ow leveI', (p.22) . Niziolek (t99L) extolled the
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use of a patient care plan which is developed

collaboratively with the patienÈ, is patienÈ centred,

flexible, utilizes a multidisciplinary approach, and is
outcome driven. Sovie (1989) urged nurses to discard

'touLdated management t.ools (such as nursing care plans) "

(p.81) in favour of pract,ices that make a difference in
patient outcomes. Hinshaw (1990) noCed that, measures of
guality nursing care - standards, sets of value and role
expect,at,ions, musL be redefined by t,he profession as the

nursers role continues to evolve and change.

Tanner (L986), in an article which explored (a) whether

the nursing process accurately reflects t.he processes by

which beginning and competent nurses make clinical
judgements, and (b) whether the written nursing care plan

v¡as the most, effective way t.o teach clinical reasoning,

stated that a few studies had suggesÈed that the linear
sequence of thought described by t.he nursing process was not

used by nursing students or clinicians. She also stated

t,hat the effectiveness of the Ncp as a teaching t,oor had not,

been investigated, but did note that there was "accumulating
literature and criticism in the opinion riterature that the

underlying nursing process may not refrect t.he complexit,y of
thinking needed for clinical judgementt' (Tanner, Lgg6, p.9) .

According to Tanner (1986) "there is far more to t,he process

of crinicar judgement. than what has been charact.erized by

the nursing processrr (p . 9 ) However, Shea ( l-9Baa) stated
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that, at that. t,imerrthe nursing process has emerged as the

undisputed methodology for the delivery of nursing care

(p.l-45). By 1989, Shea, Rogers, Fitch et al. stat.ed that
the nursing process was just that, a process, but. that its
use had enabled nurses to describe nursing practice,
research and theory from a common viewpoint.

Henderson (L982¡ t987ar 1987b) had argrued that. by

focusing on independent autonomous nursing intervent.ions the

NCP fails to st.ress the value of nurses participating in a

collaborative model of primary health care with oLher healt.h

care professionals and patients/clients. The nursing

process and the nursing jargon of t,oday's nursing record

'rcreates a barrier between the giver and receiver of health

care't (Henderson, t987a, p.1-7) . According to Henderson

(1987a) the NCP more often than not emphasized psychosocial

problems rather Lhan physical problems, and ',fails to
authorize the nurse to give primary care,, (p .1,7) .

Therefore, Henderson (1987) felt the nursing process must be

modified t.o promote rather t,han to impede t,he goal of the

nurses as a provider of primary care.

Henderson (1-982; t987a) and others (Tanner, L9B6;

Ziegler et â1., 1-986) argued that t.he nursing process, by

focusing on the scientific, probrem-solving cognitíon of the

nurse, belittles the intuitive aspect of nursing care and

the practice wisdom gleaned from nursing experience and from

nurse experts. ïn contrast, Oermann (L99]-) cont,ended that
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all three t)æes of nursing knowledge - sciencific knowledge,

et,hics of pract,ice, and rrpractice-wisdom or knowledge based

on intuition, tradition and experience" (p.i-33) gfuide the

use of the nursing process. Benner (ciUed in Oermann, 199j-)

determined that. nursing decisions made by nurse experts in
t.he clinical setting are often intuitive based. McHugh

(1-991) , using Benner's five Ievels of nursing skill
proficieîcy, concluded t,hat, the nursing process and the NCp

served the Novice and the Advanced Beginner. The Novice

needs sÈep by step procedures t,o follow while t,he Advanced

Beginner, just beginning Lo discern recurrent, meaningful

pat.terns, needs help in setting priorities (McHugh, 1991).

The Competent. Practitioner sÈit1 requires guidance in
clinical decisions but the Proficient, and Expert

Practitioners perceive situatíons as a whole and respond t.o

them intuitively and with pract,ice wisdom (McHugh, i-991) .

Thus, argrred McHugh (1991; 1986) and Sovie (i_99 j_) , when

compelled to use the rigid and restrictive nursing process

to arrive at nursing practice decisions, the expert and

advanced practitioner may be frust,rated. Hence, McHugh

(l-991) propounded that the nursing process should not be t.he

sole framework for nursing pracÈice.

Stil1 others prot,est t,hat the format, of the NCp is noL

right. Schools of nursing have long emphasized the nursing

process as Lhe methodolog-y of nursíng practice and the use

of the written NCP to teach students how to conceptualize
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nursing care and its process (Fischbach, 199L; Mayers, I97g¡

Shea, L984; Zi-egJ-er et â1., 1-986) . This teaching NCp is a

long document detailing the care provided by the student and

is used by t,he teacher to teach the nursing process and

evaluate t.he studentts progress in the provision of
individualized theory based care (Fitch et. â1., t99I; Shea,

1984a) . It, was used by t,he educator t,o demonstrat.e t,he

difference between nursíng care and medical care (palmer,

1-990). The protot)æe NCP now in use in many hospitals, with
its corurnns for nursing diagnoses, inLerventions and outcome

criteria, originated as this educaÈional tooI. It is
considered by many to be too rigid, Èoo long and t,oo

repetitious for the expert nurse t,o use at the bedsid.e (de

1a Cuest.a, 1983; Mayers, L978; McHugh, 1986; Shea, 1_994a;

Wesorick, L990) .

The goal of t,he NCP in the practice setting is to
communicate relevant information about the patientls care,

quickry and efficiently, to other team members in order to
promote continuous guality care (Mayers, L97g; Shea, L9g4a) .

rt is a working document, a writ,ten statement of Èhe nursing
process as it occurs, and consists of succinct statements

which dj-rect and assist in the evaluation of the care (Shea,

1-984a). V'Ihile Shea (1-984b) contended that "educat,ional
plans should be calIed nursing care studies instead of NCps"

(p.45) , bot,h Mayers (t978) and Shea (i-984a) feIt. the

differences which exist in the structure and function of
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beNCPs used in Èhe educational and service settings need to
recognized and understood. Shea (1-984a) felt that nurse

educators and administrators were 1ike1y unaware of t.he

pract.ising nurser s f elt despair at t,he task of writing NCps;

and that nurse educat,ors and nurse admínistrators have not

taught or provided adeguate orientat.ion to the required

transition from the educational to service tool.
The traditional form of the NCP in the nursing

workplace, and the most frequently used form of NCp today,

is the Kardex according to Fergruson, Hildman and Nichols
(1987). This Lool usually includes an area for physician

orders and t,ests as well as an areas for nursing diagnoses,

nursing orders and activities of daily Living. shea (l-9g4a)

noted that, since the educational NCp_tool was an .add. on'

to already existing nursing communication tools on the

nursing wards, such as t,he Kardex, nursesr noÈes, and

change-of -shift report, t.he NCP ',should list priorized
nursing diagnoses, expected outcomes and interventionsil
(p.149). However, christensen and Kenny (1990) speak of the

Kardex as a working form, a "fluid document subject to
frequent chang'err (p.210) and as one Èo be completed in
pencil so that. it can be used as a guick, ready reference

and can be readily changed. The NCp, on the other hand,

according to christensen and Kenny (1990) shoutd. be a part
of t,he patienL's permanent record and completed in ink as iE
is the "key vehicle to nursing care,' (p. 210) . This
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permanent, formal record of a pat,ientrs nursing orders and

decisíons would beLter communicate the pat,ient,s progressive

care to other practitioners and facilitate research into
effective nursing int,ervent.ions (Stevens , 1-972) . IÈ is
evident that NCPs and Kardexes are not, identical in purpose

and yet in t,he clinical setting the NCP may only be written
on a kardex, in pencil, and discarded when the patienÈ is
discharged. This is one of t.he problems of the NCp, and is
oft,en stat.ed as a reason that it is not valued by nurses (de

1a Cuesta, 1983; Henderson, 1,987; Shea, L984a¡ t994b; j_986).

Whatever the type of NCP, iEs "rigid format and ambigruous

terminology affect the nursets motivation and creativity in
using it" (Shea, L986, p. L55) . Henderson (t992) , not,ed

that, âs yet, a realistic useful written plan of care has

probably not been designed. Sovie (1989) advocated that,

nurses revolutionize nursing systems such as the NCp and

documentation reguirements so that. the nurse is freed to
give high quality patient/family care. she saw the current
NCP, based on its apparent disuse by nurses and the time

required to writ,e/revise it, as needing to be replaced by a
collaborat,ive nurse-physj-cian care plan which would manage

episodes of iIIness.

Shea (L984a) and Sovie (1989) claimed the NCp consumes

valuablet hands on' nursing time as well as record space,

and that the qualit,y of patient care has not been rerat,ed to
the presence of a written NCP. Conversely, Oetker B1ack,
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Taunton, Thomas, and Krampitz (1989) stated t,hat positive
pat.ient outcomes of nursing' care do correlate wiÈh writt,en

NCps. sovie (1999) further contended that the NCp should

influence the quality of nursing care or the pract.ice of
wrj-ting/revising NCPs should be stopped. However, evidence

of the use of the NcP, and of its usefulness to the nursing
practitioner in planning and communicating strategies to
provide individualized nursing care is limited (Brider,

l99l; McHugh, l99t) . Shea (1986) wrote Èhat ,,no one has yet.

proved that. lack of a writ,ten NCP diminished the quality of
care or that the presence of a written care plan ensures

high quality care" (p.149). In fact, Shea assert,ed that
many patients receive quality care despite the absence or
disuse of NCPs. Others (Toptich et ê1., L994) contend that
today, more than ever, âs nurses provide care for more

acutely iII patients in a shortened time frame, with fewer

resources, a plan of care is essent,ial.

Chiarella (1983) questioned whether the nursing process

was a tool or a rule for nurses; and whether the NCp was

working for nurses or if nurses were using it properly.
clearly, accordíng to some authors (Harris, i-990; Henderson,

L987; Niziolek, ]-991-) tfre written NCp has become an end

rather than a meanst a control over the nurse's role and

function in t,he hospital setting rat,her than L,he nurse' s

tool to manage continuity in individualized nursing care.

Quality of pat,ient care standards, both professional and
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institut,ional, demand that on each shift the nurse use a NCp

t.o guide each patient' s care. The NCp is t.o be writt.en by

the nurse and updated as needed (CCHFA, 199j-,. Turner, ]-99L;

Yura & waIsh, L974) . The ,Joint commission on AccrediÈation

of Healthcare organizations in Èhe unit.ed states, partially
in response t,o the lack of consensus on the utility of the

protot)æe NCP to all its purported benefacEors, recently
revised it,s nursing standards (Brider, 199i-) . The proÈot)T)e

NCP which was used in nursing schools is no longer reguired

in the practice setting; the nurse must have a plan of care

based on patient needs and document the delivery of t.hat

care appropriately on t.he patient,ts chart (Brider, 1-991;

Palmer, t99t) . However, Taptich at a1. (L994) stated that.

NCPs remain in existence as other regulat,ory agencies

require them and many nurses feel they are essential.
The practising registered nurse cannot escape from the

debat,e surrounding the value of the NCp. cIearly, according

to McNally (1990) there must, be congruence between the

varuing of t.he nursing process and NCp by the healt,h care

organization, by the nurse, and by the nursing profession

for the nurse to be willing to allocate some direct patient.

care time to document.ing nursing diagnoses, interventions,
and evaluat.ion criteria on the Ncp. rn addition, argiued

Ferguson, Hildman and. Nichols (L987), the cost of requiring
nurses to document a plan which is not used to promote

continuíty of quality care is a concern in today's hospital
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environment

To t.his end the effect of t,hree Ë14pes of nursing care

planning systems on selected patient outcomes was studied by

Ferguson, Hildman and Nichors in i.9gr. rf quality patient
and nurse outcomes were the resurt, of t,he writ.ing and the

use of NCPs by the nurse, the t.ime (cost) spent preparing a
NCP would be worthwhile. using a pre and post, test guasi-

experimental design (N= 9 nursing units/each with
approximately 85 -100 beds and an average of 2g RNs and

Licensed Practical Nurses 1f,eNs) ), these researchers found

that the presence or non-presence of written Nursing

Diagnoses (ND) and Nursing orders (No) on any of the three
NcP systems had essentially no significant effect on patienÈ

and nurse outcomes. The three NCp syst,ems were: (1) A non-

permanent cent::al kardex with dependent. nursing functions,
basic nursing funct,ions and no NDs or NOs ; (2) a non-

permanent standardized NCp (SCp) with individualized NDs and.

NOs on the chart and on a central kardex,. and (3) a

permanent NcP on the chart, with written NDs and Nos. using
data from existing document.s and Analysis of covariance
(AIüCOVA) to control for other influences on the nurse

out,come (lengt,h of time required. for end of shift reporÈ)

and patient outcomes (length of stay, number of readmissions

within 30 days for the same or rerated. diagnosis, number of
nosocomial infections, incident reports related to patient
safet.y, medication or treatment errors by nurses, number of
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analgesics administered, acuity level upon discharge) there

was no significant difference (p=0.0S) among the three

purposive experimental groups on the outcome variables. The

researchers suggest,ed thaÈ ND and NO identification was a

cognit.ive process and t.hat t.he quality of care was not

dependent on t,heir appearance on the writ,ten form (Ferguson

et â1. , 1987) . Secondly, the aut,hors suggested t.hat, the

influence of differences in the one step of planning, as

measured in this study, on patient outcomes is very minimal,

and that it is t,he sum of t,he nursing process steps t.hat.

influences paÈient and nurse outcome variables. Thus,

differences in form of t,he NCP were not reflecEed in the

outcomes measured in this study (Ferguson eÈ âI., L9B7) . To

increase internal validity, the researchers suggested that
nurses be surveyed, after a replicat.ion study, to det.ermine

their self-report.ed use of the various NCp systems during

t,he study. If t.he replication study were to support the

L987 findings, Ferguson et al. (1,987 ) suggested that
standards requiring a NCP for each patient be reconsidered..

"Writing NCPs is a time consuming and, therefore costly
activity. Theoret,ically it, is a varuabre actÍvíty¡ however,

in pract,ice, it may not be necessary" (Fergruson et â1 .,
1987, p.35).

Ferguson et al. 's (1987) study did not describe Èhe

demographic characteristics of the nurses on the

experiment.al units. This limit,s comparability with other
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st,udies on the basis of years of nursing experience,

experience with the nursing process and the age of the

nurses. Additionally, the focus on the three t)æes of NCp

sysLems within one facility may have influenced the nurses'

NCP and care giving actions. This t.hreat to internal
validity was noted and addressed by the investigators
(Fergruson et â1. , 1987) .

To summarize, the debate surrounding the value of t,he

nursing process and a writt,en NCp to the patient, the nurse,

and the other purported benefactors of thís met,hodology

cenLre upon whether the methodolog-y is the only methodology

for nursing and whether nurses use it initially in t,heir
practice but move on t.o including other element.s such as

pracLice wisdom and intuition. rn add.ition the assumptj-on

that the educationar format will serve in the practice area

may be wrong. The idea that the care plan should be a
collaborat,íve health t,eam plan for each patient,s episode of
illness care in the acut,e care hospital, kept, at t,he bed.side

and take different formats in the various speciarity areas

may be more accurat,e. One st,udy (Ferguson et âf ., L9g7)

found that NCP format made no difference to the out,comes of
care measured in their study. clearIy, the debate about the

nursing process as the met,hodology of nursing and t,he NCp as

t.he operat.ionalization of t.his methodology is an issue and

has been one since the nursing process rÀras introduced in the

early l-970s. Practising nurses cannot but help to be
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t.oinfluenced by the debate and the professional obligations
write and revise NCPs for pat.íents on a daily basis may

indeed succumb Èo more pressing priority nursing care

issues.

Nurses Attitudes Towards Writing Nursing care plans

Leddy and Pepper (1989) state that "beliefs about

nursing shape t.he way nurses practice" (p .269) .

Additionally, according to Ajzen and Fishbein (L977),

beliefs, values and attitudes are important cognitive
variables which influence behaviour. consequently, basic
values, beliefs, and assumptions provide a meaningful

perspective t.hrough which t.he nurse experiences and

understands his/her world (McNa1ly, 1-9gO; FiÈch et â1.,
1_99r-).

An attitude const.itutes the organizat.ion of several
varues and beliefs which predispose an individual to act
towards an object in a specific manner (Ajzen & Fishbein,

1977) . According to Fitch et aI. (1991) "what. is important

or valued and what is seen in a positíve light is more apt

to be incorporated into oneIs repert,oire of behaviours"
(p . 25 ) . Aj zen' s planned behaviour theory (cited in Savag.e,

1993) posits t.hat aLtitude towards the behaviour, the

culturar percept,ion of t.he behaviour and the individual ,s
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sense of cont.rol over t,he behaviour lead to an intent,ion to
behave in a specific r^¡ay. According Èo savage (i-993),

although individuals usually behave as they intend,
particular circumstances ín specifíc sit,uations may

int.erfere with the intended behaviour being carried out..

An individualrs values, although unique co some degree,

are usually grounded in the core varues of the cuIÈ.ure

(McNa1ly, l-990) . The nurse's professional culture, which

values the nursing process and the constant pursuit of high
gualíty pat,ient care, and the bureaucratic culture, in which

nursing is practised and which may or may not be perceived

by the nurse to value Èhe nursing process, may confl-ict
(Harris, 1990; Hinshaw, j-990) . Hinshaw (1990) stated that
the two cultures must be seen as valu'ing the nursing process

as t.he methodology of nursing practice by Èhe practising RN

or professional vaLues will succumb to those of the

organization. Rosenow (1983) described the organizat.ional-

needs as providing service to medicine and other
professionals. According to de Ia cuesta (l-993), Leddy and

Pepper (1989) and Rosenow (1983), nurses in inst.itut,ional
set,t.ings are primarily rewarded for fulfílling these

organizational needs and tasks rather than for planning and

providing individualized nursing care. Accord.ing to d.e la
Cuesta (1983) and Hinshaw (1990) tfris will cont,inue unt.iI
the organizational culÈure changes to support nursing's
prof essional- values.
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Shea (f984a) suggested that the three t)æes of problems

commonly associated with the NCP can be related to nurses,

attitudes t,owards the NCP. Shea (j-984a) based her premise

on the fact that nurses ofLen st.ate that writ.ing NCps is a

waste of time and t.he messages writt,en on t,he NCps seem to
have littre influence on the behaviour of other nurses. The

t,hree problems as ident.ified by Shea (j_984a) are: technical
problems, language or meaning problems and efficiency
problems. Inaccurate or unt.imely message transmission
(technical problems) are linked to the format of the NCp;

its components; whether nurses write, use or rarely use the
given information; and to t,he accessability of the NCp

(where it is kept). unclear message Èransmission (language

or meaning problems) result.s from the.use of technical words

or jargon. Last,ly, if the message faíls to influence t,he

behaviour of others positivêIy, Èhe tool has efficiency
problems. I'A measure of the success of the communication

would be the degree to which another person acts as desired

or predicted" (Shea , 1-984a, p. j-5 j_) .

Huckabay and Neal (1979) studied possible relationships
between demographic characteristics of nurses, environmental

valuing of the written NCp as evidenced by reinforcement and

incentives received by nurses for a well written Ncp, and

nurses' knowledge and valuing of the process on the

behaviour of writing of NCps. The sample (N=26) from 15

American states was divided int.o high NCp writers (n = 53;
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more than the mean of 3.3 per week) and low NCp writers (n =

23; less than 3.3 per week) on the basis of self-reporÈed.

writj-ng or revision of NCps per week. over go percent of
the nurses reported unknown or no reinforcement in the way

of promot,ion or salary increase for writing NCps. However,

high NCP writ.ers did report receiving significantly more

positive reinforcement from their head nurses (Mann-whitney

u-Test,, ÍJ=754, significant. aÈ 0.05). The high Ncp writers
were arso found to have significantly more knowled.ge of t.he

necessary learning sets required to writ.e NCps; reported a
higher incenÈive value on writing NCps; and were younger

nurses who had learned t.he nursing process in their basic
nursing education program. However, despite t.he fact t,hat.

80 percent, of the nurses reported the NCp as valuable for a

patient with overt physical and/or emotional problems, only
50 percent of them viewed the Ncp as valuabre in helping the
patient adapt to an illness or hospitalization, and only 27

percent, reported t,he NCP as extremely valuable in
individualizing care. oespit.e the f act t.hat 72 percent of
the nurses knew t,hat the writing of NCps was a nursing
responsibility and was incruded in their job description,
NCPs were rated as being ext,remery valuable in evaluating a

nurse's performance by only 1-4 percent. of the nurses. The

small sample size and no reported method of sample serection
do not allow generalizat.ion of the study fíndings. An

opinion art.icle by Kramer (1972) noted thaÈ ,,the writing of
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a nursing care plan is noL reinforced either by other
nurses, physicians, directors of nursing', or the evaruation

system" (p.32 ) .

Bowman, Thompson,and SuEton (1983) found that a

st,ructured inservice education program creaLed positive
attitudes towards the nursing process. Nurses on three

distinct units of a rarge Èeaching hospital in Great Britain
(N = 115) which had implement,ed t,he nursing process using
st,nrctured and unstruct,ured staff preparation strat.egies

were surveyed. Nurses on the unit with a strucÈured pre and

ongoíng inservice program had a stat.istically significant
(p<0.005) higher attitude score toward the nursing process

than t,hose on the two units with an unstructured
introduction of the nursing process. .The head nurses of al_I

units v¡ere found t,o have more positive attitudes toward the

nursing process, therefore organizational influences as well
as continued educat.ional support for staff nurses may have

been at pray. The effect of structured inservice education
programs on actual NcP writing/revising behaviours $/as not

det.ermined in this study. This would have been an

interesting dependent variabre, and. an important. one. Did

t.he more positive att.itudes toward the nursing process and

NCPs resulÈ in a NCP being writ,ten/revised for every

patient?

Building upon the work of Bowman, Thompson and sutton
(1983) , Savage (1993) carried out a descriptive study t.o
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measure t,he att.itude of ward based psychiacric nurses (N =

59) towards t,he nursing process. Although not stat.istically
comparable, Savage did find that t,he mean at.titude score was

similar to that found by Bowman et aI. in l-983. As the 1993

scores r^¡ere ordinal, savage noted that. it was dif f icult to
stat,e what. a score of 70 out of 100 actually meant,. savage

(1993) did find that individual characteristics such as

ward, nurse grade and rank, and years on the same ward $Iere

not significantly correlated with attitude at the alpha

level P = 0.05. The gualitative data, co11ect,ed from three
respondents with a generally positive attitude t,oward. the

nursing process, demonst.rated t.wo t,hemes . The staf f f ert a

lack of involvement with the introduction of the use of the
nursing process in the ctinical area and a lack of
maintenance activities to support the positive att,itude
towards the nursing process and the behavioral changes

required for its use on the wards. savage (1993) concluded

t,hat the wide range of atÈitude scores and Lhe perceived

lack of involvement in implementation plus the few

maint,enance activities had implicat,ions for nursing practj_ce

within t,he wards. This study is of interest in t,hat it
lends support to the Bowman et aI. (1983) study which found

significantly higher att,itude scores in areas where

inservice programs for t,he nurses on t.he implementation and

use of the nursing process in crinical areas were planned

and provided before and after Lhe actuar imprementat.ion.
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The nursing value was supported by a cultural valuing and.

intended behaviour was supported so t.hat iÈ could become an

actual behaviour,' Lhe power to behave in a specific manner

was with the individual. Savage,s (1993) sample

demonstrated a s1ight,Iy lower mean aEt.itude score than

Bowman et. aI.'s (L983). courd this be attributed in part to
the perceived lack of curtural- valuing of the behaviour or
to the effect of a smaller sample size? Bowman et. aI. ,s
(1983) sample size (N = 115) was almost, two times great.er

than that of Savage.

Thomas (L984) , using a modification of yurchuk,s (t976)

Nursing Care Planníng Attit,ude Scale (NCPAS) and a

demographic questionnaire, studied the effect,s of two

st,af f ing patterns on rural American regist,ered nurses'

attitudes towards writing NCps. Both the functional pattern
group (n = 30) and t,he prímary patt,ern group (n = 2g) r^¡ere

found to hold posiÈive at.tit,udes towards writing NCps

(Thomas, L984). Using Pearson,s product moment correlation
coefficient. Thomas (1984) found seven nurse characteristics
t,o have statistically significant (p= .OOOL) relationships
with nurses' attitudes towards writing NCps. These were (a)

a negat.ive relationship between attitude and length of time

in a particular position, (b) an inverse relationship
between attitude and age of the nurse, (c) a positive
relationship between atÈitude and recency of graduation from

a nursing school and with higher 1eve1s of nursing
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education, and (d) a positive relationship between attitud.e
and an emphasis of the nursing process in t,he nursing

educaÈion program (Thomas, L984) . Again, NCp writing

/revising behaviours were noÈ described.. However, the

contention that non-common nursing education and.

socialization backgrounds yield different values and beliefs
regarding nursing care which are difficult t,o reconcile
(Weaver, Bynes, Dibella & Hughes, 1,99t) supports Thomas's

finding that, more positive attit.udes were associated with
higher levels of nursing education.

Hildman and Ferguson (j_99j-) stud.ied nurses, attit.udes
toward the nursing process and writt.en/printed NCps using a

comparative descriptive design and a summated rating scale
questíonnaire wiÈh a crombach,s alpha_reliability of o.74.

The sample (N = 60 registered nurses) had a more positive
attitude t,owards Ehe nursing process (mean rat,ing 4.0) t,han

towards the written/print.ed NCp (mean rating 2.4) , and

reported using t,he nursing process in their patient care
(mean ranking 4.0) (Hildman & Fergruson, l_991) .

rnterestingly, the findings that "there were no sígnificant,
differences in attitudes by either nursing education or
highest degree earned,, (Hildman & Fer!ßlson, L9gt, p.45) were

in direct conflict to t.he findings report.ed by Thomas

(1e84) .

Upon examining the scores for the entire scale,

Hildman and Ferguson (199i-) found that nurses with one year
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or less of experience had "significantly higher scores than

those nurses who were employed 1_0 years or more" (p.45).

Thomas (1984) also noted this finding in her st.udy. Hirdman

and Fergruson (1991-) speculated that, this was because of
recent immersion in the nursing process and NCps in nursing

school and to the more ideal attitudes t,owards the nursing
process held by the Less experienced nurses. rn light of
the other studies one must guestion wheÈher t.his significant
difference (significance level not report,ed) is related to
the more experienced nurses' use of practice wisdom and

intuitÍon in decision making, and the consequent frust,ration
(less positive attitude toward Lhe written NCp) with a

method of decision making such as the nursing process.

Despite the non-generalizability of Èfe find.ings due to
small sampre size, this is yet another investigation which

questions the value and effectiveness of the NCp as a

communicat,ion vehicle t.o promote continuity of high guality
nursing care. These studies have ident.ified some factors
which appear to affecL nurses, attitudes toward.s the nursing
process and the NCP but they do not describe NCp writing/
revising behaviours or attempt to rink att.itud.es with
behaviours.

shea (r984a) explored registered nurses' feelings and.

thought.s toward NCPs in four general hospitals in a Ï¡,Iestern

canadian city. specifically, shea (1984a) used a Likert
scaled questionnaire to obtain answers to t,he following
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questions: the frequency of NCP use by the nurses, Lhe

frequency of Èhe belief that NCPs improve patient care, Lhe

f reguency that, cont j-nuiLy of care is improved, the nurses,

feelings t,owards writing NCPs, where NCps should. be kept on

the pat,ient care unit, the components of the NCp, and a

semantic dif ferential scale co measure nurses' at,tit,udes

towards the NCP. seventy-nine percent of t.he convenience

sample (N= 31-3) reported using a NCp in nursing school, but
47 percenE reported using them occasionally Lo never as

graduates. Fifty-nine percent reported having mixed or

negative feelings to the wrj_ting of NCps. Shea (t-9gaa)

reported that NCPs were considered a wast.e of time by t,he

nurses, were only useful if pat.ients were really sick, and.

were unnecessary as the ilnurse ought to know how to care for
pat.ients without writing everything down,' (p. 1,54) . A

possible int,erpretat.íon of these statemenÈs, according to
Shea (1-984a) is that the nurses felt nurses should. know

nursing by virtue of being an educated professional nurse

and that nursing colleagrues who write NCps do not, believe
this to be so. Shea (1984a) described this as a problem of
interference in the communication process. According t.o

shea (L984a) coIIegiaI interactions and evaluations which

are supposedly a part of professional autonomy, are not

included in the socialization of nurses as professionals.

Hence, nurses do not, treat each other as colreagrues in a

trusting, confident. manner.
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Despite the fact that 79 percent of the nurses reported

usíng NCPs as students, only 23.6 percent identifíed the

correct components of Lhe NCP (Shea, t994a). This is an

interesting fínding in light of Sheehans' (199j_) study which

suggest,ed t,hat nurses had not restnlctured Èheir views of
nursing knowledge to accommodate the change in nursing
pract,ice and questioned whet,her a factor or fact,ors in the

environment prevented the accommodat.ion. rt is also
inLeresting from the perspective of Thomas's (tgg|) and

Hildman and Fergnrson,s ( j_991_) studies which identified t,hat

nurses of one year or less experience had sígnificantly more

positive attit.udes Èowards writing NCps.

Twenty six percent of the registered nurses in shea,s
(1984a) study agreed that NCps always.enhance patient care

while 31 percent. agreed that continuity of care was always
j-mproved wit.h the presence of a Ncp. These 1ow percent.ages

link with the findings that only Lg percent. of the nurses

used a NCP and almost 60 percent had mixed feelings about

t,he NCP (Shea, t984a) .

Using a oneway analysis of variance (A¡üOVA) to analyze

t.he semantic differential scale data, shea (i-994a) found

that the nurses in two hospitals had statistically
significant (p=O.OS) negative attitudes toward the NCp on l_3

of the L4 pairs of bipolar adjectives. These results
according to shea (r984a) 'rstrongly suggest Èhat factors at
work in the hospital environment. ínfluence the att.itudes
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nurses have towards NCPs and this may influence t.he

f reguency with which t,hey are used', (p .!57). The hospitals
with nurses who had more positive attitudes t.owards t,he NCp

"also reported higher usage and belief that NCps improve

carer' (Shea, 1984a, p.157).

As noted in Shea's (l_994a) study report, the results
are l-imited as "Lhey represent a limited segment of nursing
population and t,he study was exploratory and no effort t.o

correlate the variables was madet' (p .]-,S7). Further study

r^Ias recommended to collect information needed to make the
NCP the communication tool which it has promise to be.

Preliminary result,s of ínterviews done by shea (r9g4a) with
st.aff nurses in order to determine identifiable variables in
institutional and clinical settings which enhance or inhibit
the use of NCPs indicaÈed several patterns. staff nurses,

reported shea (1-984a), did not belíeve that writing Ncps

improves care, and were really not, sure why t,hey are asked

to write a NCP for each patient. Furthermore stated shea

(l-984a), staff nurses do not believe t.hat the NCp is a

communication tool because no one reads t,hem, but do state
that 'r if used correct,ly should be the best, communication

tool on the nursing unit" (p.158). A definition of .used

comect,lyr vras not provided.

These studies, although not generalizabre d.ue to small

sample sizes and non-random sampling methods, have

demonst,rat.ed that. at,titudes towards Ncps are somewhat
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posj-tive, and can be made more so Èhrough environmental

support such as inservice education and reinforcemenÈ

strategies as well as through emphasis in initial- nursing

education programs. rn contrast, the opinion articles
emphasize that the use of long, complex nursing care

assignments in nursing school conditions nurses to 'hat,el

NCPs.

The studies by Bowman et al. (1993), Hildman and

Ferguson (L991-) , Huckabay and Neal (t979) , Savage (l_993) ,

shea (L984a) and Thomas (L994), while lend.ing some support.

to the argument that t,he nursing process is too rigid for
the more experienced nurse who would be in a clinical area

longer and would most 1ikely be older than the new graduate,

also suggest. that. other variables such as non-supportive
peer group culture or organizational culture were at play.
Opinion art,icles such as those by Henderson (tggz¡ 1,9g7a¡

1-987b) , Kramer (1972) and McHugh (A99t) seemed to imply that
nursing experience and practice wisdom negate or at least.

decrease the need for a written plan for care.

staff nurses' use of and attítudes toward. the use of
Standard Care Plans (SCP) were studied. by Nichols and

Barst,ow in 1-980. scPs very generally outline nursing

diagnoses, outcomes and interventions commonly associated

with parÈicuLar medical- diagnoses (Nichols & Barsto!,¡, 19g0;

shea, L984a), and being very general must be individualized
for every patient in order that a detailed plan which can
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direct. a patientts individualized care results (Shea,

L984a). Questionnaires, exploring the use of SCps and

factors associated with nurses' positive and negat,ive

attitudes toward the scPs, were distributed through head

nurses to 520 nurses in a complex of two American acuÈe care

t.eaching hospitals. Of t.he sample (N = 209) , L4g nurses

were categorized as having a positive attitude toward the

SCP (Nichols & Barstow, l-980). Using Chi sguare and

Pearson's R, the positive attítude towards the use of scps

correlated with a promot.ional ladder centred around. clinical
competence. Fort,y-nine percent of the nurses reported usíng

the scPs for all or most of their paÈient,s; 51 percent used

them for some or few of their patients. The scps were used

as guides for conditions not usually met, on the unit by s4

percent; as plans to be individualized. by 51 percent,. and

for nursing orders by 23 percent of the nurses. open-ended.

questions result.ed in recommendations to make the scps

shorter and more accessible for the nurse. These

recommendations would support Shea's (j-994a) cont,ention that,

scPs are not. useful plans of care due to their t,ext book

generaliÈy and to their usuar inaccessíbIe (for the nurse)

location in a central file on the nursing unit.
standardized and computerized nursing care plans (cNcp)

were thought. Èo be practical solutions to t,he NCp probrem.

Harris (1990) used qualitat,ive const,ant comparative analyses

of int.erviews with staff nurses (N=14 from one community
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hospit,al and 1 pilot sLaff nurse from another hospital) who

had worked with (CNCPs) for a year or less in ord.er to st,udy

the perceived meaning of using cNCps t,o nurses. she found

that cNCPs meant the loss of nursing autonomy, t,he ross of
individualization of care, and t,he loss of nursing expertise
in the planning of nursing care. A CNCP, accord.ing t.o

Harris (1990) is only individualized when nurses free text,
that is, insert personal patient data into the cNcp. some

nurses felt t,hat the longer free text. cNCps, which were

creative, individualized plans, were not encouraged or
rewarded by administ,ration; t.hey were too rong and took too

much t.ime (Harris, i-990) . Thus, asserted Harrís (1990) trre
expert nursets intuitive, context based, gestalt-view was

lost. to routine, standardized machine d.riven nursing care.

However, claimed Harris (1990), if the organization and

management, as a whole, valued NCps, and were cognj-zant of
the meaning attached to this type of technology to nurses,

Èhe implementat,ion of cNcp need not be a t,hreat. to nursing
autonomy, expertise, and to individualized nursing care.

These studies do indicat,e that congruence between

professional- valuing of the nursing process and visible
organizational valuing of the nursing process as a means to
individualize care does enhance the use of the written NCp

by the nurse. Nurse att,itudes toward writing NCps are more

positive in environments that support the professional

responsibility to use the nursing process, part,icularly for
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t,hose nurses who have learned Lhe process in nursing school.
The literature is arso suggestive Èhat ranner's (j_9g6)

assertions that the nursing process, as now used, is not
completely representative of the thought process involved in
making clinical nursing decisions. AddiÈiona11y, the
literature appears to favour Hend.erson,s (lgg2, aggT)

protest. that the NCp does not represent the colraboratj_ve

model t,hat nursing espouses to want. to use in order to step
int,o the arena of primary healt,h care as a full participant.
However generarizabiliÈy of the findings is difficurt, due t.o
the variance in sampring techniques reported, Èo t,he use of
different research too1s, and the increased sophisticat.ion
in the reporting sÈy1e of the researchers through the years.

The most recent literature found..is the work by shea

(1984a, L984b, ]-986) and by Fit,ch, Rogers, Ross, shea, smiEh

and Tucker (199L). Shea's (1984a, ]-gg4-b, tgg6) work details
possible factors which influence the use of t,he nursing
process and a conceptual framework t,o study these factors
which influence the use of NCps by professional nurses.

Fitch et aI. (199j-) proposed a multisite collaborative,
longitudinal study "to document, the impact on nurses,

nursing practice and nurse-patient interactions of
implemenÈing a nursing conceptual model as the basis for
nursing practice within a hospital" (p.23). They use Shea's

l-986 conceptual framework. rt is postulat.ed. that nurses'

ideas and at.titudes toward t,he nursing process and NCps may
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shift as a result of utilizing a nursing conceptual

framework (FíLch et â1. , i-991) .

Summary

The nursing process, with its component phases of
assessment, nursing diagnosis, planning, interventions and

evaluation, has been accepted as the met,hodology of nursing
practice in North America since the laÈe i-960s and early
L970s. The NCP, the end result of t,he planning phase, is
purported to be the operationalization of the nursing
process. The nursing process, wit.h its phases, was

incorporated int.o the standards for professional nursing
education, practice, administration and research. This gave

legitimacy to the use of the methodology in the practice
set.ting. However, even in the early l-970s opinion articles
appeared in the nursing literature which ramented the fact
that, nurses did not write/revise Ncps as recoflrmended.

The nursing process and NCp were also incorporated inLo

hospital accreditaÈion st,andards. A care plan for every

patient became a necessary item for guarity assurance

programs. opinion articles stirr appear which guestion the
value of the nursing process and incomplete or out of date

NCPs to patient, care, and whether t.he nursing process and

NCP are truly representative of the nurse,s clinical
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decision makíng process. rn addiLion, it is argued t.hat the
health care institution, by mandating that each patient have

an updated written NCP, has made the Ncp an end in and of
itself rat,her than a means for the nurse to ensure

individualized high quality patient care.

Few reported studies have been conducted to evaluate
t.he effectiveness of the NCp for the pat.ient or for the
nurse. Those that have been done do not, demonstrate that
the written NCP makes a significant difference to patient
care, and according to non-scientifíc surveys and opinion
art.icles, this is what the pract,ising nurse knows. A few

studies have examined nurses' attitudes toward.s Lhe nursing
process, writing NCPs and the Ncp. The format of the Ncp

does not appear to make a significant.impact on t.he nurses'

at,tit,udes t,owards writing NCps nor upon pat.ient, outcomes.

Positive reinforcemenE from head nurses and the provision of
struct.ured inservice educat.ion programs t.o help staff nurses

write NCPs appear to result in more positíve aLtitudes
towards writing NCPs. At this time only one canadian nurse

researcher has examined nursesr attiLudes and other factors
related to the writing of nursíng care plans. Shea,s

(1984a) study was limited to four hospitals in one large
Canadian city, used a convenience sample, and was

exploratory in nature. shea (Lgg4a, 1gg4b, 1-9g6) cl_aimed

t.hat insÈitutional factors impact strongly upon nurses'

at,t.itudes towards writ,ing NCps and upon actual NCp
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writ,ing/revising behaviour. Shea (l-984a) d.id not explore
nurse NCP writing/revising behaviour nor did she attempt to
correlate attitudes and behaviours. Huckabay and Neal's
(1-979) study to describe NCP writ,ing behaviours found t.hat

even the nurses with high NCP writing behaviours d.id not

meet the standardsr expectations of a NCP for every patient
and that they reported more positive reinforcement from head.

nurses than did the Iow NCp writers.
The aim of the current study was to determine nurses'

attitud.es towards writing/revising NCPs and their actual
self reported writing/revising behaviours. In addition, the
correlation, íf âDy, between the dependent and independent

variables vitas to be det.ermined. If nurses have positj_ve

attit.udes and write NCPs as t,he standards imply they should,

t,hen the assumption can be made that, this heal-th care

t.echnologry (the NCp) is acceptable to t.he providers of
nursing care and t,hat the standards depict appropriate
*'"ï;r""::::"":":":::ï,ï. 

correlarional srudy beins
described was timely in t,hat nursing in Canada was becoming

very much aware of t,he fact that nurses must be proactive in
determining cost effective nursing activities. ff the NCp,

as presently used, was not perceived to be an effective tool
to the user (the nurse) and was perceived as having little
impact on the quality of nursingl care provided to the

patient then it may well be t,hat requiring a NCp for every
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pat.ient is not an efficient use of nursing time. Nursing
may be required t,o examine and change its own professional
standards as well- as influence examination and revision of
hospital accreditation st.andards. Nurse practitioners and

administrators will need to furt,her evaluate the NCp in
light of other purported benefits of the writt.en NCp. They

may need to examine their patient, care informat,ion needs and

to devise useful formats for t,he communication of the

nursing care to meet these idenÈified needs.
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Chapter 3

RESEARCH DESTGN A}üD PROCEDI'RES

Research Design

This study was designed to investigat,e the attitud.es of
RNs, who practise in acut.e care centres in Winnipêg,

Manitoba toward writing/revising NCps, and. their self-
reported NCP writing/revising behaviour. Relationships
between these two variables were to be described and

correlations det,ermined. A descríptive correlat.ional survey

design allows the variabres of interest to be identified. and

described as they occur naturalry, and their relationships
to be examined (Brink & Wood, 1989). Shelley (1984)

described this type of study as a d.escriptive, simple

correlational design as it includes only two variables,
att.itude and behaviour, âs they occur within one group of
subj ects .

The literature search performed for this study yielded
no st.udy that described the mean attitude of practising RNs
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hrorkíng in urban Manitoba acuLe care hospitals toward

writing NCPs or their self-reported Ncp writing/revising
behaviour. In addition, no study was located that
determined the correlation between the Ncp attitude and NCp

writing/revising behaviour with this same population. Basic

descriptive knowledge about the research variables has been

acquired through a few qualitative and quantitative st,ud.ies

in various geographic locations of t,he world (Bowman et âr. ,

1983; De la Cuesta, t984; Huckabay & Neal, 1979; Savage,

1993; Thomas , 1-984') .

.4, modification of shea'|s (1986) framework to study the

use of nursing care plans by Èhe pract,ising RN provided the

conceptual framework for the study. Shea,s (1996)

conceptual framework proposed possíble relationships between

nursesr att.itudes towards writing NCps and t.heir NCp

writíng/revísing behaviours. Hence, a descriptive
correlat.ional design was appropriate as Èhis design implies
that, a conceptuar framework that, supports the possibilit,y of
relationships among the variables has been proposed (Brink &

Wood, L989).

By describing t,he mean attitude of nurses toward.s

writ,ing/revising NCPs and the mean NCp writing/revising
behaviour of the nurses, this study also portrayed. urban

Manitoba RNsr acceptance of nursing standards and. hospital
accreditation standards which require nurses to writ,e a NCp

for each patient. Hence, by determining the mean nurse
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attitude towards writing/revísing NCps and t,he mean NCp

writing/revising behaviour of Manit.oba nurses this study

also partially answered the evaluative quest,ion of whet,her

t,he poticies which reguire t,he nurse to write a NCp for each

patient are effective in t.he real worId. Do t,he

practitíoners report. that t,hey accept and comply with t.hem?

Thus the study could also be described as evaluative
(Drummond et. â1., i-989; polit & Hungler, 1991) .

The independent variable is not manipulated in a survey

design, (Brink & V'lood, 1989) , therefore, control, in the

form of investigator regulation of the research variables,
was achieved through t.he use of valid and reliable
instrument.s, sample selection procedures, and dat.a analysis.
The descriptive correlational design arso requires that the
plan, by which the investigaÈor will maintain control_ during
data collection and analysis, be described before beginning

t,he sLudy (Brink & wood, a9g9) . This was done.

The study was retrospective as it examined the

variabres as they occurred and have occurred, not as they
will occur. The data $¡ere collected at one point, in time,

analyzed, described and examíned for significant
rerat.ionships. This cross-sectional data corlect,ion met the
requirement for a descriptive correlational design.

According to Brink and woods (i-989), as ext,ernal validiÈy or
generalizability is t.he major concern of t.he correlational
study, the best sample for this t.y¡le of study is a large
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random sample. rn order to be abre to generalize any

relationships discovered as a resulÈ of the d.ata analysis t,o

the population in a descriptive correrat.ional study the

sample must be represent.at,ive of the populat.ion (Brink C

Ir'Iood, l-989). Thus a large probabirity sample was reguired
to meet. generalizability requirement.s .

SampIe

sampling is t.he process of serecting a portion of the
population of int.erest to represent the population (polit. &

Hungler, 1-991-) . The objectives in selecting a sample for a

descriptive correlational investigation are to have a high

degree of representativeness and t,o minimize bias and error
(Brink & Wood, i-989) . Bias and error decrease and

sÈatistical significance of the findings increases as the
sample size increases (Brink & !Vood., 1999) .

The population of interest included aL1 active
practising general duty RNs employed in Manitoba acute care

hospitals on a full t.ime, part-time, and. casual basis.
According to the standards set by the canadian council on

Health Facilities Accreditat,ion (CCHFA, L992) and the

Manitoba Associatíon of Registered Nurses (MARN, L9g7),

these generar duty nurses pran patient care daiIy, and are

reguired t,o writ.e and revise NCps t,o communicate that
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planning.

The accessible nurse population for Èhis investigator
was composed of general duty RNs who practise in two large
tertiary care centres and five community hospitals within an

urban Manitoba setting. By limiting the sample t.o RNs in
one urban geographic area Ehe investigation became more

feasible and was more practical in terms of time,
accessabiliLy, costs, and personal energy for the

investigator

To be eligible for incrusion in this sampling frame the
nurse had to be a general duty nurse currently registered as

an actj-ve pract,ising member of IvfARN. Additionally, the
nurse had to be listed on the 1993 MARN membership list as

being employed on a fulI time, part time or casual basis in
an acute care hospital within the designated. urban

geographic area of Manitoba.

A randomized sample of general duty RNs who practised
wíthin an urban Manitoba cent.re,s acute care hospitals
allowed the investigation to meet the d.escriptive
correrational design requirement, for external validity by

way of a large probability sample. rn a random sample all
combinations of individuars in the population or accessibre
population have an equal chance or probabirity of being

included in the actual sample (B1alock, 1,979; polit &

Hungler, l-991) . A large sample size enhances the probability
that. t,he attributes of t,he sample agree r^¡ith those of the
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population (Polit & Hungler, 1991). polit and Hungler
(1991-) state t,hat 'with the use of an appropriate sample

size and sampling plan the researcher can be reasonably sure

that the sample is representatíve of the accessible
population, and t.hat the accessible population is
represent,ative of the target population,, (p.269) .

The sample was obtained from a sampling frame of 361-3

nurses who were registered with MARN effective ,January, 1gg3

as active practising, general duty nurses in acute care

facilities within the city of trlinnipeg, Manit,oba. After the
proposed study gained approval from the University of
Manit,oba Faculty of Nursing Ethi_ca1 Review Committee

(Appendix A) and approval from the MARN Board and Research

committee (Appendix B) this membership list was obtained

from the DÍARN. A representative sample size large enough to
account for a 20 percent non-response raLe was estimated to
number 350 nurses (J.Sloan, personnel communication, March

!2, 1,992). A simple random probability sample from this
sampling frame was determined by using a table of random

numbers and, as the population consisted of 36j_3

individuars, selecting the random numbers from four ad.jacent

columns. The f irst element, or case in Lhe sampre was t,he

first number between 000i- and 3500 that. appeared. A number

r¡ras only used once in the assignment procedure. This method

was convenient and efficient. and also met the requirement

for external validity of a descriptive comerat,ional design
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as described by Polit and Hungler (199L). Replacement,

using the same random number procedure, was used when a no

response or refusal to participate was encounÈered. rn t.his
manner a sample of 350 participanÈs was achieved. This

sample was surveyed by telephone.

Instrumentation

- Descriptive designs usually involve both gualitative
and quantitative data corLection technigues, whereas

correlational designs employ quantitat.ive met.hods only

I tBrínk & wood, 1989) . The survey d.esign requires a highry

' structured data collection met,hod. I¡ühat informat.ion is
i *anted and how it will be collected must, be specifically
I stated at the design phase. The d.ata collection design mustt-

provide objective and. easily quantifiable data. The

subjects must, know of their subject st,atus prior to the data
collection (Polit & Hungler, 1991).

' The data collection for thís descriptive correlational
survey employed the use of a structured interview schedule,

and a telephone survey. The st,ructured data collect,ion tool
consisted of closed-ended questions generat,ing quantita¡ive
data, and a few open-ended questions generating qualit,at,ive
data- The qualitative daÈa were designed to enrich the
quantitative findings by providing some in-d.epth data about
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Lhe variables as the respondenÈs perceived t,hem. The

structured survey within the interview schedule asked direct
quesÈions of the part,icipants, 'h¡as designed to be easy to
administer and analyze due to its format and pre-cod.ing of
the guestions, and required approximately 20 minutes of the
respondent'is time. These aspects of the survey also
favoured t,he correlational descriptive study requirements

for quanÈifiable data, the respondentsr requirement for
minimal time cost t,o complete Lhe questionnaire (Crosby,

Ventura, & Fel_dman, l9g9; polit & Hung1er, ]99i_) , and. the
telephone survey met.hod's reguírement, for a time limit of 20

l

i 
ao 30 minutes (Brankenship, 1,977; Kinnear & Taylor, L9g7 ¡

, Shel1ey, tg84; Williamson et â1., tggz) .

i The telephone survey method., using a structured

] 
tnt,erview schedule, offers several advantages such as higher
completion rates and a higher response rat.e, over the

i

mailed, self-administered. guestionnaire (Blankenship, 1,977 ;

Hash, Donlea, & warrjasper, r-995). rt also offers more

control t,o the ínvest,igator so that the responses are truly
those of the respondent, rather than a response based on

discussion with others (WillÍamson et â1., Lgg2) . However,

the telephone interview, like the self-administered
I questionnaire, does place limit.ations on t.he depth of the

responses through the use of closed -ended questions

according to Hash et aI. (1985) and porit and Hungler

(1991). open-ended guestions which allowed the respondent,s
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greater depth in some responses v¡ere used to counÈer this
potential disadvantage .

Three short, structured questionnaires were utilized in
the interview schedul-e: a self -report,ed Nursing care plan

writing/Revising Behaviour euestionnaire (Appendix c), a

Nursing care Pran Attitude scale (NcpAs) (Appendix D), and a

Professional and Demographic characteristic euestionnaire
(Appendix E) . There were t.wo main concerns with the order

of the guestionnaires in the int,erview schedule: first.,
social desirability response bias, Ers a result of the

respondent, having answered the NCpAS initiarly, could affect
the responses t,o the NCP Writing/Revising Behaviour

quest.ions; and secondly, according to Herzog and Buchman

(1-981), late placement of a scale in the interview schedule

courd influence responses to the items in that scare. To

decrease the potentiar for social desirability response bias
t,o affect the responses Lo the NCp Writing/Revising
Behaviour quest,ions as a result of the nurse having

responded t.o the NCPAS first, two interview schedures were

deveroped and used in the survey. rnterview schedule one

(Appendix F) had the NCP Writing,/Revising Behaviour

questions first., followed by the NCPAS and then the

professional and demographic crraracteristic and open-ended

questions. rnterview schedule number Èwo (Appendix G) had

the NCPAS first, followed by t.he NCp Writing/Revising
Behaviour Questionaire and then the professional and
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demographic characteristic and open-ended questions. The

ordering of t.he two main questionnaires in the interview
schedules also assisLed in controlling for late placement of
either of the scales in the questionnaire. When a

respondent agreed t.o participate a schedule was taken

randomly f rom one of t.wo batches of the schedules. The

schedules had previously been placed in each of the batches

in alternating order and face down. rt was hoped that the
random selection of either survey one or two from either of
the batches, would also counter any tendency for social
desirability bias or fatígue from influencing the
respondents answers.

Rapport between the interviewer and respondent was

established through an informal approach commencing with
general questions of a neutrar naÈure before progressing to
guesti-ons of a more sensitive nature which may lend

t,hemselves to social desirability bias as suggested by

Blankenship (1-977) , Jagger (L992) , Kinnear and Taylor (i_987)

and Vlilliamson et aI. (1984) . Ðespit,e the ordering of the
questionnaires, the respondentsr reported NCp writirlg/
revising behaviours may have been infruenced by a social
desirability bias and the self-reporÈed Ncp writing
behaviours may not reflect true NCp behaviours. Assurance

of anonymity for the respondents and of confidentialit.y of
their responses hopefully encouraged frankness in the

responses (Polit & HungLer, j-99j_) . A characteristic of the
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telephone interview is frankness of response (Blankenship,

1-977 ) as there is reduced interr¡iewer bias d.ue to the
absence of face-to-face contact during t,he interview (Hash

et â1. , l_gg5) .

The NCP writing/Revising Behaviour questionnaire
(Appendix C), consisted of four items developed by the

invest.igator. The first identified wheÈher the nurse

reported using scPs or hand writ,t,en NCps. rf the nurse

reported using scPs, items two and three relating to the NCp

\^rere skipped,' and conversery if scps vrere not used, items

Èwo and three were completed. rtems two and three formed a

5-point summative Likert type scale to describe whether the
nurse report.ed initiating writing individualized NCps for
patients on admission to hospital or unit, and. if the nurse

reported revising NCPs as required by changes in patients'
conditions. This summative scale, with a maximum positive
score of 10, was designed t,o determine a mean NCp writing/
revising behaviour. The five point Likert, scale limits the
alternatives for the respondents in a telephone interview
according to Shelley (1-984) and provided interval level
data. Addit,ionally, Èhis questionnaire d.etermined whether

scPs, if used, Ì^¡ere individualized and to what extent, and.
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whether the scP or NCPs were more likely to be .modified or
writ,ten/revised on any particular nursing shift. The

reliability of this scare, using pearson's product-Moment

Correlation t.est (She11ey, ]-9g4) , was determined as part of
the analysis of the study data.

The Nursinq Care Plan Attitude Sca1e (NCpAS)

The NCPAS (Appendix D) was modified from Yurchuk's

summat.ed scale by B. Thomas (Lgg4) and was ref ined. by Oetker

B1ack, Taunton, Thomas, and Krampitz (1999). permission to
use this modified scale was request.ed from Dr. R. L. Taunt.on

I (Appendix H) and was granted by B. Thomas (Appendix I). The

TCPAS is a 30 item S-point, Likert E]æe scale (strongly
; aglree- strongry disagree) questionnaire. The various
l

dimensions of attitude toward planning and writing nursing
care plans for nursing care reflected in the NCpAS are:
perceived value of planning to the individual nurse and

others such as head nurse, physician (16 stat.ements),

conditions such as time and patient road under which

planning/writing would take place (one statement) ,.

responsibility for planning (three statements) ; individual
confidence in ability to plan (three stat.ements) ; and. t)æes

of patients for whom planning is necessary (seven

st.at,ement.s) (,¡. Thomas, t9B4) . Summat,ed scales make it more
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possible to fínely discriminate among respondent,s different
points of view and this makes the scares quite powerful
(Brink & Wood, L9g9; polit & Hungler, l_991) .

The acguiescence response set bias associat.ed with
Likert type scales can be somewhat off set by using
negaLively and positively worded it,ems (Brink & !{ood., 1-9g9;

Polit. & Hung'ler, 1-991-) . Upon inspectíon, t,he NCpAS had

armost an even number of positively and negat.ively worded

it.ems. The NcpAS was designed to produce a maximum positive
attit.ude score of L50 (Thomas, j_994). The amount of t,ime

reguired to complete this written questionnaire was about 10

-1-5 minutes (Thomas, t9g4) .

A secondary analysis of the Thomas (Lgg4-) data was

conducted by oet.ker B1ack, Taunton, Thomas and Krampit.z

(1989) to determine the scalers cont.ent validity, it,em

evaluation, explore its dimensionality and reassess its
internal validity. support was found for Thomasrs (j_9g4)

high degree of internal consistency using crombach,s Alpha

statistic (0.934708) (oetker Brack et. al. , i-989) . cont,ent

validity, well above the criterion of 90 percent at 97.s
percent, was found by calculating the average congruency

percentage across expert raters for the total scale (oetker

Black et â1., 1989). The twelve strongest items ',based on

t.heir contribution to t,he usability of the scale and

potential to elicit responses across the agree-di_sagree

cont,inuum v¡ere revised to change the intensity of the
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modifiers within the individual items, ân approach

recommended by Deaton, Glasnapp and poggio,r (OeCker Black et.

ê1-, 1989, p. 93). This enhanced the guality and usability
of the scale (oetker BLack et â1., 1999) . This improved

scale was used for this investigation.

Ouestionnaire

The professional and demographic characteristics
questionnaire (Appendix E), deveroped by the invest,igator,
was designed to describe specific characteristics of the
respondents. The descriptors rel-ated to the respondentsr:

uniÈ of clinical practicer years of experience in the
clinical practice area; emplol¡ment st,atus (fuIItime,
parttime, casual, unemployed) ; basic nursing ed.ucation;

highest nursing education Ievel; rêcêncy of basic and

highest nursing educatíon,. years of nursing practice; where

the introduction t.o nursing process and NCps occurred; the
nurse's experience with writing NCps as a RN; the age of the
nurse and whet,her the nurse used the NCp to help provide
nursing care. These professional and. demographic fact.ors

have been found to be significantly related to nurse

attitude toward writing/revising NCps in several studies
(Shea, 1,984a, L984b, 1986; Thomas, L9g4) . Add.itionally,
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t.hese data were used for st.atistical comparisons with regard
to the independent and dependent variables.

To capture additional fact,ors related to RNs, NCp

att.itude and behaviours and Èo varidat.e those being assessed

a few open-ended questions were asked (Appendix J). To

promote ease, accuracy and completeness of response to the
guestions, the questionnaires were designed so t,hat. t,here

was uniformity in question format and response alternatives
(Williamson et â1. , 1,982) . The instructions were clear and

concise in order to minimíze cost in time and effort to
complete the survey. These are known positive mot.ivat.ors

for t,he potential respondents to participat,e (crosby,

Ventura, & Feldman, i_989) .

Data Collection procedure

The data were collected by means of a t,elephone survey

of a random sample of RNs from the sampling frame obtained
from the IIARN. According to Shelley (L994) and Wil_lianson

et aI. Í982) tne telephone survey method provides an

accurate, representative, and cost.-effect,ive option t,o face

to face interviews or mailed surveys. For clarity, the data
collection procedure is discussed under two distinct.
headings, each having specific imprications in the telephone

survey. First,Iy, the methodolog-y of the actual teLephone
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survey is discussed. Secondly, the preparation of the

interviewer(s) for the actual inÈerview, using the

structured interview schedule, is addressed.

The Telephone Survey

The sampling frame consisted of names, telephone

numbers and addresses, from the i-993 MARN membership list,
of t,he general duty registered nurses who nursed in acute

care hospitals within the geographic urban centre. The

possible random serection of nurses from the rist with
unlisted and non-working lines was dealt rÁ¡ith in t.he

following manner: if a name listed in the sample had. no

listed number the name was discarded and a new one drawn to
replace it,' if a number was dialed and a none working rine
reached, that number and name were discarded and repraced.

with another drawn in t,he manner described in sample

serection. rf the nurse no ronger worked. in an acut.e care

facility within the cíty, or nursed in a facility outside of
t.he designat,ed geographic area the nurse was told that, only
nurses who did work in acute care facilities within the
urban centre were being surveyed. Appreciat.ion was

expressed to the nurse for being willing Èo participate and

Lhe call was t,erminated. Another name was randomly drawn

from the sampling frame to replace t.he nurse just described.
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If the time for the initial interview call was not
convenienL, then a call back was arranged at. a mutually
agreeable tíme and this was noted on the interview schedule.

At the call back the interviewer again identified. herself,
briefly explained the study and it.s significance t,o nursing
and the respondent, and then proceeded with the interview by

asking the nurse to respond to the guest.ions.

rf t,here was no ansr^7er to t,he first call attempt. or the
line was busy, further cal-rs were be made to the same number

to a maximum of three calls as recoilìmended by Blankenship
(a977). A call was terminat,ed if t.here was no answer after
the fourth ring as it has been demonstrated that. t.his is an

efficient number (Blankenship, 1-977) . Activation of
telephone answering machines, usually.on the fourth ring,
was treated as a no response and no message was left. rf no

answer was achieved by the third caLl attempt, another name

was selected to replace the no answer name. This prot.ocol

was followed unt.il the required sample size was achieved.

The three call attempts occurred at different Limes of the
day based on the fact t.hat nurses work 12 and eight hour

shifts. The first aÈtempt was usually made in the early
evening. rf no answer occurred on the first carr, the
second was made the next day in the mid-morning. The Lhird
carl, if required, was usually made in the afternoon of the
second day. rf, on the first calr, the respondent nurse $¡as

unavailable, t,he family member was asked to identify a
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possible good time to call and speak with the nurse. This
time was noced on the interview schedule and the calr made.

rf the nurse refused to participate in the survey, the
interviehrer was instructed to thank her f,or her attention,
to note any reason given for non-participation on the
interview schedule so as to estimate resurt biases based on

sample charact.eristics (pol-it & Hungler, 1-ggl-; shelley,
1-984) and to complet,e the caII. The invest.igator was

assísted by a research assistant in making the carls and

conducting the interviews in order to minimize int,erviewer
fatigue and possible resultant data biases (She1ley, 19g4).

Although it was proposed that the survey would be completed

within four weeks, it aetuarry took a 45 day period of time
between June 2, L993 and ,July 29, l-993 to complete. There

were eight days in which no dialings were att,empted.

I¡'rhen t.he subject nurse was contacted, the interview
schedule was followed exactly as it, was writ,ten so as to
províde standardizaÈion and decrease possible response error
due to variability on the part of the interviewer (Co11ins,

Given, Given, & King, j-988). In addition, each interviewer
completed, as much as hras possible, the call-back
appointment,s made by herself so that, each respond.ent

int.eract,ed with only one int,erviewer. This j-s recommend.ed

by Frasure-Smith (A987) so as to avoid interviewer effects.
rf it was not possibl-e for the original surveyor to make the
call back the second surveyor made the ca1l at t,he
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designated time and explained that the original surveyor was

unable to make the call and t.hen the schedule was followed
as indicated previously.

Int.erviewer Preparation

The goar for the inLerwiewer is t.o function as an

impartial data collector by maíntaining consistency in the
interview technigues to ensure ÈhaÈ reliable data are

obtained (collins et â1. , 1988; sheIley, tggl; williamson et
â1. , 1982) . To decrease t,he possibility of interviewer bias
the interviewer had to be thoroughry famiriar with t.he goals
of the investigation and the int.erview sched.ule as well as

the terms used in t,he guestionnaire. The interviewer
followed the interview schedule exact.Iy. The schedule had

specific auidelines and reminders interspersed t.hroughout it
t.o enable the int,ervierr¡er to obt,ain uniform, reliable
interpretable data (Blankenship, L977,. Fowler, 19Bg;

Williamson et, â1., 1,982) . In addition, the researcher and

research assistant (tfre interviewers) reviewed and discussed

the instructions for the int,erviewers (Appendix K) so that
all aspects of the actual telephone interview r^7ere

understood. The interviehr was role played so t,haÈ the
interview procedure and schedule were familiar and the
interviev¡ers were comfortable with them. During Lhis role
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play the importance of a neutral tone of voice for the
int.erviewer was emphasized. As weII, to maínt.ain ethical
integrity of the investígation, t,he need for confid.entiality
ofresponSesandanonymityfortherespondentswaS

emphasized during t.he preparat.ion. The schedule was also
assessed for ease of administratíon, time required for
administration, and poÈential interviewee çfuestions so that 

:standard methods could be established Èo handle them

Timing t.he interview over several role playing situaÈions it
ì,.

was found the survey took an average of 20 minutes to
conduct.

The extent. t,o which departures could be made from t,he

int.erview schedule was discussed as well as how to manage

the verbatim recording required in t,he open-ended questions.
Additionally, debríefing meetings were held. between t,he

investigator and the assistant on a daily basis throughout,

the investigation so as to discuss concerns and ident.ify
sol-utions. rn t.his manner standard.izat.ion of the interview 

.,,

process was achíeved

Protection of the Right.s of Human Subj ect.s

To ensure that, this investigation did not breach

fundament,al ethical principles in the research process the
following safeguards were employed.. Approval was sought and
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obtained from the Ethics committee of the university of
Manitoba Facurty of Nursing and from the NIARN Research

committee as well as the IvIARN Board. This approval was

communicated to the participants during the introd.uction to
the telephone survey. All part,icipants rÁ¡ere provided with a

brief description of the st.udy and. with the investigator,s
name and phone number in order to enable the participants t.o

contact t,he investigator with any quest.ions concerning the
study. The respondents were asked to give about 2o-2s

minutes of Èheir time to compleÈe the questíonnaire and Ì¡rere

advised of their right. to refuse participation or to
withdraw from participation at any time during the
interview. Participation was volunt,ary and the interviewer
was instructed to not coerce t.he respond.ent in any way to
become a participant. consent to participate was indicat.ed
by voluntary verbal agreement, to part.icipate and this
constituted informed consent,.

Confidentiality of responses was gruaranteed t,o all
part,icipants during the introduction to t.he survey. The

research assistant was obligated to maintain this
confidentiarity. rt was explained that completed

questionnaires would be stored in a locked filing cabinet, Lo

which only Èhe invesÈigator had access. once the data had

been coded and analyzed, and t.he study complet,ed, the
nursest names and telephone numbers were removed from Èhe

guest,ionnaires. The quest.ionnaires are stored in locked
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f iles f or a period of 7 -1,0 years as recommended by t,he

Medical Research Council (f. Chalmers, personal

communication, Apri1 !2, 1993).

Participant anonymity also was maíntained. The

introduction to the survey indicated that the respondentrs

name was obt.ained f rom the IIARN membership Iist.. As

required by MARN's policy, the sampling frame was secured in
the locked filing cabinet,. The ríst was not duplícated, and

unused membershíp mat.erial was reÈurned to the IvIARN when the
thesis was approved. As a further precaution, only the
nurses' first names and telephone numbers were listed on Èhe

int.erview schedule. These identif iers were deleted f rom t.he

surveys bef ore beíng st,ored f or the 7 -tO years.

The research assistant only had access to the nurses,

first names and terephone numbers as listed. on the int.erview
schedules and was request,ed to keep this informatíon
conf idential. During the invest,igation these schedules vrere

stored in the locked filing cabinet. The respondents were

informed that should this study be published, individ.ual
responses would not be identifiable as only grouped. data

would be reported. The respondents were also informed that,
when compleÈed, a bound copy of t,he thesis would be in the
university of Manitoba library, and t,hat, an abbreviated
report would be submítted for possible publication in the
Nurscene, the monÈ,hly newslett,er of the MARN.

The st,udy díd not deviate f rom the original proj ect, as
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approved by uamu and the Ethics Review committee of the
Facult.y of Nursing, University of Manitoba. The

participants were aL no physical or psychological risk as a
result of participating in the study. Furthermore, fio

attempt was made Lo deceive t.he part.icipants in any way.

Assumptions

The assumptions underlying this study were those

presumed by the conceptual framework developed by H. shea

(1986). They were: that both the writing and the use of the
NCP by the professional nurse are t,he operationarization of
the nursing process; and that the professional nurse has the
appropriate degree of knowredge and skill to use the nursing
process. rn addition, it was assumed that the measurement

instrument,s and int,erview schedule would provide vaIid. and

reliable data for this invest,igation. The use of the .:.. : :: : :. .": .-.

Le1ephonesurveymethod,itwasassumed,wou1d'provide''..''
responses which were truly those of the respondents rat.her

than being infruenced by social desirability bias or by

discussion of the item with others before answering.
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Chapter 4

RESEARCH FINDTNGS

The context of the study and resurts of the data
analysis are presented in this chapter. Many of the
responses to the open-ended questions atluded to the
provincial healt,h care environment in which the nurses r^rere

working during t,he time the t,erephone surveys were

conducted. rn add.ition severar nurses refused t.o
participate in the survey because of t.heir perceptions
rerated Eo the context. Therefore, before t,he dat.a analysis
is present.ed, a brief description of the context of the
study is described.

Context of the Study

On May 14, 1,992, t.he Minister of Health, Manitoba

Government announced a t.wo year action plan entitred ouality
Health for Manitobans: The Action plan. This plan would
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reform Èhe provincial health care system to provide more

effect,ive health care in appropriate settings for
Manit.obans. The plan was t.o preserve Med.icare and. its f ive
founding prínciples as defined by the tgg4 canad.a Hearth Act
while providing a health care system that Manitobans coul_d

afford. rt proposed a shift from costly hospital care to
community based care and was to emphasize health promot.ion

and il-lness prevention rather than focusing on irlness care
(Manitoba Health, L992) .

The two large Eeaching hospitals within the urban

Manitoba centre of interest and with the mosÈ expensive in-
hospital costs, had an immed.iate closing of 240 bed.s. rn
Lhe faII of f992 a further i-22 beds hrere closed in one of
these hospitals and 47 obstetrical be.d.s r^rere transferred.
from this hospital to community hospitals,. 50 pediatric beds

were closed in cormnunity hospitals and pediatric services
were centralized in one teaching hospital ¡ 3g surgical beds

in a teaching hospiÈal were closed for an enhancement of a

outpat,ient day surgery operaLion in the same facility; and

by Jury l-993 a further closure of 4g surgical beds in a

community hospit.al had taken place (Lett, 1993) . The survey
t.elephone interviews were conducted from June to July of
1-993, just, one year into the health reform actions.

As a result of t,he bed closures fewer nurses were

needed. conseguently RNs from all t.he acute care facirities
within the urban centre experienced the effecEs of the
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downsizing and many of the respondenÈs made reference to the
uncert.aint.y of t.heir nursing positions. The af fected nurses

coul-d apply to vacant posit,ions in other areas of t.he

respect.ive hospital or could "bump,' someone junior to them

on the seniority list. The crimate was one of not knowing

where changes were to take place next or whose nursing
position wourd be dereted nexÈ. Nurses employed within
these hospitals vrere bumped and found t,hemselves ín new

clinical areas where they had IittIe expertise and were

expected to provide safe nursing care. The hospitals, using
new pat.terns of sÈaff mix, were supplementing the decreased

number of nursing staff with nursing assistants in an effort
to curb rising hospit.ar costs (MARN, l_993). According to
Blegan, Gardiner and McCloskey (tggz) tnis experimentation
with different st,aff mixes was not, t.oo unrike other acute
care hospitals in North America. Many of the respondents

alluded to these happenings while answering the survey
guestions. Two refused to participate because of "heal_th
care reformrr and Itparanoia".

Nursing opportunities in Manitoba and canad.a remained

limited from November L9g2 to February 1-993 accord.ing to a

Memorandum issued by the Nursing practice consurtant of the
Canadian Nurses Association (Nie1d, 1993) . Dyck (t_993)

reported t,hat the environment, was unsettled; there seemed to
be no plan to t,he reform and employecl nurses r¡¡ere losing or
afraid of losing their posiÈions as well as experiencing
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increased workloads. Many respondents report.ed they felt.
that., âs a result, of the decreased staffing and increased
acuj-ty of patients' conditions, there was no time to give
anything but very basic nursing care

Data Anal_ysis

Data analysis was achieved through the use of
descriptive and inferenÈiaI statist,ics. The descriptive
analysis of research guest,ion t.wo, the self-reported Ncp

writing/revising behaviour is presented prior t,o that for
research question one, t.he nurses att,itudes towards

writing/revising Ncps. The analysis _of the NCp writing/
Revising Behaviour questionnaire created a variable
describing the format of care plan used by the respondent,s

in their respective clinical areas. This variable, caIled
Pattern, was used throughout the analysis of arl three
research questions. Hence it is described first so as to
facilitate clarity in describing and interpreting the
findings to all three research guestions. To aid the
interpretation of the findings and. enhance clarity, tables
and graphs depicting the dat,a are present.ed throughout the
data anarysis. The data analysis is present,ed. using the
following headings:

l-. Data analysis procedures.
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2. Reliability data.

3. A summary of the professional and demographic

characteristics of the sample.

4. The respondent's self-reported Nursing care plan

Writing/Revising Behaviour

5. The respondenÈ's attitudes towards writing nursing care
plans as measured on the Nursing care plan At,tit.ude
Scale (NCPAS) .

6 - The relationship between the at.tiÈ.udes of the
:

respondents towards writing Ncps and their self-
reported writing behaviours.

7. A summary of the responses to the open_ended

questions.

8. A summary of the findings
Data from the complet.ed interview schedules were coded

using a code book which was developed by the investigator,
and the coded responses $¡ere entered on a comput,er d.atabase

and then analyzed using the spss/pc+ stat.istical package for ,,

the Social Sciences (Norusis, L99O) . Descript,ive and,
:

inferent,ial st,atistical procedures were used to derive
answers to the three research guestions. Throughout the
present.ation of Èhe data anarysis t,ables and graphs are used

to lend clarity Lo the presentaÈion

Responses to each of t,he profeÈsional characteristic
and demographic questions were summarized, using d.escriptive
st,atistics appropriate for the data. rn response to
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research question number one, Ehe scores of the Nursing care
Planning Attitude Scales (NCPAS) were summed and described
by using descript,ive statístics.

The mean NcpAS score and sÈandard deviat.ions were

det,ermined for each of the demographic and professional
charact,eristics. rn addition, the mean NcpAs score r^ras

det.ermined for the total sample. Likert scales, alt,hough

ordinal Ievel, can be treated as inÈer-r¡aI level_ accord.ing Lo

Polit and Hungler (j-99j_). This was done. It r^¡as proposed

t,hat in summing the Likert scale, missing data would receive
the average of the other scores for t.hat particular
questionnaire (williamson et â1., L9g2) ; however this was

not. necessary as the interviewers recorded responses to each

item in the schedule. The NcpAs mean score arso was

determined for the different NCp Behaviours as ídentified by
research question two using t,he Ncp writing/Revising
Behaviour scaIe.

The respondents' self-reported. Ncp writing/revising
behaviour, research guestion number two, was described,
using appropriat.e descript.ive statistics. rt was d.etermined

whether Èhe respondents worked with scps, NCps or with
neither in their respective clinical practice areas. rf the
scP was used the respond.ent was asked whet,her it was

modified and to what extent.. rf the NCp was used it was

ascertained to what ext,ent t,he respond.ent, usually initiated.
writing the NCp upon t,he patienL,s admission t,o the unit and
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to what extent the Ncp !.¡as revised. as the patient,s
condition changed. The mean NCp writing/Revising Behaviour

was determined for the respondents who report.ed using the
NCP in theír clinical pract,ice area. rn addition, the NCp

writing/Revising Behaviour mean was calculated and described
for each of the professional and demographic characLeristics
f or t,he Pattern NCp nurses.

rn response to research guestion three, the degree of
linear association between t,he overall NcpAs mean and the
overall NcP tìIriting/Revising Behaviour mean for those who

report.ed having the NCp writ.ing/Revisíng Behaviour, was

determined and described using pearson, s product moment

(Pearson r) correlation coefficient statistic. This
required int.erval level data, and. ass-umed that t.he

distribution was normar and that the association was l_inear
(Shelley, L984) . As recommended by Shelley (j_9g4) a scatter
diagram, on which the summed scores for the NcpAs were

plotted on the x axis and the summated scores for the NCp

writing/Revising Behaviour were plotted on the y axis plot,
was used to determine whether the Lwo measures were linearly
related. rn addition, percent of variance lras determined
for the correlation in order to evaluate the strength of the
associaEion between the dependent and i,ndependent variables.
As the rel-ationship was linear, it was desirable to use

parametric tests to describe the relationship as these tests
have more power associated with t,hem than nonparametríc
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t,est.s (po1it & Hungler, 199j_) .

rn order to investigate t,he strength of the association
between the professional and demographic characteristics and.

the mean attitude and Èhe mean behaviour respectively,
several ínferential stat.istical Lests were carried out. The

mean NCPAS scores for the total sample (N = 350) were

det,ermined by the levels of the professionar and demographic

vari-abIes as well as for the item which asked. whet,her the :

respondent used the NCp to herp provide patient care
(Appendix L) . The mean Ncp writ.ing/Revising Behaviour for
the respondents who reported t,he behaviour was similarly
determined by the levers of the professional- and demographic

characteristics as werr as for the item which asked whether
the respondent used the NCp to herp provide patient care
(Appendix M). As many of the professional and. demographic

characteristics had more than two categories and were of
intervar measure, Lhe test of difference or associat.ion used

todeterminewhethertherewasasignificantdifference

bet,ween the means by the leveIs of the charact,eristics was

t,he analysis of variance test (A]VOVA) or t,he one_way ANOVA.

rn cases of dichotomous response iËems, a Difference of
Means test was used as the AIüovA is not appropriatery used 

:

wit,h this level of data (ShoÈt, 1990). The level of :

statist.ical significance was 0.05. As a significant ANovA F

ratio indicates only that t,he population means are probably
not equal but does not pinpoint, where the differences are,
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scheffé's s post hoc comparison t,esÈ was used to d.et.ermine

whích level of the independent. variable was significantly
different from Èhe other. According to Norusis (1990) and

shelley (1984), this test is a conservative test for
pairwise comparison of means as it reguires larger
dif ferences bet,ween the means than do most. other method.s.

The assumption of equal variances reguired by the scheffé, s

s test was first met through the use of cochran, s c rest and

the Bartlett-Box F Test, both univariate tests of
homogeneity (She11ey, Lgg|) . Both assume egual variances;
the obtained levels of significance musÈ reach the . 05 l_eveI

(She1ley, 1984) . The Eta Squared correlation coefficient
(Etaz) was used to determine the magnitude of effect or
percentage of variance accounted for.by the independent

variable on the dependant variable when a significant
difference was found using the analysis of variance
(Shelley, 1984) .

The cont.ent, of the gualitative open-ended questions was

analyzed for themes. The freguency of responses in each

t,heme lvas presented. These f indings v¡ere used to provide
richness and depth to the quant,itative findings.

The internal consist.ency of t,he NCpAS was determined by
using crombach's alpha. The results were compared Èo those
found by oetker Black, Taunton, Thomas and Krampitz (t_9g9).

A Difference of Means test was used t,o d.etermine whet.her

there was a significant difference between t.he overall mean



NcPAs score and the overall mean Ncp writing/Revising
Behaviour score secured from each of the two versions
interview schedules. A significant difference coul_d

indicate systematic bias as a resurt of the structure
survey or due to intervíewer af fect.s.

r_05

of the

of the

Reliability Data

The int.ernal consistency of t,he NCpAS for the sample

used in t,his study was determined through the use of
crombach's coefficient Alpha. The reriabilit,y coefficient
was 0.886- This coefficient was less than Thomas,s (19g4)

alpha coefficient of 0.935 for the sa.me scare, but was above

t.he 0 .800 measure required by a mature scale (LoBiondo-lrlood.

& Haber, 1-990) . Thus it was sufficiently high to assure
confidence in the use of t,he scale and the resul_tant dat.a.

The NCp writing/Revising Behaviour scale consisted of
two summed Likert-type it.ems as described in chapt.er three.
The reriability of this scale was determined. t.hrough t,he use

of Pearson's product-moment, correlation t.est. pearson, s ¡
measured .58 B <0.00i- between the two items. This denoted a

fair but posit,ive symmetric linear association between the
two items which made up this scale.

The Difference of Means test, done on Lhe NcpAs mean

scores (¡f = 350) as well on the NCp Writing/nevising
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Behaviour mean scores for t.hose who reported the behaviour
(n = !84), indicated there was no significant. difference at
the .05 ]evel between t,he two versions of t,he interview
schedules. As described ín chapÈer 3, the two scales had

been systemat,ically alternated on the two schedules so as to
decrease any possibre bias associated with late placement in
the schedule or social desirability factors. This find.ing
of no sígnificant. difference between scores on the Lwo

versions of the intervíew schedules also indicated that
researcher bias did not systematícalIy affect the responses.

The reliability data are presented in Table 1.

Table 1

Reliability Data

Behaviour (n=t8¿)

NCPAS (N=350)
(Survey #1-, #2')

NCPWrit/Revis
Behaviour (n=184)
(Survey #L, #2)

Crombach's A1pha

Pearson's r
Dífference of
Means t.est

Difference of
Means test

.886

.6867

NS

NS

NCPAS (N = 350)

NCPVlrit/Revis

Note: (q = .05)
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Description of the Sample

The tor.al population ident,ified by rhe i-gg3 MARN

membership list. as being active, practising general duty
nurses in acute care settings within the city of v,rinnipêg,

Manitoba numbered 3,61'3 nurses. of these, !59g (44.22)

nurses were listed as employed full time ¡ t6g7 (46.72) as

part time; 2 (0.06?) as .unspecified., and 326 (92) as casual_

or seasonal.

At the completion of the survey it was d.eÈermined. that.
a total of 632 names had been randomry drawn in order to
obtain the 350 completed surveys. Two hund.red and eight,y-
t.wo (44.62 of the 632) nurses to whom telephone calls were

made did not participate in the study for a number of
reasons: 87 refused to participate; 3g did not have working
l-ines, were reporE,ed as having moved, reguired long distance
calls or had unlisted numbers with IvIARN; 10 did not meet the
sampling criteria as they did not nurse in acute care
facilities within the stated geographic area and, L47 nurses
were not contacted aft.er Èhree dialings or there was no

answer at the previously estabrished appoint,ed calling time.
Tabre 2 represents the reasons given by t,he g7 nurses who

refused to participate.
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Table 2

Refusal to Part,icipate Reasons

Going on summer holidays
Clinical area does not use NCps

1,2
1,2
r_0

29
2L

1

r_3 .8
13 .8
l_1_.5

33 .3
24.2
1.1

Felt uncomfortable doing survey
Not a convenient. time,. could notpredict a better time
Not interest,ed/ rather not, do
Deceased
Negative feelinqs about, NCp 2 2.3

The L2 nurses who refused to participate because they
did not use NCps in their clinical areas reported. the
clinical areas to be: t,he Recovery Room (n = 2) ; Labour &

Delivery (n = 3); Emergency (n = 1); outpatient surgery (n =

1); Operating Room (n = 1); fV Therapy (n = 1); not
specified (n = 3). Reasons given, by the nurses, for being
uncomfortable doing the survey were: 'health care reform
paranoiarr , rrtoo personal rt , n don, t do surveys il , and
rruncomfortabre doing a survey over the phone.,' Thirty-one
(35.6?) of the 87 nurses who refused to participate nursed.

in community hospitals; 55 (63.42) in teaching hospitals and

for l- (1.0?) place of work was missing from Èhe sampling

frame. Emplo)¡ment status and gender for the g7 nurses were:

39 (44.82) employed fuII rime; 44 (50.6?) parr rime; 4

(4.62) casual and 85 (97.72) were female while 2 (2.32) were

ma1e.
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The responses of t.he 350 respondents Lo the
professional and demographic questions of t.he questionnaire
are summarized in the following text. rn order to reflect
the responses t,o the guestion regarding the crinical
practice or specialíty area of nursing work, the categories
were expanded so as to separate Labour and Delivery from
Ante and Post Part.um care, and the operat,ing Room and

Recovery Room from rnt,ensive care. The crinical practice or
speciality area included in each were: surgery (general

surgery, medical and surgical nurse float pool, ort,hoped.ics,

urology, outpatient day surgery, angiography); Medicine
(palliative care, nephrology, oncology, organ

transplant,ation, rehabilitative medicine, diarysis,
ambulatory care, geriaLrics and psychogeriatrics, rv
therapy); Obstetrics and Gynecology (Obs/Gyne) (ante and post
natal, obstet.rical outpatient clinics, gynecology) ;

Pediatrics and Neonatologry (newborn nursery, neonat,al rcu,
pediatric burn unit, pediatric RR); psychiatry (general and

emergency psychiatry),. Intensive Care (ICU) (medical and

surgical rcu, cardiac rcu, combined. rcu/Emerg., rcu/RR,

pediat,ric rcu, step Down unit),. Emergency (emergency and

Emergency/ Observat.ion units); operating room (OR) and

recovery room (RR) (adult and pediatric, cardiovascular RR);

and Labour and delivery (1, & D) . Table 3 represents t.he
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distribution of the sample of 350 nurses by these nine
categories of cl-inical practice ranked in descending ord.er.

The largest. numbers of respondenLs were from the areas of
medicine and surgery with z9 and 6g nurses respect.fully.
The smallest number of respondenEs (n = l_O) hras from the
area of psychiatry. Two of the seven acut,e care facilities
do not have specific designated psychiatric units.

Table 3

sample Distribut,ion by Area of Nursing crinical practice

Rank Ordered

Medicine
Surgery
Intensive
Pediatrics
OR&RR
Obstetrics
Emergency
L&D

Care
& Neonatology

& Gynecology

79
68
49
41-
34
32
t9
1_8

22.6
1-9.4
1,4 .0
LL.7
9.7
9.L
5.4
5-1

using data from the sampling frame, it hras determined.

that 2L4 (6l.Lz) of the 350 respondents nursed in acute care
teaching hospitals within the specified urban geographic

area ¡ 1L9 (34.0?) nursed in acute care community hospitals
and 1-7 (4.92) had this data missing.

The greatest number of nurses (n = 1go) reported they
were employed on a part time basis in the hospitals while
four reported that t.hey were unemployed at. the time of the
study. Tabre 4 depicts the distribut,ion of t,he sample by
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empl-ol¡ment status.

Table 4

Sample Distribution by Employment St,atus

Part time
FuI1 time
Casual

180
136

5]-.4
38.9

vqÞuqr JU 9.6__U¡employed 4 1.1
30

The sample was comprised of 344 (99.3?) females and 6

(1'.72) males and they ranged in age from 2L years or younger

to fifty plus years. The modal age group (n = 135) was the
31-40 years of age group. Table 5 represent.s t.he

disÈribution of the sample by age.

Table 5

Sample Distribution by Age

21- years or less
22 - 30 years
31 - 40 years
4l - 50 years
51 + years

l_

r_01_

1_35
94
t9

0.3
28.9
38.6
26.9
5.4

The number of years of practíse as a registered nurse
for the respond.ents ranged from less Èhan 1 year (n = 5 0r
l-.5?) to 37 years (n = i- or 0.3?) with t.he actual range

being 36 years. The average years of nursing experience as

a regist,ered nurse f or the sample was l_L. g years with a sD
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of 7 .95; the median was L0 years and t.he mode was 3 years.
However, once fíve year categories $rere developed, the modal

cat.egory for years of experience as regist.ered nurses became

5 - 9 .9 years. The distribut,ion was positively skewed; the
great,er the number of years of practise as a registered
nurse the fewer the number of observat,ions. Table 6

represents the sample disÈribution by years of nursing
experience as registered nurses.

Table 6

sample Distribution by years of Nursing Experience as RNs

1_

5
10
l_5
20
30

- 4.9
- 9.9
- L4.9
- 1-9.9
- 29.9
- 39.9

. year
years
years
years
years
years
years

5
74
86
60
52
6t

9

L.4
21-.1
24.7
L7.l
L4.9
1_8 .3
2.7

The reported years of nursing experience in the
clinical area categories for the 350 respond.ents ranged from
less then one year Èo 30 years with the acLual range being
29 years. The mean $¡as g.06 years of nursing experience
wiCh a standard deviation (SD) of 6.319; t.he median 7 years
and the mode 3 years. The distribution is positívely
skewed: the greater the number of nursing experience years
in the clinical area, the fewer the number of observat,ions.
A summary of this data is presented in Table 7.

Years of RN
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Table 7

sample Distributíon by years of Nursing Experience

in Nursing Clinical practice Area

Yr" - of E*p"ri.n"" Nrtr'rr.r of Nn*.= p".."ñT-
4.9 years
9.9 years

14.9 years
L9.9 years

l_

5
r_0
15

24
1l_8

9L
51_

4L

6.9
33 .7
26 .0
L4 .6
LL.7

The majority of the respondents (n = 323) reported that
their basic nursing education program had been a diploma
program, with several 0f these nurses reporting that their
initiar nursing education program had been that for
practical nursing or psychiatric nursing before the d.iploma
program had been undertaken. The highest leveI of nursing
education attained or being attained. by the respondent.s
ranged from the initial diploma program for registered
nurses to a masLer of nursing degree. several nurses
reported they had a Bacheror of Art.s degree rat.her than a

baccalaureate degree in nursing. The highesÈ revel of
nursing education categories were changed to reflect Ehe

responses given by 4g of the respondents $¡ho indicated they
had or were taking a posE diploma cert,ificate program.

Three hundred and nine had completed their highest nursing
education while 41 indicated they were in the process of
taking their higher leveI of nursing ed.ucation and would be
completed by t,he year 2ooo. Table g reflects the sample
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distribution by initial nursing education as well as by
highest Ievel of nursing ed.ucation. rt, also indicates
whether the highest level of educat,ion had been completed or
ln¡as in progress at the t,ime of the survey. The highest
Ievel of nursing education was coded as complet.ed if the
respondent indicated that the education program was to be

completed in l_993.

Tab1e I

sample Distribution by rnit.ial c Highest r,eveI of Education
Level of
Educat.ion Initial Highest Completed fn progress

Diploma
BN
RN BN
PosL RN Cert. 39

2

322
,?

226
28
46
49

226
28

7
47

The average lengÈh of time that had elapsed since the
compretion of the híghest 1evel of nursing education for the
sample, whether it was a diploma nursing, baccalaureate,
post RN BN, post diploma nursing certificate or a master of
nursing program, was 1'2 .3 years. The actual range of length
of time t,hat had elapsed since complet,ion of the highesÈ

Ievel of nursing education was from having completed t,he

program 37 years ago to having completed within the year of
l-993. The median was 1-0 years and the mode 3 years,
indicating a positively skewed distribution with fewer
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observations of the highest revel of nursing educat.ion being
completed ín the more recent years. Figure 2 indicat.es the
recency of the highest Ievel of nursing education for the
respondents.

Figure 2

Recency of Highest Nursing Education

Number of Nurses
Bo ----""'-"--" '-----'-- Bo

1900-E{' 1S04-71 1S72-78 1079_83 1S84_8€ 1Ð89-92 1999 þe+_2ooo
year of program Oompletlon

Note: fN - 360ì

The introduction to the nursing process and NCp 1'or 299

of the respondents had been in their initiar nursing
educat,ion program. cont,inuing formal education had provided
an introduction to the nursing process and nursing care
plans to t.he least number (n = 9) of the respondents. Table
9 depict,s where the nurses reported to have initially
learned about the nursing process and how to write NCps.
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Distribution of

Education

Table 9

the Sample by Íthere

in Nursing Process

They Received Initial_
& Writing NCPs

Initial program (Diploma & BN)
Inservice at t.he workplace
9'lorkshops
Forma1 Cont,inuing Education

299
37

5
9

85 .4
5.0
1, .4
2.6

The number of years that the 350 respondents had been

writing NcPs ranged from less t,han 1 year to 30 years with
t.he actual range being 29 years. The mean was g.45 years of
experience writing NCps as regíst,ered. nurses wit,h a standard
deviation of 6 .24,- the median z years and t,he mode 5 years.
The distributíon was positively skewed; the greater t.he

number of years of experience writing NCps as regist,ered
nurses, the fewer the number of observations. sixty percenc

or 209 of the nurses reported writing NCps for t.he total
number of years they had practised. Fig"ure 3 depicts the
distribution of the nurses by the number of years t,hey had

been writing Ncps as regist.ered. nurses with the number of
years Lhey have been pract,icing as registered nurses. As

Figure 3 demonstrates, Ehe nurses with more years of
practise as a registered nurse reported they had writ.ten
NCPs for fewer years than they had pract,ised.
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Figure 3

Distribution of Nurses by years
a) Practise as RN b) lUrite ñCp as Rt¡

Number of Nurses
120 -----------..-

<1 1-4.9 5-e.e 10-le.S
yêars

I Practise as RN V"" writa N@ as BN

Note: (N - 360l

60--------..---------"-"---.......ú22....

10 - 1e.9 20 - 37

As Figure 3 also depicts, t,here.were 2l_ nurses who

reported that t.hey had never writt,en NCps as registered
nurses. The 2! respondents had from 3 to 16 years of
nursing experience in t,he clinical areas of surg,ery,

medicine, obstetrics and gynecology, intensive care,
emergency, operating and recovery rooms, and labour and

delivery.

The respondent.s reported writing/revising Ncps more

regularly (n = L23) on the night shift. Many of the
respondents stated thaÈ there was more time to carry out
this activity during the night despite the fact that t.here
was less actuaL interaction with the patient during the
night,. The nexE shif t in which NCps were more reg,ularly
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written/ revised was days. when asked if they used NCps t.o
help t,hem provide patient care 267 of the 350 respond.ents

indicared they did so; 83 indicaÈed they did not. Table l_o

demonst,rat.es the distribution of the sample by the shifÈ in
which NCPs were report,ed as being more regrurarly written
/revised.

Tab1e 10

Distribut.ion of sample by shift NCps Regrularry

Days
Evenings
Nights
NA (do not, write/revise)
Equal on all shifts

90
38

L23
52
46

25.7
r_0 .9
35. r_

]-4.9
1_3 . l_

As Table i-0 depicts, s2 nurses indicated. they did. not
write/revise NCps on any shift. These s2 nurses reported
having from less than one year to 2s years of nursing
experience in the crinical areas in which they practised.
The largest number of the s2 nurses had from 1- 4.9 years of
cl-inicar experience in their particular clinical areas.
Fourteen of the s2 nurses reported they had never written
NCPs as regist.ered nurses while 3g reported they had written
NCPs from l_ Lo 21 years as regístered nurses.
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Scale Response pat.terns

Research quesEion two asked "what are the self_reported
NCP writing/Revising Behaviours of general duty, registered
nurses who pract,ise in acute care hospit,als in an urban
Manitoba centre ?" The NCp writing/Revísing Behaviour scale
it,ems were designed to determine whet,her the respondent.s

used scPs or written NCps or no scp and no NCp on Lheir
nursing units. The items also described the writing/
revising behaviour of those who used NCps plus the frequency
with which, for Lhose who used them, scps were modified for
individual patient,s.

The first item asked ,r Do you use a st,andard care plan
at your prace of work ?r' one hundred and. sixty -six of t.he

respondents reported. t.hey used. scps in their clinical area
and 184 reported they did not. The 1,g4 nurses, slightly
more than 50? of the respondents, who stated Èhey d.id not
use scPs in their clinical area were asked to est,imat.e the
f requency with which t.hey wrote and revised NCps. of the
184 nurses who said rNo, to using scps in their clinical_
area, 4t reported initiating writing NCps upon the pat.ienÈ,s
admission to the nursing unit, and revising it, as the
patient's condition changed o? of the time, that is, they
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did not use NCps or scps. The remaining L43 nurses reported
NCP writing/Revising Behaviours for some or 100? of the
time. Thus three patterns of NCp writing/Revising Behaviour
were identified. pattern scp was defined by the 166 nurses
who responded 'yes' they did use scps in their clinical
areas. Pattern No scp No NCp was d.ef ined by t.he 41 nurses
who said 'No' to both using scps and writ.ing/revising NCps.

Pattern NCP was defined by the !43 nurses who reported .No,,

to the use of scp but díd. report NCp writing/revising
behaviours. The patt,ern variable was t,he NCp format
reported used by the respondents in their respective
clinical areas in response to the survey questions. Table
11 depicts the sample,s distribut,ion by the NCp Behaviour
Pattern variable.

Table i_t-

Distribution of sample by NCp Behaviour pattern

Patt,ern SCP
Pattern NCP
Pattern NO SCp NO NCp

t66
1,43

4L

47 .4
40.9
Ll.7

ïn order to det,ermine the frequency with which each
Pattern of NCp Behaviour was observed in the clinical
settings as reported by t,he respondents, a crosstabulation
of Pattern by clinicar area was done. Tabre L2 depicts the
freguency of use for the patt,erns of NCp Behaviour by
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clinicat areas as reported by the respond.ents.

PaÈt,ern of NCP

Table t2

Behaviour by Clinical Area

Clinica1 Area Pattern
SCP No SCP No NCp RowNCP

Surgery 24 38 6 OeMedicine 51 27 1 79Obs/Gyne 10 20 2 32Pediatrics/
Neonatology 13 2g O 4LPsychiatry63Ll0
rcu 18 27 49Emergency I 5

4
6 1,9

4
Column

writt,en NCps were report,ed. as Ehe tool used most

frequently in t,he clinical areas of medicine, psychiatry and.

emergency. scPs were reported as being used more frequently
than other formats in the areas of surgery, obstetrics and

gynecologry, pediatrics and neonatology, and intensive care
units. Neither a scp or a NCp were reported as being used

mosL frequent.ly in Labour and Derivery or the operatingi room

and recovery room areas.

of the 1,66 nurses in pattern scp , t64 ind.icated they
did modify the scps f or individual patients,. 2 did not..

v'Ihen asked to estimate the frequency with which the scps

were modified, t,he L64 nurses indicated the following: the
greater number (n= 60 or 17.l_?) reported modifying or
individualizing t,he scps for their patients L? - 33? of the
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oftime; 24 (6-9+) report.ed that they modified the scps 1oo?

the time; and three indicated they mod.ified the scp oå of
the time-

Thirty-one of the pat.tern NCp nurses (n = I43) reported
they always initiated writing the NCp upon Lhe patienE,s
admission to their nursing area. The larger number of the
NCP writ'ers (n = 65) init,iated writ,ing NCps on t.he patient,s
admission i-? Èo 33? of Lhe tíme, and more than half the NCp

writers (n = g7) initiated. writing the NCp from 0 _ 66 eo of
the time. Revisions t.o Ncps as required by changes in t.he
patients' nursing care were report.ed as being made 1003 of
the time by 30 of the L43 respondent,s who wrote NCps; 54

revised NCPs as required from l-? to 33? of the time. Table
1-3 summarizes the distribuEion of the sample according to
t,he reported pattern; the percentage of t.ime that. t,he scp
was reported as being modified; the percentage of time the
NCP was reported as being initiated upon the patient,s
admission to the nursing unit and the percentage of time the
NCP was revised as Èhe patient,s condiEion changed.
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Table 13

Distribution of Èhe sample by the Reported pat.Èern and the
Vtri ting/Revi s ing Behaviours

Patt.ern

(Number of Nurses)

Time Frequency
Writing /Revising

0+ 1-33? 34-662

of the NCP
Behaviour

67 -992 1_00?

SCP Pattern
(n = 166)

Modify SCP

No SCP No NCp patt,n
(n = 41-)

Initiate

Revise

41,
(l-00? )
41,

NCP Pattern
(n = 1-43 )

IniÈiate on
Admission

Modify NCP
as Required

86s
(s .6?) (4s. s3)

054

t_8
(12 .6)

27

21-
(14.7e")

32

31-
(2L .6e")

30

Note: (N = 350)

By combining the pat,tern No SCp No NCp (n = 4J_) with
the number from pat,tern scp who report,ed they d.id not modify
the scP (n = 5) for individuar pat,ients, Lhere was a totar-
of 46 respondents who indicated they had no writing/
revising/modifying behaviour on the NCp Behaviour scare.
This number cont.radicts the number who reported that they
did not write/revise/modify Ncps/scps during any shift (n =

52) and also the 21 who reported they had never wrirt.en NCps

as registered nurses.

upon further exploration, it was determined that of the
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52 nurses, 3 reported being in clinical areas which used
NCPs, 10 worked in crinical areas which used scps and 39

report.ed being in areas which used neíther. Despite the
decLaration that NCps were not written any shift, the 13 Ncp

and SCP nurses d.id report some writing,/revising/modifying
behaviours.

rn addition, of the 2t respond.ents who reported. never
having writt.en NCps as registered nurses, 3 reported that.
NCPs '¡¡ere used in Èheir clinical area,. 3 t.hat, scps were

used; and 1-5 reported t,hat neither NCps or scps were used.
All six of the NCp and scp nurses reported some writing/
revising/modifying behaviour despite the fact that. they
reported they had never written NCps as a registered nurse.

The possible range of scores for the L43 nurses in the
Patt.ern NCP on each it.em was i- to 5, where 1 represenÈed no
writing/revising behaviour and 5 represented a writing/
revising behaviour of i-oo?. The optimal score for the scal_e

was r-0. This would be the score if the nurse reported
always initiating a NCp upon a patient,s admission to the
unit and always revising the NCp as required by changes in
the patient's sit,uation. This ís the score that. would be
obtained if the nursing standard.s and hospitar accreditation
standards v¡ere fu11y observed. Those who had a summat,ed
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score of 2 on the scale had no writing/revising behaviour
and became t,he Pattern No SCp No NCp group.

rndivídual summed scores on the scale for the i_43 Ncp

writers ranged from 3 to 10. The largest nurnber of nurses
(n = 44) had a summed score of four. seventeen of the 143

in t.he Pat.tern NCp reported a behaviour of t_oo? on both
initiating and revising the NCp and had a summated score of
10, the maximum score on the scaIe. of the L43 nurses in
Pattern NcP, Lz6 or gg.1å reported. NCp writ,ing/revising
behaviours that were less than the d.esired i-00? of the time
writing,/revising behaviour and achieved surnmated scores
which ranged from 3 to g on the scale. Table 1_4 depicts the
scores achieved on the NCp Writing,/Revising Behaviour Scal_e

by the 143 Pattern NCp nurses.

Table t4
NcP writing/Revising Behaviour scores for the Ncp pat.tern

NCP Behaviour

r_0

9
I
7
6
5
4
3

L7
1_L

1_3

22
2t
L2
44

3

r_1_.9
7.6
9.A

]-5.4
14.7
8.4

30.8
2.1,

The mean NCp wríting/nevising Behaviour for the r43
Patt,ern NCp respondents was derived by calculating the mean
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of the summed values for the responses to the Lwo 5 point
Likert t14le questions asking about t,he percentage of time
t,he nurses init,iated writing NCps and revised the Ncps. The

maximuni possible mean score was 10; the mean score for the
1'43 respondents in the pattern NCp was 6.2797 and the sD was

2.L375.

The NCp writing/Revising Behaviour mean scores for the
PatEern NCp were determined by clinical area and by whether
the nurses reported using the NCp to help provide nursing
care. Tab1e j_5 depicts the pattern NCp nurses, (n = 1,43)

writing/Revising Behaviour mean scores by the reported
clinical areas and by whether the NCp was reported as being
used by the nurse to help provide nursing care.

Tab1e i_5

Patt,ern NCp

NcP writing/Revising Behaviour Mean scores By variables:
Clinical Area and Whether Use NCp to Help

Pattern NCP
L&D
Surgery
Medicine
Obs & Gyne
Peds & Neonat
Psychiat.ry
rcu
Emergency
OR&RR
Use NCP to
Help: YES

1,43
3

24
5l_
10
13

6
l_8
I

t_0

tt7

6.2797
7 .0000
5.6667
6.4706
5 .4000
6.46L5
6.6667
6.7222
6 .62s0
5 .9000

6.s470

2.L375
2 .6458
1_.8337
2.L0t0
1.3499
2.1,454
2.L602
2.3962
2.5036
2 .8460

2.086s
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All groups except for the oR & RR group, with a mean

less than 6. oooo had a sÈandard deviation less than 2.0ooo
indicating that there was ress variance in the reported
level of NCp behaviour for the specific areas; the reported
behaviour leveI was more common Èhan not in the area. The

area with the highest mean had. only 3 respondents in the
group and had the second highest sÈandard deviation
indicating there was considerable variability in the
report.ed behaviours amongst the 3 nurses. All groups had a
mean score be10w 1-0 which was the maximum mean score.

The Nursing care plan At,titude scale (NcpAs), modified
from Yurchuk, s (a975) summat.ed scale by Thomas (tgg1-) and
refined by oetker B1ack, Taunton, Thomas and Krampi_t.z

(1-989), was used to derive answers to the first research
question. rt asked 'lwhat are t,he attitudes of general duty
nurses who practise in acute care hospitals in an urban
Manitoba centre toward.s writ.ing/revising nursing care
prans?" The NcpAS is a 30 item 5 point, summated Likert type
scale. The possible range of scores on each scale it.em is i_

to 5, where 5 represents st,rongly agree, l_ represents
strongly disagree and 3 representing uncert.ain. The

negatively worded item responses were reversed, that is, 5
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represented strongly disagree and t- represented strongfy
aglree. The maximum score on this scale is l-50 and indicat.es
a positive at.EiÈude; the minimum score is t.hirt.y (Thomas,

1984). As werl as providing a summated score this scal_e

also refrects various dimensions of attitude t,oward pranning
and writing nursing care plans (Thomas, Lgg4-) .

The data analysis for this scale summary is addressed.

under the following headings: (1) summary of response
patterns to individual NCpAS iÈems and (2) the NCpAS

surnmated scores for the 350 respondent,s as well as the NCpAS

mean scores by various independent variables.

The statement with which most respondents agreed (n =

345) and the fewest disagreed (n = Z) stated that .planning

helps to coordinat.e patient, care,. This statement. yielded.
the fewest uncertain (n = 3) responses and had no sÈrongly
disagree responses. The statement, which had t,he second.

highest number of agree and strongly agree responses (n =

335) stated that .planned care improves pat,ienÈ care,. This
stat,ement had the second rowest uncertain responses (n = g)

and disagree responses (n = g). The respondents ürere almost
equally divided between agree (n = j_6g) and disagree (n =

148) with ¿z uncertain responses on the statement that,
'writ.ing NcPs takes t.oo much of the nurse,s t.ime,. The
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sLatement wít.h which most d.isagreed (n = 303) staLed that
'NCPs are not, varuable'. Twenty-four agreed and 23 were
uncertain about. the value of the NCp. The statement. .NCps

sometimes are a delusion' received. t,he greatest number (n =

55) of uncertain responses while the st,atement \r expect to
spend a minimum amount of time writing NCps, received the
second highest number (n = 51) of uncertain responses. The

greatest spread between sErongly agree (n = ]-37) and

strongly disagree (n = 2) occurred in response to the item
that st.ated 'written planning is an important professional
responsibility'. The statement \r feer confidant of my

abilit.y to plan individualized. nursing care, received 332

agree and strongly agree responses; .r would like to be able
to write better Ncps received 260 agree responses and 2g9

disagreed with the statement .Devel0ping NCps for my

patients poses no int,ellectual challenge for me,.
Response patterns to the ind.ividual it.ems were

categorized using the individual item means. These response
patterns were: Category A - Item Means

rtem Means à3 - <4; category c - rtem Means <3. rtems in
category A were given high scores by a greater number of the
respondents indicating greater agreement than disagreement,
with the iÈems. category A has items with relatively smalI
standard deviations which also ind.icated. t,hat there r^ras more

agreement on the items amongst the respondents.

category B responses indicated a trend t,o diversity in
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opinion amongsL t.he respondents about, the items. The

negat.ively worded it,ems ín this cat,egory had a higher score
as most disagreed with the ítem, but, as many also agreed
with them, the item mean score approached 3.0, the
'uncertain score'. The somewhat larger standard deviations
for these items also indicated. the Èendency to diversity in
opinion regarding the items. A score of three on an

individual item was a neut,ral score, one of uncertainty.
Larger standard deviations indícated a wider rang.e of
dispersion in the responses to the particular item.

category c response means ind.icated a patÈern of
agreement by the respondents with a negaÈively worded item
Both items in this category were statemenÈs from the NCPAS,s

1'6 at.titudinal and perceived value dimension st.at,ements.
Tables 16 to 18 demonstrate the NCpAS response pattern
categories as described..
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Tab1e L6

NCPAS Cat,egory A - Item Means >4 Rank Ordered
STATEME}üI Means Rank SD

T.Written planning is an importantprofessional responsibiliÉy 4.257 .75532.Planning helps t,o coordinaLepatient, care 4.Lg .44919.I f ee1 very conf i_dant about myab_ility t.o plan individuat ca-re . 4.l_63 .55612.NCPs are not. valuable . 4.071_ .83514.NCPs are vital to patients v¡ho are
^ - _c_!!onica11y ilI. 4.22s .70626.NCPs are vital to patients who arecritically í1I with medical conditions

such as myocardíaI infarction. 4.1,1,4 .763
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Tab1e 1,7

NcPAs category B - rtem Means >3 - <4 Rank ordered
St.atement. Means Rank SD

20.Nurses shouta
responsibility for planning as well
1s giving care 3.989.Sett.ing patient prioriÈies doesn,treaIly help me in wriÈing NCps. 3.9g

i-0 . Employer should set asidé time
t.o do NCp.

8.Each of my patients needs a NCp.lS.Continuity of Nursing care
depends upon written NCps.

28.Once patients are up ad lib theydo not need a NCp.
1-1-.MosÈ nurses place too much emphasis

on planning nursing care.
24.Short term paLients cannot benefitfrom skilful planning of nursing care. 3.gg621-.Evaluat,ion of nursing care iseasier with a NCp. 3.g527.Developing NCp¡ for my patients posesno intellectual challenge for me'. 3 .7g733. I find it very satisfyiãg to developindividualized plans of õare. --!- 

3 .7634.Patients who are convalescing fromsurgery without complicatíons
don't really need ¡tCps. 3 .7St23.Skil1ed nurses do not need to

_ rely on NCps . 3.7
35 .Nursing administ,rators should.

encourage t,he writing of NCps as
much as other aspects of care. 3 .6g736.I would like to be able t,o $rrit.ebetter NCps for my patients. 3 .67425.There is 1ittle need for NCps whenthgre is good communicat,ion on a unit.16.Writing NCps is more appropriate i;;-st,udents than staf f nuises.

31.with NCps patients receive moreindividualized care-

3 .96
3.9

3.9

3.9

3.897

.827

.8s3

.998
1. 048

.872

.533

.686

.697

.857

.788

.846

.748

.884

.856

.884

.862

.945

.886

.975

r_.013

.943

17 . Head Nurse shoul_d reward
of NCps as much as otherpatient care.

the writing
aspects of

3 .6s

3.6

3 .646

3 .56

3.3

3.3

22.Writíng NCps is more import,ant tonurse educators than to other nurses.
29.T. expect to spend a minimum amountof time writing NCps.
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Table 18

NCPAS Category C - Item Means <3 Rank Ordered
statement Means Rank SD

_ of my time 2.g 1.13330.Nursing care plans sometimes
are a delusion. 2.8 .96s

ïn summary, the individual- item scores of Ehe NCpAS

indicated that. a greater number of Èhe 350 nurses agreed
that: planning helps t.o coordinate paEient care; planned
care improves paÈienÈ care; NCps are varuable; writing NCps

is an important professional responsibility; NCps are vit,al
for the chronically and critically irI; t.hey were confidant
of their NCp writing abilities despite encount,ering some

problems in doing so; and t.hey wanted. to be able to writ.e
better NCps- Despite the high agreement with these
stat.ements the 350 respondent,s were most uncertain about
whether NCps were a derusion and whet.her one shour_d expect
to spend a minimum amount of time writing NCps.

The Summated NCpAS Scores

The maximum summat,ed individual score for t,he NCpAS was

150, with t,he minimum score being t,hirty. The NcpAs mean

for the sample of 350 nurses r¡'as 11-3.7429 with a standard
deviation of 1,2.L4s6. This mean score was lower than t.hose
for either the primary nurse group (n=27 X=J.26.62 SD=t1.39,
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or the functional nurse group (n=30 X=1,23.23 SD=l_3. j_4) found
by Thomas in i-994 using the same scale.

upon inspection of the individual summated scores there
were eight extreme lower scores between 69 and g4. The

individual summated scores ranged from 69 to i_40 with the
actual range being seventy-one. The distribution was

negatively skewed indicating thaL a greaÈer number of the
NCPAS summated scores $rere in the higher range. Mean scores
are, however, influenced by ext,reme higher or l0wer scores
(sheIley, a9g4) - The semiquartile range or the range of the
middle 50? of t.he summated scores was between i_02.00 and
L22.00; this rang:e contained. the overall NcpAS sampre mean

of 1L3.7429 - After removal of the extreme lower scores, the
trimmed mean (5?) was tt4.Lg'7 for the NCPAS (N = 350).

Thomas (!994) used the 3 .0 neutral point on the scar-e

or 90 points of the maximum l-50 poinLs as a score above
which indicated a positive attitude towards writing NCps.

rn the current. study 336 respondents had scores above 90;
202 had scores above the mean. Thus the current NcpAS mean

score for t.he sample of 350 respondents can be described as

being more posit,ive than negative t.owards NCps and

writing/revising NCps

The NCpAS summated scores and. mean scores r^rere

determined for t,he three patt,erns of writing behaviour. The

NCPAS mean score for the patt,ern NCp (n = 143) was 1,t4.gLL2
with a standard deviatíon of t2.0649. The summated scores
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in this pattern ranged from 73.000 to i_40. ooo with the
actual range being 67.000. The NcpAs mean score for t.he

Pattern scp (n = ]-66) was r1,4.g4g4 with a standard devi-ation
of 1-1.361i- - The scores in this paEtern ranged from 7g. ooo

to 1-40.00 with the actual range being 62 . ooo. The two
Patterns have similar mean scores but pat,tern NCp has a
great'er standard deviation and a rarger actual range
indicating great,er d.ispersion amongsÈ Èhe respondents in
regard to Lhe items.

The NCpAS mean score for the pattern No scp No Ncp
(n = +t) was, at 105. s366, lower Èhan both other pattern
means and had t.he highest standard d.eviation (SO = L2.6374)
of the three patt,erns. The summated scores ranged from
69.000 to 125.000 with the actual range being 56, t,he

smallest range for all three Patt,erns. Table tg details the
NcPAs mean scores for the Behaviour patterns. The NCpAS

mean score was positive for the 350 nurses. The pattern No

scP No NCp nurses had a 10wer NcpAs mean score, but it was

above 90, the neutral_ score.
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Table t9
NCPAS Mean Scores and St,andard Deviations

ToLal Samp1e

Behaviour pattern
Pattern SCp
Pat.Tern No SCP No NCP
Pat.t.ern NCP

1,66
4L

t43

113 .7429

1,t4 .8494
105. s366
Lt4 .8t1_2

1,2.1456

11.361_1_
1,2 .6374
]-2.06

Note: (N = 350)

The mean NcpAs scores were determíned for the IeveIs
of clinicar area and for the item which asked whether the
respondent, used the NCp t,o help provide nursíng care.
Table 20 presenLs the NCpAS mean scores for the reported
clinicar areas and for the question which asked whether the
NCP was used by the respond.ent to provide care.

Table 20

NCPAS Mean Scores By Clinical Area and

Whether Use NCp to HeIp

L&D
Surgery
Medicine
Obs & Gyne
Peds & Neonat
Psychiatry
ICU
Emergency
OR&RR
Use NCP To
Help YES

NO

t07.6LLt
l_L3. ]-765
tt7 - 0633
Lt2.28L3
Lt7 .3L71,
L22.3000
r-09. 6327
1,1,2.2632
1_1i_. 7059

1L6. 681,6
1_04.2892

L2.2960
1,0 .4666
l_L.8801
L2.t635

9 .951_0
9 .0683

L3 .1350
L3.5722
]-3.2288

t0.L270
13 .2881

18
68
79
32
4t
l_0
49
l_9
34

267
83

Note: (N = 350)

The lowest mean scores were found for Ë.he group that
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reported they did not use t,he NCp to help provide care and
for the 'L & D' group, with the .rcu, group havíng the third
lowest score- The 'rcu' and .No to using NCps to help
provide care' groups arso had standard deviations which
indicated disagreement or diverse opinions about the NCp

within t'hese two groups. The most st.able groups in regards
t,o t,heir NcpAs mean scores were from the clinical areas of
Pediatrics/Neonatology and. psychiatry with standard
deviations of 9.9510 and 9.06g3 respect,ively. All groups
had mean scores above 90 which was the neutrar score.

The Relat,ionship Between At,titude Towards

and the Reported NCp Writing/Revising
Writing NCps

Behaviour

Research question three asked "what is the relationship
between t.he attit.udes of the nurses towards writing/revising
NCPs and their serf-reported Ncp writing/revising
behaviour?r' of the 350 respond.ents, r43 reported having NCp

writing,/Revisi-ng Behaviours great,er than two on the summated

scale and became t.he variable pattern Ncp. As the
respondents were not unanimous in their use of scps or NCps

and. as PatÈern NCp was the only pattern group to have both
the summated NcpAS and summat,ed NCp writing/Revising
Behaviour score, the d.iscussion of the relaÈionship between
the attitude towards wríting NCps and Èhe reported writing/
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revising behavíour only i-nvolved the data from this group.

Ðescriptive statistics were employed Èo first explore
for possibre associations between attítudes to writing NCps

and self-report.ed NCp writing/revisíng behaviours for the
Pat'Lern NCp group of respondents. A correration analysis
test was then used t.o determine whether the varues of the
NcPAs v¡ere related t,o the values of the self-reported NCp

Behaviour scale for the 1-43 nurses incruded in pattern NCp.

The NCpAS mean score for the paLtern NCp (n = j_43 ) vras

Ll4-81-12 with a standard deviation of 12.0649. The Ncp
writing/Revising Behaviour scale mean score for this same

group r4ras 6.2797 with a standard deviation of 2 .L375 . The
NCPAS mean scores and NCp writing/Revising mean scores were
determined by clinicar areas reported by the pat.tern Ncp
respondenÈs and are depicted in Table 2t.

Table 21-

Clinical

L & D 3 109.6667 t2.74to 7.0000 2.6458surgery 24 1-1-2 . 0833 10 . 021-4 5 .6667 1 . 8337Medicine 5r- 11-6.3333 L2 -3704 6 .4706 2 .10L0obs/Gyne 10 115 - 1-OOO g .g4g3 5 .4oOO L.34ggPeds/NeonaÈ r-3 120 . 0oo0 7 . r_8g0 6 .46:'5 2 .1-454Psychiatry 6 l-,23.6667 10. O73l_ 6.6667 2.t602rcu 18 109.3333 12.8658 6 .7222 2.3962Emergency I 1-r-8 .3750 r-5 . 013 7 6 .6250 2 .5036oR & RR 10 109.8000 t4 -4668 5.9oOO 2.8460
Note: (n = L43)
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The NCpAS mean scores, when ranked from high Lo 1ow,

ranged from a high of i.23.6667, sD i-0.0731 for psychiatry (n

= 6) to a Iow of 109.3333, SD 12.g65g for ICU (n = l_g) with
the middle mean score being i-i-5.1000, sD g.g4g3 for obs/Gyne
(n = 1-0) . The highest NcpAS mean score area had a NCp

Behaviour mean score of 6.6667, sD 2.l-602 while the rowest
had a NCP Behaviour mean score of 6.7222, sD 2.3962. The

NcPAs mean scores and NCp Behaviour mean scores did not
appear to vary in any related manner. The NcpAs scores were

above the neutral score of 90 and the NCp Rehaviour mean

scores indicated that NCps were not always initiated upon

the patients' admission t,o the clinicar area and were not
always revised as the patients, cond.it,ions changed.

The NCPAS mean scores were determined for the leveIs of
the summated NCP Writing,/Revising Scores for the pattern NCp

and are depicted in Tabre 22. An increase in Ëhe scores on

Èhe writing/Revising Behaviour was generally met by an

i-ncrease in the NcpAS mean scores r¡rith the exception of the
Behaviour score of level i-0 which d.emonsErated. a decrease in
t.he mean NCPAS score. The largest group (n = 44) by
summated Ncp T/'Iriting/Revising score, had the fourth highest
NCPAS mean score (X = lt2.7O4S) and a SD of j_2 . ggg which
indicated some variability about the mean. This group had

the second lowest summated Behaviour score; four out, of a

possible ten, which ind.icated the folrowing combination of
behaviours: initiating and revising r_-33? of Èhe time;
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initiating 0? of the time and revising 34-662 of the time;
or initiating 34-66? of the time and revising 0? of the
time. The group wj_t.h the highest attit.ude score (n = 11)

had a lower sD which ind.icated a greater Èendency towards a

common positive at,tit.ude toward.s writing,/revising NCps yet.

had summated Behaviour scores of 9 out. of a possible ten.
The group with t,he maximum Behaviour score (n = l7) had the
second highest NcpAs mean score and a higher standard
deviat.ion indj_cating Lhat t,here was less aglreement on the
NcPAs iÈems in this group. The group with t,he most

stability in regard to the NcpAs had a NcpAs mean score of
1L7.3846 and a sD of 6.4231,. This group had a greater
tendency to agreement, on t,he NcpAs items and had a summated.

NCP Behaviour score of g out of a possible Èen, indicat.ing
that the NCp was initiated 34-662 of the time by 1, 67_99?

by 10 ,l-00 z of the time by 2 and revised 34 -662 of the t,ime
by 2, 67 -992 by l-0, and l_OO3 of the time by f nurse.

Table 22

NcPAs Mean scores by NCp writing/Revising scores
Number NCP Wr/Revis Score NCPAS

3
44
1-2
21-
22
13
l_1
L7

3
4
5
6
7
I
9

r-0

1_05 .3333
1,]-2.7045
1-10.8333
L1_4 . 523I
11_4 .68L8
L1"7 .3846
t24.3636
tt7.tL16

17.8979
12 .8888
8.7991,

r_0.3326
t4.177L

6 .4231,
9.9426

t2.L392
Note: (n = ]-43)
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The pearson product-moment correlation test was used to

describe the nature and magnit.ude of the association between
the NCPAS mean score and t,he NCp writing/Revising Behaviour
mean score for the pattern Ncp. An assumption of the
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient is that the
variables are associaÈed in a linear way; Èhat is, if all
the data points r^/ere plotted on a graph t,hey would
approximat.e a straight. line (Shel1ey, tgg4; Shott,, j_990).

Figure 4 demonstrates the scatterprot developed.

Figrure 4

scatterplot: NcpÀs lfeans by NCp Behaviour Mean.s
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The scat.terplot, using the NCpAS mean scores on the x
axis and the NCp Behaviour mean scores on the y axis,
demonstrated a positive linear relationship with a poor fit
between the mean scores of the two scales. There was much

variability along the Iine.
As the two variabres were linearly related, arthough

with poor fit, and of int.erval measure, the assumptions
required to conduct pearson,s product-moment, correlation
coefficient test were met (She11ey, lgg4) . The relationship
bet.ween the two variables for the pattern NCp (n = 1-43) was

a weak positive linear relationship (r = .2334 p =.01_ l__

tailed significance) . This Iow correl_at,íon coefficient
indicated that t,he data points did resemble a straight line
but it also indicated that there was much variability in the
closeness of the points to t.he line. The percentage of
variance shared by the two variables or measure of the
magnitude of effect between the two variables was (rrx 100)
5.45 percent. This was interpreted to mean that if all the
factors which impact upon nurses, atÈitudes towards writing
NCPs and aIl the factors which impact upon the NCp writing/
Revising Behaviours were known, s.4sz of t,hem would be
common to both vari-ables and g4.55? would not. be common to
bot,h variables.
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Associations Bet*een NCPAS Ylean and NCp litritinq/Revisinq
M"-n 

"rd 
prof.""ior"l 

"rd D.*oor"phi" ch-r""L".i"ti""

rt was proposed that, if a rinear relationship and
positive correration were found between attitud.e toward.s
writing NCps and self-reported Ncp writing behaviour, that
the st'rength of Èhe association between the professional and
demographic characÈeristics and the NcpAs mean for the totar_
sample (N = 350) and the NCp Behaviour mean for those who

v¡rot,e and revised Ncps, the pattern NCp respondents (n =

:-43), would be determined. This was done as a positive
linear association was found.

Associations Between NCpAS Mean and professional and

The NCpAS mean scores and standard deviations for the 350

nurses by the levels of the professional and demographic
characteristic variables (Appendix L) were computed as the
initial step in this analysis. An analysis of variance or
one-way Al{ovA was used Èo det.ermine whether there was a
significant difference between the means by the Ievels of
each of the independent variables. rf a significant
difference ¡nras found the Et,a sguared correlation coefficient.
was used to determine the magnitude of effect. or percentage
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of variance account.ed for by the independent variabl_es.
scheffé's s post hoc comparison test. was then used. to Locate
the actual difference between pairs of the means for the
independent variables. scheffé,s s Lest,s assumption of
homogeneit.y in variances was determined through the use of
Cochran's C Eest and the Bartlet,t_Box F test,.

using È.he ANovA procedure it was determined that there
was a signifícant difference at the o.05 level between the
attitude mean scores of the levels of clinical area (F ratio
stat = 3.4979 df 8,34! p=. OO0Z) . Eta2 was . O75g or, 7 .SgZ
of the variance in attitude scores was related. t,o the
independent variable clinical area. The ot,her variabl_es
found to have significant d.ifferences between the Attitude
means by variable levels at the o.o5 revel, using ANovA,

were Pattern,. number of years practised. as a RN,. and highest
level of nursing education attained. Table 23 depicts the
analysis of variance and Et,a sguared. results for NCpAS mean

scores by the Ievels of the independent variables.
There was no significant difference found between t.he

NcPAs mean scores by the revels of t,he índependent
variabres: number of years experience in t.he clinical area,
Èhe empl0yment status of Lhe nurse, the recency of the
highést nursing education, the number of years of experience
writing NCPs as an RN, and the age of the nurse. No furÈher
analysis was carried out for these variables.

As the variables, basic nursing education and whether
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the nurse used Èhe NCp t.o help provide patienÈ care provided
dichotomous data, t,he test, used to analyze variance was a
Difference of Means test. Basic nursing education had a F

statistic of 5.r-599 df 1-, 348 p .0237; whether Èhe nurse
used the NCp to help variable, s F statistic was ! = g1.034j-

df t, 348 g=.0000. Both, being significant. at the 0.05
Ieve1, indícated that the differences in the NcpAs mean

scores for the two leveIs of these variables vrere beyond
chance expectaÈion.

Tab1e 23

Result.s of ANovA_ using NcpAS Mean scores by Levers ofPatLern, and professional & Demographic cháracteristùs
VARTABLE Analysis of Variance Signif Eta 2

Patt,ern
Clinica1 Area
Yrs in CL aiea
Employ Status
High Nrsg Ed
Recency High Ed
Yrs as RN
Yrs Writ,e NCp
Where Learned
Age of Nurse

2 ,347
8 ,34]-
5 ,344
3 ,346
4,345
3 ,346
2 ,347
2 ,326
2,346
4 ,345

tt.22t6
3.4979
1.2777

.8022
2 -7315
r_ . 2 81_8
3.2047
2.4319

.7425
1,.271_t

.0000*

.0007*

.2730

.4933

.0291-*

.2805

.04Lg*

.089s

.5273

.2810

.0607

.0758

.01,82

.0069

.0307

.0L1_0

.0r.8L

.0L47

.0064

.0r_45

s
S
NS
NS
s
NS
s
NS
NS
NS

Note: (N = 350 ct=0 . 05 *Significant at O. 05 level)

The diploma basic educaÈion NCPAS mean was 113. r]-,67, sD

1'2 -2499 and the baccaraureate basic education NCPAS mean was

1-18. 7143, SD 9.7405. The magnitude of effect, âs

determined by Eta2, for the basic nursing education by NcpAS

mean scores, was small , 1.46 or 1.5?, but, t¡as significant. at,
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the .05 leveI. The NcpAs mean score for those who used the
NCP to help provide care was l_l_6.6g1_6, SD tO.A27O¡ for t,hose
who did not. use the NCp to help it was 104. 2gg2 with a sD of
]-3.2881-. The magnitude of effect, âs determined by Et,a2, on
the dependent variable, attitude, by whether the NCp was

used to help was 18.99?; that is, r_g.gg? of the variance in
NcP att,iEude scores was relaÈed to whether the NCp was used
by the respondents t.o help provid.e nursing care.

rn order to rocat,e the specific differences between
the NCPAS means which were found. to be significant.ly
different through the use of AIüovA, scheffé, s s post hoc

test was used. The univariat,e tesË,s, cochran,s c rest and.

t,he Bart.lett-Box F Test both had a lever of significance
g'reater than 0.05; thus the h14>othesis of equal variances
could not, be rejected. The NcpAs means by years of
experience as an RN d.id not meet the assumpt,ion of equal
variances required for scheffé, s s t,est until the data was

transformed and at,ti-tude was ranked. The result,s of the
cochrans c and Bartret,t-Box F Test,s are presented in Tabl_e

24.

Tab1e 24

Tests of Homogeneity of Variances

Pattern
Clinical
# Years
Highest

Area
Practised as RN
Level of Nrsg Ed

. s03

.733

.57 7

.r84

.609

.45A

. s03

.202
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The scheffé's s Test indicated that there was a
significant difference in the NcpAS mean scores (cy = .05)
between the folrowing pairs of the variable pattern: between
PaÈtern No scp No Ncp and pattern scp; and. bet,ween patt.ern
No SCP No NCp and pattern NCp. However, scheffé,s post, hoc
tesÈ indícated t.hat there were no significant differences
between any two groups of t,he independent varíables clinical
area, highest level of nursing educati_on, and the number of
years of practíce as an RN on the NcpAs mean score at the
0.05 Ievel- The effect size, âs determined by Eta2, of any
of these variables on the DV, attitude, was therefore of
dubious value-

rn summary, there were significant differences between
levers of t,he independent variables paEtern, basic nursing
education and whether the nurse used the NCp to help provide
nursing care on t,he mean NCPAS score.

The NCp writing/Revising Behaviour mean scores and

standard deviations for the 1_43 nurses in the pattern NCp

were categorized by the levels of the professional and
demographic characteristic categories as well as by whether
t,he respondent reporÈed using the NCp to help provide
patient care (Appendix M). As the items basic nursing
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education and whether the respondent used NCps t,o help
provide nursing care yielded dichotomous responses, a

Difference of Means test was used to determine any
difference. Basic nursing education had a F statistic of
0.5538 df !, 348 p=.4580 indicat,ing that there was no

significant association between Èhe Behaviour mean and basic
education variable.

The variabre whether t,he NCp was used to help provid.e
nursing care had a F statístic of to.752g df L,34g
p=.0013, indicating that. there was a significant difference
beÈween Behaviour means for Ehís variabre. The nurses who

report.ed using the NCp to help provide nursing care had a
significanÈIy higher (cv =0.0S) NCp Behaviour group mean than
those who did not use the NCp to help provide care. The

magnit.ude of effect, âs determined by Eta2 was 7.ogz; that
is, 7 -092 of the variance in NCp Behaviour scores was

related to whether the NCp was used by the respondents to
help províde nursing care.

A one-way .AlIovA was used to determine whether there r^¡as

a significant difference between the means by the levers of
t'he remaíning demographic and professional variables. ïf a

significant difference v¡as found the Eta squared correlation
coefficient r¡ras used to detennine the magnitude of effect or
percentage of variance accounted for by the independent
variables. Tabre 2s depicts the results of the ANovA,

whether the difference between means was significant at the
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0.05 level, and the Eta Squared Va1ue.

As demonstrated in Tabre 25, the only significant
difference in NCp Behaviour means at the 0. 05 level was

found for the levels of employment, stat.us reported by the
1'43 nurses. The NCp Behaviour means for the fuII time, part
time and casual nurses in the group of nurses who reported
writing,/revising NCps are depicted in Tabre 26.

Table 25

Resurts of ANovA using NCp writing/Revising BehaviourMeans by Levels of professional e-bemograpñic
Characteristics

VARTABLE Analysis of Variance Signif Eta 2

C1inical Area
Yrs in CL Area
Employ Stat..
High Nrsg Ed
Recency Hígh Ed
Yrs as RN
Yrs !{rite NCp
Where Learned
Age of Nurse

.6s68

..6595

.0359*

.7296

.65]-2

.91-96

.3688

.2]-75

.8394

Note: (cv=0 .05 n=L43 *Signif icant at. O. 05 1e\¡eÐ

Table 26

NCP T¡trit,ing,/Revising Behaviour by Levels of Employment

8,L34
5,L37
3, L3g
4,139
3, 139
2,L40
2,L4O
2,L40
4, l_39

.7392

.6s33
2.9279

.5084

.5466

.0838
L. 0050
r.5423

.3562

NS
NS
s
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

.0423

.0233

.0594

.0145

.01-t7

.001_2

.01-47

.021_6

.0102

7 .0000
6.7333
5 .8088

2.5226
2.08!9
2.0389

1,2

60
68

Casual
Full Time
Part Time

Note: (n=t43 )
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scheffé's s resE demonst.rated. t,hat, êt the o.05 revel,
there was a significant, difference between the NCp Behaviour
mean for the nurses empl0yed fu1l time and t,he nurses
employed on a part time basis. The proportion of variance
accounted for by the empl0yment status on the dependent
variable NCP Behaviour as determined by Et¿, was 5.g4
percent.

In summary, the only variables found t,o have a

significant differences (e = O.05) beÈween NCp Behaviour
means were whether the NCp was used to help provide nursing
care and the emproyment status of the nurse. Fulr time
nurses had a significantly different Ncp Behaviour mean from
the part time nurses.

Responses to Open Ended euestions

using content analysis methodologry, the responses to
the open - ended guestions were transcribed, reviewed and
then sorted inÈo general categories. The ind.uctive
formuraÈion of Èhe general themes was based on the thoughÈs
and feelings expressed by the respondent,s. The units of
analysis were the respondents, verbal phrases or sentences
used to express Lheir Èhoughts to E,he specific quest,ion.
The categories and related themes which were derived were
separaLe entiÈies and included all responses for the
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particular question being discussed.

The categories and relat,ed themes are presented for
each of t.he open ended guestions. Exampres of responses are
provided for each theme. As a respondent may have

identified more t,han one theme in Èhe response to a

parLicular question, freguency counts were done by counting
the number of times a particular theme was vocarized by the
respondent,s (N = 350), and. are present.ed in tabular form-

Questíon 5 asked that Ehe respondent, ident,ify the first.
Èhought when the terÍn NCp was heard and. then subsequently Èo

identify a second thought. The categories and themes were

developed based upon combined. first, and second thought.s as

none were exclusively identified as pertaining only to the
fírst or second thought. However, as t,he first thought was

a spontaneous response to the quest.ion and t,he second

thought allowed some cognition or reflection before
answering, the respondents, first and second thoughts were
coded separately. Thus the freguency counts on the themes
are reported for the first thought, the second. thought and
f or È,he combined f irst, and second. thought.

The respondents' first or second thoughts, upon hearing
the t'erm Ncp, fell into three clear general categories: t.he

respondents' way of seeing or underst.and.ing of the term Ncp
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expressed feelings in response to t,he st.imulus .Ncp,

(combined freguerc1r = 166); and t.hirdly, the perceived
utility of the NCp to the respondent, (outcomes of the
written NCP for the nurse) and to the provision of nursing
care within nursing contexts (combined. freguency = 271_).

The two themes which arose from the nurses, way of
seeing or understanding of the NCp were t,he nurse,s:
personal description of a NCp (combined fregueñcf = :-79);
and a description of the properties or component. parts of
the NCP (combined frequerrcf = 72) .

Personal description.
The NCP was described as: a ',working plan of care,, ,.

'rexcessive paperwork at the expense of nursing care'; rrpart

of the professional nurse,s job", a way 'rto identify
specific needs above the ordinary rout.ine ones that are
expected for patienEs,,,. !,10ng writ,ten plan with nursing
diagnosis",' "basic to nursing, but viith experience becomes a

thought process and don, t t,hink of it as a NCp',; ,,guidelines

for nursing care'l,' and as 'a plan for a patient who st,ays in
hospital f or more than g hours,, .
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Properties of t,he NCp.

The f oIl0wing propertíes were attributed to the NCp: rrhas

(doesn' t have) nursing d.iagnoses'r ;'ris Índividualized.,,,.
'rneeds const.ant updating"; r'is concise, and 'is inaccurat,e,
incomprete and not up to date, must do own assessment
despite having a NCp,r.

Feelings expressed in relation to t,he NCp were mainly
linked to its utility and have been identified as positive,
mixed and negative. The combined frequency for this
category was !66, with 106 nurses expressing t.his as t,he
first thought and. 60 expressing this as a second thought.

Positíve feelínos
The main positive feeling expressed was that

"if written, helped with the continuity of care,r.
was seen as a rgood learning Loolrl and as "basic to
and becomes a thoughÈ processn.

The NCP

The NCP

nursing

Mixed feelinqs.
Examples of the mixed. feelings expressed were:

rreffective if kept up to date, but a d.eterrent to care if
not kept up t,o daterr, 'rI hate them but use them,r, r,important.

but wish Èhere was an easier way,', r'id.ea of writing them is
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fine, but you cannot wriÈe it all and do the work," and
I'sometimes írrelevant - nurse knows goals and approaches,,.

Neqative feelinqs.
The negative thoughts associated Ì^¡iÈh t,he term Ncp

were: rluseless in the real world!r, rnursing diagnosis
double talk'r; "a joke! no one reads them, no time Èo dor".
rrtoo long to read or t.o update, and cause resistanc€,,; 'NCps
which include everything like all the basic stuff that a
professional nurse should know are an insult t.o the
professionar nurse'l and. "arl nurses hate NCps,r. ot.her first
or second thought's upon hearing the term NCp relat.ed. to four
dimensions of the utility of the NCp to the nurse.

The four dimensions of utíliÈy the respondents
identified were: the uses for the NCp and issues related Lo
the uses (combined freguerrcf = 90); its effectiveness in
specific cl-inicar areas or t,he nursing context, within which
the NCP is used (combined frequerrcf = 27) ¡ issues related to
the wriÈing of a NCp and using it (combined frequency =

L02); and lastly the usefulness of the various NCp formats
(combined frequerrcf = 52) .
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The NCp was used as a tool: r'to priorize, organize and
guide patient care',- 'to communicate patient care between
nurses and/or between nurses and other care team members; to
promot.e cont,inuity of care,. and 'lto provide a sEandard of
carerl. NCps were most useful to part time and f10at nurses.
ïssues rerated to the use of a NCp ranged from 'Ncp onry
geLs done aÈ accredit,ation Eimer', 'rlose point,s on an audit,
if problems not, listedr'; Lo I'useful in long term care arearr .

The NCp was 'not realistic'r in clinical areas such as
emergency, critical care, labour and delivery, recovery room
trwhere the patient stay is short and there are rapid changes
in the patients' cond.iÈionsr'. They were not used in the
operating room. NCps were ,'grood for 10ng term care patients
and in situat.ions such as palliaLive care,,.

NCP writ,ing and ut.iIit,y issues were related to Èhe

time commitment reguired to write and maintain (update) the
NCP as opposed t,o the time required. to provided hands-on
nursíng care. Thoughts expressed were: 'too 10ng and no
time to write, especially with decreased number of nurses in
areas Èodayt,' 'cou1d be communicated more effectively
verbalIy",' "noL specif ic enough, of Len only one or two
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things writtentt; rmust use management termsil,. ,,initiat.ed by
administration and certifícaÈion requirements, need. doesn,t
come from general duty nurses'r; rrno time to devel-op scps or
money Lo do so'r and ,Èake Èoo much time for any benefit t,hey
provide".

.

Thoughts about the tool format, were: ,,scp is a standard
to use, buL do noL consult, it as know it. after a whire, buÈ

is useful if differenL medical diagnosis than is usually
seen on the v¡ard"; "scp has every possible outcome, is too
long to read and use"; ,'a dif f erent format that takes r_ess

time wourd be heIpfuI"; "format should give brief, concise
information about patient care that is Èrury ind.ividuar and
beyond the basic unless it, is very important,,,; ,,focus guides
chartingr',' rrfocus not useful in psychiatryr',. r,SOAp charting
is better than Ncp'';,rprotocols & standards useful,
especially when devel0ped. and revised by the nurses
themselves' and 'Ncp is purposeful, identifies patient
concerns whereas kardex id.entifies Èasks". Table 27

summarizes the first, t,he second and combined thought.s to
this first guestion.
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NCP Thought Themes

'Ílhat is your first

Tab1e 27

by 1st, 2nd and Combined

thought upon hearing the

Response to

term NCP?,

l-st Thought 2nd Thought Combined

lVay of Understandinqeèrso@
Properties of NCp

Feelinqs
Posit,ive Feelings
Mixed Feelings
Negative Feelings

Perceived Utility
Uses of NCp
Nursing ConL,ext of Use
Writ,ing/Revising Issues
Usefulness NCp Tool Format

No thought,

r-55
5r-

l_9
44
43

50
L2
56
24

6

24
2A

179
72

27
L4
1_9

46
58
62

40
t_5
46
28

1_50

90
27

102
52

l-5 6

Not,e: (N - 350). More than oidentified by each respondent.

As depicted in Table 27 the most frequent .first, and.

'combined thought' expressed was t.he nurse,s personal
description of a NCp. rssues related to the writ.ing and
revising of NCps became the second most freguent .first
thought' and t,he t,hird mosE f requent . combined thoughÈ, .

The second most frequent 'combined thought., was no thought
about the term NCp.

Quest,ion six asked t,he nurse to identify whether the
NCP was used to help provide nursing care ; 267 or 76.3?
responded yes and g3 0r 23.72 stated they did not. of the
267 nurses who reported using NCps to help provide patienÈ



care, 1-44 v¡ere from the patEern SCp, 6 f rom No SCp

and r-r-7 from pattern Ncp. Table 2g represents the
distribution (N = 350) by whether the NCp was used
provide nursing care by the Behaviour patt.ern.

The respondenLs were next asked.t,o identify,
of an average day providing nursing care, how the
used; or if not used, if there was any particular
not using NCps when providing care.

l_58

No NCP

sample

t.o help

Table 28

sample Distribution by wheÈher use NCp to Hetp provide care
by Behaviour pattern

Use to Help Behaviour pattern Freguency

Yes It7 L44 6 267No 26 22 35 83

thinking

NCP was

reason for

The NCp was identified as a source of information for
nurses about t,he paEient,, the paÈienL,s family and home

situat,ion, and about t,he reason for hospitalization. ï^Iithin
this general theme related to how the 267 nurses used the
NCP to help them provide nursing care, the responses were
further analyzed to reveal six elements related Eo the use

Not,e: (N = 350)
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of t,he NCp. These were: inf ormation soughÈ. and used by the
nurse (n = ]-02); nursing context in which Èhe NCp was used
(n =75¡. NCp tool format used and desired. (n = 7t); how the

NCP was used (n = tga); problems with NCp use (n = 39) and
the benefits of using a NCp (n = 72) . As more t,han one
element related to the main theme may have been ídentified
by a respondent, the frequency wit,h which each erement is
reported is the total number of t,imes it. was st,ated by the
respondents. Table 29 represents the distribution of the
respondent,s who used the NCp (n = 267) by the element.s
related to how the NCp was used.

Table 29

Frequency of The Response .Elements,. t,o The euestion .How

Do You use The NCp to Help you provide Nursing care?,

Information Sought & Used
Nursing Context for UseTool Format Used a Desired
How NCP Used
Problems with NCp UseBenefits of NCp Use

L02
76
7t

1,94
39
72

rygtetf!.= 267 ¡ More rhan onidentified by a nurse)

The nurses sought specific informat.ion about
patient's condition - 'rabout t.he past. and present
about 'lcurrenÈ, concernsr" "psychosocial as welr_ as

the

historytt,

physical
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problems 1r , " teaching concerns'r and 'specif ic treatments . fr

The nurses wanted ',individualized information at a glance
with quick access'1r and. ,rnot on three kardex pages - too long
and don't get turned over to be read." The respondents

"looked for brief , current. informat,ion about t,he pat.ienÈ and
care,. there is no time to read if not. brief .,r

The nurses identified that. the NCp was ,rread. at t,he
beginning of a shif t,' bef ore and af ter verbal report; and
bef ore seeing the patient in order to help plan the d.ay. r,

rt was also "used. throughout, t,he day as a reference so as to
organize and direct nursing care'r and "revised later in the
shift when charting.'1 A .fIoat, nurse who went from unit to
unit as needed stated she rfread the assigned patient,s NCp

as soon as she went to each new unit. ,,

The SCp was useful with ,,unfamiliar situations, special
procedures, medications, treatments; but not the ordinary as
should know this due to many years of nursing experience or
by virtue of professional education." The scp was ,,used. for
common problems" in an ICU.

The NCp was used with "own notes for the routine,'. The
NCP was at the bedside and ,'rearly usefur and patienE,s
family can read it,. r' The NCp was 'rparticularly useful in
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psychiatry for consistency" and "incruded famiry members in
palliative care. rr

A I'mentar NCp was used as there was no time to write
one in acute care short stay set,ting. " verbal communication
was used and a NCp was started ',only if patient sLays. rr

rr rcu uses kardex plus docEors, orders, nursing diagnoses d.o

not enter into iÈ." rt. was reported that 'rstandards of care
were used in lieu of a NCp, therefore minimum standards v¡ere

maintainedtt and a ilNCp was not. necessary.n SOAP and Focus
charting were "excellenÈ. rl

How the NCP was used.

The NCP was used ' as a gruide f or the patient, s

individualized pran for the day", to rrg-uide, Lo set
priorities for t,he patient and for the nurse,s pat.ient
workload", rrfor patient t,eaching,, to evaruat.e care', 'Lo
guide focus charting'r'; to', promote continuity of specif ic
nursing int,ervenÈions',- and "to gr.rid.e shift report.., The

NcP was 'used as a coflrmunicatíon toor for unique problems
specific to the patient other than rout,ine ones ,r and. was

individualized through nursing diag,noses.,, The ,,SCp kardex
had a place for mod.ifications and nursing orders: this was

used as a starting point and. modif ied as requiredr,,. ,rSCp was

always revised." The NCp was 'r rarely revised, rely on

someone e1se, s plan.'r
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Problems with the use of NCps.

A nurse who worked as a .float, nurse reported that
"NcPs are infrequently avaíIable in writ,ing, r wing it or go

to another staff member, but then its not standard ,,; ',if
not writt,en takes time t,o get information and float doesn, t
have this timer',. ' when go to a new area f irst use kardex,
if informatíon not there have to ask staf f and t.his isn, t
ef f ective. " other identif ied problems were: 'rnot always
accurate or currelltt'i "chart with NCp in it not always
accessible"i ''NCP Separate from the kardex and no time to
read both,',. u no time to write in emergency, ; r, ICU

changes occur often and would require much wriÈ,ing, but not
necessary as one nurse for one paÈient,il; ileach nurse may

have a different idea"; 'rinterventions, goals often not
writ'ten in kardex and no time to look in t,he chart,. r'

Another respondent posed the question ',if t,he NCp is written
properly ít promotes consistency and continuity in care
how do we change?',

The part t,ime, casual and .froat, nurses identified
thaÈ the NCP was very useful for "assignment, changres,',

"heIps to know what t.o do as do noÈ see the paÈients
regularly and do not have to repeat what has already been
done'l, and was "especially useful for short st,ay patienÈs
and rapid changes in the patient, s condit,ion. ', rt was
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I'important for new staff nurses as they courd rearn hospital
routines.' Another said that "g'eneral duty nurses were
highty dependent upon the NCp. ,,

The NCP helped t,he nurse to'rsort out individual need for
moms and babes"; "to get an id.ea about patient probrems, but
still need to do own assessment in oR",. ,,focus herped in
areas of high turnoverr,. ' to provide consistency in
approach for difficult patients." The NCp ,rsaves time and
frustraLion if up to dat,e, otherwise have t.o check it out
with other staff ",' t'enhances communication between nurses,,
v/as not. "particularly useful in short stay areas such as RR,

oR, Emergency, L&D, Dialysis and outpatients as stay was too
short,"; and " the NCp gives immediate important information
for nurses with increased patient, loads. "

The nurses who stated they did not use the NCp t.o help
them provide nursing care were asked if they would share
their reason for not using a NCp to help them.

of the eighty-three nurses who reporÈed that, they did
not use the NCp to help them provide nursing care, 22 were
from Pattern scP, 26 from patÈern NCp and 35 from pattern No

scP No Ncp. These nurses who stated t.hey did not use NCps

t,o help them provide patient care were asked if they could
briefry explain their ansr^¡er or if there was any special
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reason for not using NCps. The f irst response t,heme

identified was that the NCp was inappropriat.e in the
specific clinical environment. Three specific factors v¡ere

identif ied related to this t,heme: no time Èo writ.e Ncps (n =

22); clinical area does not. use NCps (n = 24) and nurse
fact,ors (n = 27) .

The second theme, more usefur alternaÈe Èoors were

used, identified the following alÈernate toors as being
used: forms specific t,o Èhe crinical area (n = 35); verbal
reports (n = L5); mental NCp (n = f5); kardex (n = 7) and
focus charting (n = 2) - The third general theme arising
from this quesLion was an expressed need for a nursing
communication tool for communicating specific patient care
information (n = ].4). The respondenÈs identified patient
information perceived as being vital for patient care thaÈ
should be on the Ncp. These themes and related fact.ors are
listed in Table 30. As depicted in Table 30 the most
frequent. reason given for not using the NCp to help provide
patienÈ care was that t,he forms specific to Ëhe clinical_
area v¡ere used; the second. ÌAras nurse related fact,ors and t.he
third that the NCp was not used in the clinical area in
which the respondent nursed.
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Table 30

Distribution of Response Themes to why NCp Not used

NCP was inappropriate in
No time to write NCps
Clinical Area doesn,t Use
Nurse Factors

Better Alternate Tools
Forms Specific to Area
Verbal Reports Used
Mental NCP used
Kardex Used
Focus Charting Used

22
24
27

35
15
15

7
2

1,4
Information

Not,e: (n = 83;
one theme)

a respondent may have identifieA mõrê-t¡ran

The NCp was an inappropriate tool to
provide patient care due Èo three factors:
to write Èhe NCp; the c1ínica1 area didn,È
nurses' perceptions of their value.

No tíme to write-
The respondents reporÈed t,hat ,,high

"short patient sÈays and high t,urnoverr',

the pat.ient,, s medical condiÈion" made the
impractical t.ool in many cl_inical areas.

use to help

there v¡as no time

use NCPs and

patient acuity",

"rapid changes in
written NCp an

The NCP was
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written if the patient stayed longer than eight hours.

The respondents arso identified that "there was no

room for the NCP on the chart'r, that "Lhe doctor writes on
the chart and t,he nurse record.s the t,reatmentr" and "the
unit has specific charting so that even if the patient comes

to the unit with a Ncp it, is not used.', Respondents

reported they did not use NCps in the oR, RR and that ,,there

is no time to read them in ICU.',

Nurse fact.ors.

The nurse related reasons for not using NCps to help
provide nursing care ranged from rran _experienced nurse in
the clinical area only need.s special patient problems and
interventions stat,ed, ot,herwise it is an insurt to the
skilled nurse in t,he area" to ,,NCps are not up to date and
you need accurate information". some did. not use NCp as
rrNcP too long with all possibirities and care is simirar for
all patientsfr and " Ncps were not consistent with everyone, s

opinion of patient needs, whaÈ one consid.ers important
another doesn, t. rr
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Forms specific to area.

Protocols, st.andards for care, policy and procedure
manuals, scps and scp books were identified as Èhe common

alternate t.ools used to gruide nursing care. These were used
in conjunct.ion with charting formaÈ,s such as flowsheets,
nursing assessment sheets which had been developed by the
nurses in the clinical area. rn order t,o communicate with
other nurses 'RR uses flow chart and sometimes a phone call
to the wards plus may writ,e a note" "obstet,rics writes
hourly progress not,es but no room for psych_social
problems. "

Verbal reports.

one to one verbar reports between nurses, reported as

being used by many rcu, emergency and other short stay area
nurses, "eliminated the need for NCp as there was no loss of
information.t Mental NCps r^rere used. by many as 'no time to
writer d.ue to '1 sLaff cutbacks. and. 'fast pace.r'

The kardex.

The kardex 'rcommunicates currenÈ problems and. acti_ons,
gives all reguired information on it, no nursing diagnoses
and NCP not written - ,,
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Focus charting.
Focus charting 'rguides care and charting.,, Focus

'lgives diagnosis and. what you d.id rather than what is
expected. This is better - less writing. "

The respondents expressed

communicating specific patient
a need for a means of
care information.

The information to be communicated related to the
following: rrpatient's current problems and interventions,
not nursing diagnoses', rrreason for admission, mobility
status, medications as these have implications for patient
safety during anesthesia",and. ,individual problems and
specific workable interventions.'1 one respondent stated
that rrneed some form of NCp at the bedside as have one Eo

one patient care and cannot leave the bedside; have tried t.o
develop this tool but no luck so f ar. 'l

Summary of the Findings

The t,hree research

descriptive statistics ;

Difference of Means and

guestions were explored using
analysis of variance tests such

one-way AIüOVA; and t,he pearson
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product moment correlation tesL. A scatterpl0t was

developed, using the NCpAS means scores on the horizontal
axis and t,he NCP Behaviour mean scores on the verticar axis,
in order to reveal the type of association between the two

variables. The Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient was used to guantify the strength of the
association beÈ,ween t.hese Èwo variabres once it was

determined that t,he point,s did cluster about a st,raight.
Iine, alt,hough with a poor fit,. rn order to det.ermine the
magnitude of effect through the use of the ANovA test,, t,he

correlation coefficient Et,a2 test was used. posÈ hoc

comparison test,s v¡ere used to find the location of specific
significant differences between levers of the independenÈ

variable as identified by the ANOVA test..
rn response to the first, research guestion it was found

that the respondenÈs reported a NCpAS mean score which was

positive, greater then the neutrar score of 90, towards t.he

planning and wríting of NCps. There were eight. extreme

lower individuar scores between 69 and g4; the maximum

reported individual score was L4O.

Responses to the second research guestion det.ermined

that there were three patterns of self-reported Ncp

writing/revising behaviour: pat.tern Ncp,defined by the
nurses who reported writing/revising Ncps; patt.ern scp,

def ined by the nurses who reported using scps; and pat.t,ern

No scP No NCP, defined by t,he nurses who reporÈed using
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neither scps or NCps. The mean NCp writing/revising
behaviour for the pat.tern NCp was 6.2797 sD 2 .L37s. The

maximum writing/Revising Behaviour mean score, representing
the behaviour reguired by nursíng standards, v¡as r-0.0.

Research question three sought to d.etermine whether
there was a relationship between at,titude towards
writing/revising NCps and the serf-reported Ncp

writing/revising behaviour. The association between the
NcPAs mean score and the Ncp writing/Revising Behaviour mean

score for the Pattern NCp (n = j_43) was a weak, positive
linear associat.ion as demonstrated by the scatterplot and

the Pearson correlation coefficient. The percentage of
variance shared by the two variables was 5.45 percent.

Associations between the demographic and professional
characteristics and the t.ot,aI samples, attitude towards
planning and writing NCps and the pattern NCp

writing/Revising Behaviour were explored. signíficant
differences between NCpAS means were found at the 0. 05 l_evel
and verified for the following independ.ent variabres:
PatLern, basic nursing educaÈion and whether the nurse
reported using the NCp to help provide nursing care.
significant dífferenceÈ between t,he Ncp writing/Revising
Behaviour mean score f or the pattern NCp (n = l_43 ) were
found at the 0. 05 rever and verified for the following
independent variables: emplo)¡ment status, fuII time and
parttime status, and whether the nurse reported using the
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NCP to help provide nursing care.

The open-ended questions provided some insight into the
respondents' thoughts about the personal meaning of the term
NCP and how the NCp was used to help provide nursing care or
reasons for not using the NCp t,o help provide nursing care.

Measures of reliability indicated that the two scar-es
used in the survey were reliable for usage and the resul_ts
of their analysis could be applied with some confidence Eo

the part,icipants in the study.
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Chapter 5

DTSCUSSTON, CONCLUSTONS A¡üD TMPLTCATTONS

A discussion of the research findings in relation to
t.he research questions, the literat,ure review and the
theoretícar framework is presented in t,his final chapter.
conclusions drawn from the research findings are presented.
rmprications for the nursing profession, nursing practice,
administration, education and research are outlined.

Discussion

The purpose of the stud.y was t.o describe the degree of
acceptability of the NCp as a communication tool to
practising general dut,y, registered nurses and iÈs utility
to them. rt was also to describe whet.her nurses reported
writing/revising NCps as prescribed by professional nursing
and hospital accreditation standards. rn ad.dition, the
st'udy was designed to d.etermine whether any relat,ionship
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existed between attitudes towards writing NCps and NCp

Writing/Revising Behaviour.

The nursing process is said to represent the
methodologry for the delivery of individualized nursing care
to patient's, and is applicable in any nursing situat.ion
(Kozier, Erb & Blais , lgg2,. Oermann, ]-ggl-; Shea , lgg4b,. yura
& 9va1sh, i_ggg). One step in the nursing process is
planning. planning includes the acts of planning and then
communicating the plan to other health team members,
particularly other nurses who wirl be providing direct
patient. care for that particular patient. This
communication of nursing diagnosis, expected out.comes and
specific independent and interdependent nursing
interventions for a patient is said t.o enhance t,he
continuity of planned care for the pat.ient (Christ.ensen &

Kenny, t99l; Taptich et â1., lgg4). Since the adoption of
the nursing process as the methodolog.y of nursingr, the plan
has been documented on a form called the nursing care plan
which has designated spaces for pertinent data, nursing
diag'noses, interventions and expected ouLcomes. This Ncp,
according to Hegedus (1991-), t.hen gnrides, for a part.icular
patient, subseq'uent. nursing care, its evaluation and it.s
documentatíon. Although the nursing process has been a parÈ
of nursing educat,ion and practice since the mid 1960,s, a
review of the nursing literature has revealed that., d.espite
generally positive att.it.ud.es towards the nursing process,
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NCPs have been disused by nurses, not written, or, if
written, were incomplete or often inaccurate (Shea, l9g4b;
L986; Sovie , t9g9; Taptich et âf . , LggL,. T\rrner , tggl) .

The research guestions were d.irected to describe
general duty registered nurses, attitudes towards planning
and writing NCps; to describe their self-reported NCp

writing/revising behaviour and to det,ermine what
relationship, if d*y, existed between these two variabres.
A random sample of 3so general duty acute care RNs was

int'erviewed by telephone using a structured int,erview
schedure composed of the NCpAS as modified by oetker Brack
and colleag"ues (r-999), a Ncp writing/Revising scale,
professional and demographic characteristic questions plus a
few open-ended questions. The f indings are d.iscussed und.er
the following headings: The Nursing care pr_an Attitude
scaIe, t.he Ncp writing,/Revising Behaviour euestionnaire and
the associations -

The mean NcpAs score for the tot,al sample indicated
t'hat an overall positive attitude towards planning and
writing NCps was held by the 350 respondents. The mean

score, while lower than those found by Thomas (19g4) using
the same scaIe, was well above the neutrar point on the
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scal-e. The current sample, beíng almost seven times 1arger
than Thomas'¡s combined samples, and from random clinical
areas of seven different acute care hospitals rather than
two, was likely more heterogeneous and would thus have
greaLer variability amongst the responses. Thomas (19g4)

reported t,he l0west individual score Èo be 77, with tne
highest being 1,4g: whereas the current l0west score was 69

with seven other 10w scores between 6g and 94, and the
highest was 1-40, 9 points ress than Thomas,s highest
individual score. The current NcpAS mean score wourd be
influenced by the general overall lower scores. The l_ower

NcPAs mean score may indicat.e that t,he NCp was not highly
valued by all the general duty RNs interviewed and that.
attitudes t.owards writing/revising NCps have changed in the
nine year Eime period since Thomas,s tgg4 stud.y. other
reasons for the l0wer attitude score may have been (1) the
changes experienced in the nursing environment of ar1
Manit,oba acute care hospitals as a result of health care
ref orm actívit,ies; (2) the actual delet,ion of nursing
positions; (3) t.he 'bumping'; (4) the changes in staffing
patternsr (5) the general concerns about the guality of
paEient care in t,he reforming environment as expressed by
t.he respondents, (6) the expressed feelings towards the NCp

and (7) the expressed reasons for using or not. using the
NcP. Also, âs discussed later, by focusing only on the
nurses'i attitudes toward the one behaviour, writ,ing NCps,
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one negates all the ot.her factors which impinge upon
behaviour.

The finding, that t.he general duty registered. nurses
surveyed have positive aLtitudes towards the planning and

writing NCps is in concordance with the findings in studies
by Bowman, Thompson and Sutton (19g3), Nichols and Barstow
(1-980) , Savage (1993) , and Thomas (1994) . In contrast, Shea
(1986) reported t,hat frequently nurses had negat,ive or mixed
feelings t,owards writing NCps whereas Hildman and Fergruson

(1991-) found that. their sample of nurses had a more posj_tive
attitude towards the nursing process than t.owards t,he

writing of NCps- They h14>othesized that NCps may be

appropriate for nursing ed.ucation, but not for nursing
practice. De Ia Cuesta (1993) proposed that the nursing
process and NCp had provided nursing education with a

vehicle by which the practice of nursing could be explained
to the learner. That the NCp was not appropriate for
nursing practice was in fact stated by several respondents
in the current study. They stated that reguiring the
professionar graduate nurse t,o writ,e basic nursing
inten¡entions on the Ncp, similar to the work reguired of
the student nurse, was an insult to the professional nurse.
Respondents thought t,hat the graduate nurse shourd know the
basics by virtue of being a graduate. The respondents
reported they wanted patient specific, concise, current
independent and interdependent nursing concerns on the NCp;
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not the detailing of every possible concern as required on
the nursing school NCp. Nursing diagnoses were not
frequently reported as essential information reguired on the
plan- They stated "it becomes a thought process." one
respondent stated ''the Ncp is a wasLe of Èime except, for
individual problem areas and specific workable
interventions. r' others contended thaÈ the traditionar- NCp

was not a useful tool in their specific area because the
patient's st,ay was very short and illness acuity lever was

high; whereas respondents in longer t,e::rn care areas noted
that the NCp was a useful tooI. shea (r-996), in discussing
the NCP as a communication toor for practising nurses,
contended that the working document is vastry different from
the teaching tool, and. it was the teaching tool that had
been and is incorporated into the existing practice toor_s.

shea's (1986) unmodified conceptuar framework depicted
nurses' atti-tudes towards using NCps as one of t.he modifying
factors on the NCp using behaviours. .Using, was defined as
writing, revising and using the NCp as a guide for care.
The modifying facLors can have a direct influence on the
behaviours, or can indirectly influence them t,hrough
motivatíng factors. The motivaÈing factors could be nurses,
valuing of the nursing process or beliefs t.hat t,he use of a

NCP will enhance nursing care and that this met,hodorog"y of
nursing is valued by nursing administrators and. by nurses in
general.
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That. the present sample valued the planning and

communication of the plan through its documentation was

evident in the degree of consensus with the statements that
st'ated planning and documentation of the plan is an
import,ant professionar responsibility which promotes
continuity of planned care for both acutely and chronicarly
il1 patients. The valuing was also evident. in first
thoughts about t,he NCp such as'it,s basic to nursi_ng care,r
and lritrs a guide to nursing care". Hence it, could also be
construed that the nurses believed that the use of Lhe NCp

woul-d enhance patient. care. This positive var_uing of the
NCP by the individual nurse would lead one to believe t.hat.
NCPs would be written and revísed. as required by changes in
the patient's condition. However, in light of other
responses such as uit's a joke - no one reads themr,or nit,s
a waste of time' one must question whether the verbar-ized
valui-ng is the resurt of sociar desirability bias. The
respondents while clearly agreeing that, planning was

essenÈiaI to nursing care, were equally clear about t.he
writing of NCps being a derusion. This d.ivergence in
responses may indicate that practising nurses val_ue planning
but that the nursing process and NCP are not efficienc tools
in the actual practice of nursing.

That all nurses or nursing administrators were
perceived, by the respondents, as valuing the NCp as a
nursing communication tool was not readily apparent.
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Responses such as , r'initiated by administration and.

certification requirements, need doesn't come from general
duty nurses" and'no time to writ,e or money given to
developrr refrect the respondents, perceptions of the valuing
of nursing's communication tool - by colreagrues and nursing
administration. Administrat,ive valuing would be evident in
t,he head nurses providing acknowledgement for a current,
comprehensive plan and in the provision of pran
documentation/revision time. According t.o Shea (l_9g4a) t,he
discordance between the RNs' positive valuing of the nursing
process f or planning and t,he use of the NCp and the RNs,

percept.ions of colleagrues and nursing administ.rators valuing
of t'he nursing process wourd make the behaviour ress likely
t.o be carried out.

As more respondents agreed than disagreed that time
should be set aside to do the NCp and that head nurses
shourd encourage the writing of NCps as much as ot.her
aspects of nursing care it could be argrued once again that
administrative varuing of the NCp was not. read.ily apparent
to the respondents. According to Fit,ch and. colleagrues
(1991) when time is an issue one should ,rexamine the
environment to see if the administrative and auxiliary
support. needed for nurses is actually in place,, (p.a7) . A
common response was that there v¡as no time to give care and
to write NCps too. The respond.ents reported that the
decrease in RN positions, as a result, of hearth care reform
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action in their clinical areas, had made lack of time for
writing/revising NCps even more of a problem. NCps were
report.ed as being written/revised by more nurses d.uring the
night shift than any other shift. There was more time on

nights; however there was lit,tIe interaction with the
patient. The respondents also agreed that. nurses should
spend more time planning and writing NCps than they do now,

however many also questioned. whether Èoo much time was spent
on the activity now and whet.her the NCp was a derusion. The
uncerÈainty as to whether the NCp was a delusion and whet.her
too much time was spent on this activity could be attribut.ed
to the presence of factors in the nursing environment which
were creating this uncert.ainty. These factors in turn, had
the potential to modify the intended NCp behaviour. The
doubt.s about the value of the NCp could also be expressed if
the use of the nursing process and the NCp was perceived by
the nurses to actually rimit their practice to basic
nursing. The doubts expressed by the respondents also had
the potential to modify t,he intended NCp behaviour.

The probr-em of no time mighÈ be overcome through the
development of greater confidence in ability to define and
write nursing d.iagnoses and expected outcomes t,hrough
environmental support. such as conÈinuing educat.ion in the
workplace according to Daws (19gg). The time reguired to
document nursing diagnoses and expected outcomes would
decrease as the nurse became more proficient in defining and
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writing them. rt is of interest to note that nursing
diagnoses were not frequently cited as being import.ant
patient specific i-nformation to have on care plans.

Perceptions t,hat the NCp ,rwas effective if kept up to
date but a deterrent to care ot,herwise,,,. ,, (NCps are)
unnecessary paperwork, was'e of t.ime _ no one read.s/
duprication'r and "nursing d.íagnosis was double talk,, were
expressed. lrÏas the delusíon related to: absolute lack of
planning time as a resurt of patient acuity and fewer
nurses; ot, a NCp format that did not meet the nurses,
patient care communicati-on need.s in the specific clinical
areas; the nurses' discomfort with stat,ing nursing
diagnoses, expected outcomes and individual int.erventions;
or the nursing process not being totally reflective of
nursing practice ?

Frequent, properties of the NCp identified in the
respondents r f irst thoughts, were: individ.ualized,
assessment, planning, implement,ation and. evaluation.
sheehan (i-991) found these to be common properties ascribed
to the nursing process, of which the NCp is one outcome, in
the literature and by a sample of nurse clinicians and
tutors. However, other common characteristics identified in
the literature but. with some degree of discordance by
sheehan's sample such as decision-making, negotiation and
scientifíc, were seld.om identified first thoughts in the
present, st.udy. Sheehan (199j_) asked if nurses had made the
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transition from task-based care to nursing theory_based
care. rn the present sÈudy the majority of the nurses,
having learned the use of the nursing process in nursing
school, were socialized into a nursing role t,hat involved
the use of the nursing process and a written Ncp. The

greatest number of respondent.s had completed t,heir highest
level of nursing education within the past decade and would
have learned the content for the process within those basic
programs. This same time period saw the integration of
nursing concept,ual models into nursing delivery systems
within some acute care hospitals (Shea, Rogers, Ross et â1.,
1989) - would t,he guestion be more appropriate if it asked,
as Sheehan (j_99j-) did, were there fact,ors present in t.he
nursing environment that interfered with a nursing
theoreÈical approach to nursing? or, should iL ask, as

Tanner (1986) did, whether the nursing process and NCp do
reflect the totality of nursing practise

Many of the respondents felt that planning was a
professional responsibility and head nurses should not have
to reward nurses for this behaviour. They arso guest.ioned
the word .reward' - r'what does this mean?,, One

interpret,ation of the question could be that the respondents
had difficulty associating the usual interpretati_on of the
word 'reward' with providing nursing care and that. nurses do
not perceive themselves as receiving recognition from
nursing administrat.ors or nursing corleagues for exemplary
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plans or care. According to Attridge and callahan (cited in
Lindsay & Attridge, 1999) support and recognition by
corJ-eagr.res \^ras the item most highly associated with a

quality work environment by nurses. several respondents
made the commenL that other nurses did not folrow a writ.ten
plan because they did not agree wit.h it. No one ment.ioned

discussing plans of care with colleagrues. According to
sheats 1986 framework, collegiality would be a motivator for
the behaviour of writing NCps. rt is of interest Ehat onty
one nurse st,ated that. the writing/revising of NCps should be

a criterion on nurses' yearly performance evaruations. This
would support a finding by Huckabay and Neal (1_g7g) tnat few
nurses reported the recognition of t,heir NCp behaviours on a
performance evaluation as important,; yet, according to Shea
(1984a) this has the potential to be evidence of
environmental varuing of, and hence, a mod.ifying facLor on
NCP writing behaviours.

Fergruson, Hildman and Nichols (tgg7) , on finding that
care plan format, made no difference on patient outcomes,

theorized t,he no difference could have resulted from the
fact t.hat determining nursing diagnoses and orders is a

cognitive process based on education and practice
experience, and that patient outcomes are influenced by the
sum of t,he process steps rather than Lhe actual presence of
nursing diagnoses and orders on a written plan of care.
This finding lends support. t.o McHugh,s (1986) thesis r.hat
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the NCP serves the novice or advanced beginner but may

frust.rate the advanced and expert practitioner who has

practice wisdom. Evidence of the frustrat,ion would be

evident in responses such as "find them insurting, no one

t,rusts you t.o give nursj-ng care'and.,novices are not in
critical care." Benner's work (19g3) describes the advanced.

beginner as a nurse in the same or similar settings for at
least three years. That nurses with less than one year and
with one to four years of nursing experience had the highest
attitude mean scores of ar1 categories of this variabr_e arso
lends support to this thesis as does t,he fact that. years of
experíence as a RN was significantly associated with
attitude.

whil-e there was no significant difference between
groups on attitude mean by years of experience, t.he att.itude
mean score did decrease with the greater number years of
nursing experience. over hal-f the respond.ents, having from
5 to 30 years of experience in the clínical area, wour-d be
classified, according to Benner (r-9g3), as ad.vanced and
expert practitioners. This provj-des further support for
their stated frustrations with the Ncp. Kataoka-yahiro and.

saylor (1'994) suggest that the nursing process and the
resulting NCp do not adeguately portray the concepts and
processes involved in making nursing clinical judgement,s.

Hildman and Fergruson (199j_) and Thomas (19g4) also found
t,hat. att,itudes toward.s Ncps d.ecreased as t,he years of
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nursing experience increased. Hildman and Fergruson (1991)

speculat.ed t,hat the recency of a nursing education program

in which the nursing process was taught and used, and the
more idearistic attitude toward.s NCps were reasons for the
higher score. However, recency of highest education was not
significantly associat,ed with at.titude in the present. study.

A reason given for writing NCps was "the nursing audit
depends on them.,' That. aud.it points were rost when a NCp

was incomplet,e was an expressed f irst thought. vùere audit
scores a reward for completed and current NCps? As Krammer

(L972) asked, has the nursing goal for the NCp been replaced
by an institutional goal? Has the means for communicating
planned patient care become an end as Kramer (1-972)

suggest.ed? Giovannetti, Reid, Buchan, Ratner and Bay (cited
in Forchuk a Kirkpatrick, tggt) found that only 7Z of 10g5

nurses considered that the current audit system was a good

measure of nursing care provided on their units. According
to Raatikainen (A994) ttre valuing of t,he NCp as an audit.
tool rather than as a tool to enhance nursing practice couId.
be construed as a lack of cont,rol by general duty nurses.
This perceived lack of control by nurses over actuar nursing
practice would then dissuade t.he nurses from carrying out
the behaviour (Shea, L9g4a) .

That the NCp was not an appropriate toor in short st.ay
crinical areas was evident from responses such as r,Èhe NCp

is good for 10ng term care but not for short term stay
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patients" and "no time to write and needs constant updating
especially in short stay area.' A motivating factor for
Èhe NCP writing behaviour, accord.ing to shea (19g6), is that
the nurse believes the use of the NCp is appropriaÈe and

will enhance nursing care. The scp was the pattern used

more frequently in short stay areas, specifically not for
admission day surgery, surgery, intensive care uniÈs,
obstetrics and g:ynecology, intensive care units, pediatrics
and neonatolog'y. patients in all t.hese areas were descri_bed

as usually having a very short. hospital unit stay and

rapidly changing, acute conditions. Respondents from t.hese

areas stated that there was f'no time to do (the NCp),

especially long and short, t,er:In goals d.ue to short length of
stayrr, 'rnoL, practical in emergency - no time to write due to
fast pace and urgency" and rr no time to read in rcu, besides
one nurse to one pat,ient and use verbal reporÈ. ', The Lower

NcPAs mean scores of the nurses in the short st,ay crinical
areas would substant,iat,e that writing,/revising NCps was not
perceived to be a valuable or necessary nursing activity in
these areas. Many of the nurses in oÈher shorL stay areas
such as the operat,ing room, recovery room, labour and

delivery, and to a rarge ext.ent in emergency rooms, reported
t.hat other, more effective communication strategies such as

area-specific prot.ocols and f10w charts and nurse-to-nurse
verbar communication were employed in these areas. The

concern is that as a communication channel the standard
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prot.ocol or expecEed action to be taken in a particurar
situation only sends part of the message (Shea, tgg4a) .

They are not individualized, nor are t.hey usually kept on

each patientrs chart - posing yet another barrier to
effective communication (Shea, f9g4a).

The nurses were confident of their planning ability,
desired to write bet,ter Ncps and agreed they were chalrenged
by the process of planning care. The confidence may have
generated f rom the fact t,hat. a maj ority of the respondents
had learned to use the nursing process and to write NCps in
their initiar education program and over half had been

writing Ncps for the total number of years they had been
practising as registered nurses. However, some ind.icated
the more recent grad.uates were more comfortable with nursing
diagnosis st.atements and that there was rittle assistance
available to the nurse who was not comfortable with them.
The discomfort and perceived lack of assistance (evidence of
administrative valuing) would be mod.ifying factors in the
nursing environment according to Shea (19g6). According Lo

Forchuk and Kirkpatrick (199L) nurses r¡¡ant comfortable
tools. with a forecast for an increased use of nursing
diagnoses along with protocols and expected outcomes

combined with key corlaborative interventions for a

pat.ientrs hospital stay (Iyer, l-991_) nurses will need to
become comfortable with nursing diagnoses. Bowman and
col1eag"Lres (1983) found that continuing ed.ucatj-on on the NCp
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in the workprace promoted positive attitudes tor^¡ard.s

planning and writing NCps. Savage (1993) found that nurses

wanted to be involved in the implementaÈion of NCp tools and

in maintenance activities. several nurses volunt.eered t,hat
the unit.rs general duty nursing staff had been or was

involved in developing and/or revising their NCp toor and

that this consurtation was beneficial in the development of
useful NCP formats for their areas.

The agreement with the valuing staÈements, and indeed
with al-I the NCpAS stat.ements t,o which a nurse knows should
be answered in a specific way as a result of nursing role
socialization may have been due to sociar desirability bias
despite the int,erviewers' adherence to the structured
interview schedule and the fact that there was no

significant. difference bet.ween t,he two orders of the survey
on the NcPAs means. The inÈerviews were conducted only
after permission was obtained from the potentiar- respondents
and anonymity for them and confidentiality for their
responses r^'as assured. The fact that the interviewees were
calIed at their homes and were caIled by t,heir first names

may have made them wary of answering the questions. Their
responses may have been less candid and agreement with the
valuing statements may have resulted. of the g7 who refused
to part,icipate in the study two nurses indicated. they had

'rnegative feelings about the NCp,' and r-2 indicated they did
not use NCps in t,heir clinical area.
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The average overall positive attitude towards planning
and writing NCps would indicate, using Ajzan,s (cited in
savage, 1'993) theory of planned behaviour, that the nurses
were predisposed to write/revise NCps as parÈ of the
planning/evaluative phases of the nursing process. This,
however, v¡as not found. Neither NCps or scps were reported
written/revised/mod.ifíed by the nurses as the use of the
nursing process would prescribe. ThaE nurses d.o not
consistently write/mod.ify care plans has been documented in
the literature since the NCp was first. introduced. into the
practice setting (de 1a cuesta, 1gg3; shea, rgg1'a, 19g6).
sovie (1999) hypothesized that the noncompliance with the
standards for writing/modifying care plans is the practising
nurse's demonst,ration that Lhe care plans now used are not
necessary for guality patient care. As discussed, t,he NCp

format and whether nursing diagnoses and orders were on the
format have been found to not make a difference t,o patient
outcomes (Ferg'uson, Hildman & Nichols, lggT) . In the
current study the information wanted was not nursing
diagnoses or orders, but specific, succinct information
about t,he pat.ient.'s present unique concerns, bot.h
physiologicar and psychologicar; ind.ependent priorities and
interdependent medications and treatments.

cIearly, the positive attiLude may have led to an
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intenL t,o behave but d.id not result, in the behaviour
required by the standards. The intent, to behave may have
been influenced more by the mixed and negative beriefs and
feelings expressed about. the NCp by a number of the
respondents. Att,itudes, according to Shea (19g6), could
influence or be infruenced by values and belíefs herd by the
nurse about t.he efficacy of the NCp to enhance nursing care.
Hence, the finding that positive attitudes did not lead to
the desired behavíours lends support to shea's (r-9g6)

hypothesis that there are many variables whích Ímpact on t.he
nurse's intent to write/revise NCps.

contrary Eo opinion articles and research findings that
NCPs may be written but not used (Brider, r-gg1; de Ia
Cuesta, i-983; Huckabay & Neal , tgTg; Kramer, 1_972; McHugh,

r99r; shea, r-9g6) tne present study indicated while NCps

were not usually individualized and revised, over gO? of the
Pattern NCp nurses reported using t,he NCp to help them
provide patíent care while g7t of the pat.tern scp nurses and
1-5? of the pat,tern No scp No NCp nurses arso reported t.his
behaviour. That is, over 75? of t,he totar sample report,ed
they used the often non-individualized noÈ revised plans as
Lools to help t,hem provide patient care. This response may
have been the resurt of sociar d.esirability bias as the
nursing process has been the cent.ral framework of nursing
education for at, least 25 years. However, the respondents
did state a NCp was an information t.ooI they consulted on at
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least a daily basis to ,'coordi_nate care, to promote
conÈinuity and short. term evaluaEion of care.',

The problem arises in that the information used may not
have been complete or current - and. hence wour_d put both the
patienE and t.he nurse at risk. The nurses, main comment. was
that NCPs are not specific enough, and. are not current or
have incomplete information. some wrote and used the plans
to help provide care but wít,h some scepticism - "noL
everyone agrees with the plan and may not. fo110w it.u
Taptich et al. (1994) noÈed that the provision of care based
on incomplete or inaccurate information "may cause Lhe
patienc to lose confid.ence in the nurse,s ability to deriver
appropriate care" (p.9) . Add.itionally, continuity of
indivídualized patient. care is jeopardized when the nurse is
required to document and revise planning in a manner which
is deemed ineffective by the nurse. The low leve1 of NCp

writing/revising behavÍour by practising nurses arso is
problematic for those who believe that the nursing process
is the methodorogy of nursing and that the NCp is t,he

operational-ization of t.he nursing process (Shea , lr9g4a) .

The lower reported writing/revising behaviours, from nursj_ng
administration's viewpoj_nt, coupled wit.h the high usage
whatever the format is also problematic. Ncps which are not
written/revised provide inaccurate baserine information for
a nursing management information system. Ad.ditionally, if
not wriEten or modified, yet used to help provÍde patient,
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care what is the effect on patienÈ care or on the nurse?
clearry these guest,ions need to be answered., for requiring
the nurse to document a p1an, in a format that is not used
by the nurse, is an inefficient use of nursing time.

Many of the nurses reported t,hey used a ment.al NCp

rat.her than taking the time to write one. According to shea
(r984a) t,he response ',lack of time,, also suggest.s t,hat,

i-nt.erference of message t,ransmission has occurred. No

message threatens continuíty of planned care. rf a .menLal,

NCP has potent,ial for positive health care outcomes iÈ
remains with the one nurse unless purposely communicated in
some form to other nursing care providers. Tr¡rner (1gg1)

st,ated that, t.he ideal 0f providing 'rquality, holistic
patient care demands t.hat every nurse 

- 
working with the

patient have the opportunity to know t,he pat,ienL's plan of
care" (p.242). shourd the form of the message be verbal or
written? which form is appropríat,e in which crinical area?
whose purpose will it serve? Nursing,s - as a communication
tool for individualized care or administration,s _ as a tool_
for assuring quality care has been given and for determining
staffing needs?

Koldjeski (1993) contend.ed that nurses in the various
clinical areas apply the nursing process aE different
levels - rt may be that each lever of application need.s a
different plan communication tool. Hinshaw (1990) stated
that t.he constant. evolution occurring in t,he nurse, s rol_e
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requires ongoing eval-uat.ion of the standards and sets of
value and behaviour expectations of the role so that qualit.y
care can continue to be delivered.

The need. for an effective but d.ifferent, nursing
communication tool was evident. The nurses, responses
identified that many of the current NCps were not effective
or efficíent. rn the acute care hospital the nurses wanted
succinct informaÈion that was easily accessed by t,he bedside
nurse about the patienÈ,s background., present condition, new

medical orders and related tasks, teaching needs and
response by pat.ient and family, primary focuses and d.aily
activities.

Henderson (1,997) , Kramer (a972) and Niziolek (1991)

emphasízed the need for a collaborative health care plan if
primary health care for all is t.o become a reality. Tucker
(t994) suggested that the interdisciplinary patient care
p1an, with the patient as a participant, will better serve
the needs of our populat,ion. Henderson (L9g7) made t.he same

argrument, stating t.hat a plan is only effective to the
'rextent Lhat it guides or directs the combined efforts of
patient., all heart,h care workers invorved and in some cases
family members" (p.16). rt is of interest that only one
respondent, made mention of placement of the NCp at the
patient,'s bedside where t,he pat,ient and family could read it
as well . However, reading d.oes not imply fu1l
participation.
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More than one-half the total sample report.ed t,hey used

scPs in their clinical areas. comrnents about Èhe scp such
as rrit is too long to read or use r^¡iÈh every possible
outcome on ít",- r'it is in a book at the desk, not on the
paLientrs chart or at the bedside",. and. that ,,it is not
necessary to consult. the scp after nursing in t.he area for a

while as one knows the care,'may account for the facÈ that
scPs were not individuarized alr the tíme by the respondents
who reported using them in the clinical area. According to
Nichols and Barstow (l-980) the value of SCps ,,depends on the
extent to which nurses use them,, (p.27 ) and if used
incorrectly it is inappropriate t.o expect nursing behaviours
to be influenced by them or to use their outcomes as a
measure of the guality of the nursing. care. From t.he
responses it would appear that t,he scp was used mainly as a
reference for new and unusual interdependent nursing
interventions - special procedures, med.icat,ions, treatments
andwasnotnecessari1yindividua1izedforeachpatient

Nichols and Barst.ow (fggO) reported. similar find.ings,
however their sample also reported using the scps for
individualized care and nursing orders and suggested the
scPs be made shorter and placed on patient's chart.s (Nichols
& Barstow, 1gg0). That t.he scp was reported. as not, being
modified consistentry but was used t.o a great ext.ent raises
two issues: one is the need for, and the use of, care
references by the general dut,y nurse, and the second is the
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need for a tool that t.he nurse can use Èo modify and then
cornmunicate the modif ied standard care pIan. carpenit.o
(1991) stated that without. the use of pre-printed or
automat.ed care pIans, which free the nurse to handwrite or
free text individual diagnoses and interventions as
required, nurses will continue to write routine plans. rt
was t,hese routine plans that the present study,s respondents
said were a wast.e of t,ime.

Bot.h NCps and scps were reported as being used in all
clinical areas yet several respondent.s questioned what Èhe

term 'standard care planr meant. That there v¡ere different
individuar understand.ings of what Èhe terms NCp and scp
meant was evident from t.he question. some of the pat.tern
scP nurses reported the use of scps in Lheir crinical area
and then later in the interview stated they used policies
and procedures and protocors to hei_p them plan their care.
The variety in ind.ividuar thoughts in response to t.he term
NCP also provided evidence that the terms meant different
things to different nurses. This ,,semantic misrabelling,r
(Shea, L986, p.l-56) frustrates and confuses discussion of
the NCP between nurses. The term NCp was usuarly
associated, by the respondents, with t.he 10ng care plan
developed by student nurses and was associated with mixed or
negative feelings. Many respondent,s claimed they used no
NCP only t,o disclose t.hat, in response to the open-ended
questions, t.hey used other formats such as protocols to
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guide t,heir care, did consult written NCps or scps on Èhe

patient.st charts and were using the nursing process. Did
the fact. that. the format used. was different from the
traditional NCp learned in nursing schoor and that the
survey was about NCps, lead them to t,hink Èhat. proEocols and
standards were noL care plans, albeit not individuarized ?

The terminology needs t.o be clarified so thaÈ nurses
recognize a plan of care is just that, whatever the format,
but that it is only complet,e if iL is individualízed for the
patient. The misrabelling by the ind.ividual respond.ents may

have biased the results of the survey as no definition of
the terms NCp or SCp was provided..

Nurses also need the feedback from their peers and
leaders that they are providing theory based care. several
stated they ,used t,he NCp as a t,ooI È,o guid.e assessment for
the individual patient' but for many the recogniÈion of
t,heir actual application of the nursing process was only
apparent after they had completed a good part of Lhe NCpAS.

Perry (1985) stated that nurses do not always recognize the
cognitive ski1ls t.hey use in .thinking nursing, as an

essential component of nursing. Both perry (19g5) and
Rosenow (1983) claimed, that in the bureaucratic acute care
hospital' nurses are not rewarded for Èhinking nursing but
f or getting tasks d.one.
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Associatíons

After review of the NCpAS means for Èhe tot.al sample as

well as for the professional and demographic characteristics
and the open-ended quest.ions plus the NCp Behaviour mean for
t.he Pattern NCp nurses, it is not surprising that the
association between the NcpAs mean score and the NCp

Behaviour score for the pattern NCp was a weak, positive
linear one with much variability about. the rine or that the
percent of variance shared by the t,wo was only 5 percent.
while increases in the Behaviour summed scores did appear to
be somewhat mat.ched with increases in the NcpAs mean, t,he

increases were not consistent. Many respondents agreed that
the NCP was of varue as a communication t.ooI, that. t.he

writing of the NCp was a professional responsibilit.y and

then reported they had never written NCps, did not use or
write them as nursing care took precedence over writing.
others stated t,hey had. never written NCps as a RN and did
not writ,e them on any shift. but then reported some writing/
revising behaviour. This inconsistency in responses t.o t.he

attitude and behaviour items would be one reason for t.he

weak linear relationship between the variables attitude and
behaviour. The weak but positive linear rerationship would
also be const.rued as support. for Shea's (19g6) framework
which depicts nurses ' Ncp Behaviour as a multi-faceted
issue. There are many factors which impact upon the nurse,s
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inÈent, Èo writ,e/revise NCps. The inconsistency in responses
and Lhe weak positive linear relationship would also lead
one to berieve that the general consensus amongst nurses is
that the writing of the NCp is not a worthwhire act.ivity.

Contrary to the findings of Thomas (tgg4), the presenr
study did not demonst.rate significant associations between
att.itude and age of the nurse or between attitude and
recency of highest nursing education. The larg,er, perhaps
more het.erogenous sample may account for this and t,here may

be no significant difference. As well the present. sample
was comprised of only general duty nurses whereas Thomas,

incl-uded some head nurses as well as general duty nurses.
The variable pattern, unique to the present study, r^¡as

significantly associated with attitude, and a significant
difference in the attitude mean was found. between Èhose who

used NCps and those who used no NCp or scp and bet,ween those
who used scps and those who used neither a NCp or scp. That
Pattern was significantly associated with at.titude is not.

surprising- Although the proportion of variance shared by
these two variables was not larg'e, a 6.07 percent, the
respondent,s who reported not using either a NCp or scp did
have a significantly Iower, buL sÈirr posiÈive, attitude
score towards writing NCps than either the paÈt,ern NCp or
Pattern scp nurses. This could be interpreÈed as support.
for shea's (1996) framework which suggests t,haÈ the toor_

format used can be a modifying factor on the NCp behaviour
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or on the motívation to write NCps. The pat,t,ern No scp No

NCP nurses reported they did not use either a NCp or scp in
their clinical areas and hence would not have NCp writing
behaviours or modify scps. Their attitudes would be ress
positive as a result of the perception that NCps were not
necessary for Èhe provision of care in t.heir areas. The

significant association between clinical area and att,itude
could be explained in a simíIar manner to pattern. As there
was no difference beEween the cIínical groups the
explanation may simply be t.hat the report.ed format used in
t.he clinical area would influence the nurses, atÈitudes
t,oward that f ormat. rf the tool is not used, why wour_d one
have a positive attitude toward.s using it?

The variables basic nursing education and highest.
nursing education were both significant.ry associated with
atti-tudes. The significant association between basic
nursing education and Ehe NCpAS mean score may be accounted
f or by t'he fact that, the baccaraureate nurses, whire
approximately only 14? of the total sample, had further
opport'unity, by virtue of their 4 year program as opposed to
2 years, to discuss and use the NCp and to observe its use
in various nursing sett.ings. As wer1, the f act t.hat. t.here
was a significant, association, alt,hough no significant.
difference between t.he categories of the variable .years of
nursing experience,, with the attitude mean may be an alert
to the fact that there is pot,ential for the more experienced
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nurse to not need the t14le of information currently included
in the present plan of care or as previously discussed, that
the praccísing nurse uses practice wisdom and knowledge to
make nursing clinical judgements and has no need for the
traditional nursing process and NCp. The attitud.e mean

tended to decrease as the years of experience increased.
Many said they knew what to look for by virtue of their
years of nursing experience, but despite this, they al-so
wanted patienc specific information.

The only fact,or common between the presenE study and
Thomasrs (]-984) was that, there was an significant
association bet.ween highest nursing education and attitud.e.
As the percent variance was small the effect of highest
education on atÈitude may have less influence than other
modifying factors which are found in the nursing
environment. The association of education with attitude may

have been due to nurses having further exposure to the
theoret,ical application of the nursi-ng process as welr_ as to
further exposure to positive modelling of Lhe varue of the
process and written plan to nursing. Alt,hough no

significant difference was found between the NCpAS means

scores by recency of highest education, ít is interest,ing to
noÈe t.hat those who expect to complete their highest nursing
education program by 2ooo had the highest NcpAS mean score
for this professionar characteristic. This courd be

construed to be support for Bowman et aI. (19g3) who
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concruded that planned continuing educat.ion fosters
continued positive at,tiEudes towards writing NCps.

The variance shared by attitude and whether the nurse
uses the NCp to help provide nursing care was larger
compared to other shared variances between attitude and
variables significantly associated. with atÈitude. The

belief that t,he use of the NCp will enhance nursing care is
a motivator for the behaviour to write a NCp. The higher
shared variance would suggest that Shea,s (19g6) framework
should have a feedback Ioop, for it would appear Èhat use of
the NcP fosters a more positive atÈitude t.owards
writing/revising NCps. The guesÈion Èhen becomes what is
restricting the writing component of the desired behaviour
of writing and using the nursing care plan in Shea,s (j_9g6)

framework?

The fact that. employment status was significantry
associat,ed with Behaviour mean is of interest. casual
nurses who had the highest NCp Behaviour mean score reported
that the NCP "helps know what to do as don,t see the
patients regularly and don't have to repeat what is already
done'r, rtr try to write NCPs as required so t,hat other nurses
are helped too. r' The plan, if current, was of value to
Èhese nurses. This valuing wourd influence behaviour as a
modifying fact,or (shea, i-996). perhaps a significant reason
for the casual nurse to have a higher writing/revising
behaviour was Lhat casual nurses d.o not have the advantage
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of seeing pat,ient,s on a daily basis. The presence of a plan
to gruide care for individuar clients would provide t.he

casual nurse with care information that would a110w him/her
to nurse as if he/she had seen t.he patient, bef ore. This
would be less stressful for the nurse and. for the patient.
Hence t.he casual nurse reported higher NCp Behaviours. The

significant association and difference between groups of the
variable 'emproyment status' on NCp Behaviour may also be
accounted for by the fact that, part, time respondents
reported a lower NCp Behaviour anô, 47.6? of the pattern NCp

sample was comprised of part time nurses.
Despite the less than l_0? shared variance, the

significant association between the use of the NCp to help
provide nursing care and NCp writing/Revising Behaviour is
of interest. shea,s (1996) framework pictures the desired
behaviour as a combination of writing and using the Ncp.
The modified framework used in the current study depicted
t,he writing/revising behaviour as the d.ependent variabl_e
with attitude towards writing NCps as t,he ind.ependent

variable- rf the two behaviours were separated in shea,s
(1986) framework, would the framework be more useful for the
study of the use of nursingl care plans? Lastly, as the
variable .use t,he NCp to help provide carer was

significantly associated with both t,he independent variable
and the dependent variable of the modified framework it.
would suggest that. Èhe actuar use of the tool to help
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provide patient care has a significant posit,ive impact orl
the nurses' attitude towards writing/revising NCps and on
the propensity to writ,e a NCp. rt becomes a circurar
framework. This further supporÈs the suggest.ion that the
framework should include a feerrb'ack loop from desired
behaviours to motivating and modi-fying factors.

Limitations

The findings wourd be generarizabre to the nurse
population of Manitoba wíth limitations. The sample was

representative of the provincial registered nurse population
only to t.he degree winnipeg nurses, ,lo nursed in acute care
facilities and agreed to participate, were representative of
the larger general duty registered nurse popuration of
Manit,oba at the time of the survey. Despite the use of an
appropriate sample size and sampling pIan, the investigat.or
cannot. be absolut,ely sure that the sample was representative
of t'he target. populat,ion, hence generalizabilit.y of the
investigaÈion's findings to the target popuration shourd be
conservative (LoBiondo-Wood & Haber, 1990).

self-selection bias may be associated with the sample
despite the random selection as not alr who were randomly
select.ed chose to participate in the study. The demographic
characteristics of t.hose who refused to participate are

-S,
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unknown except for empl0yment status, whether place of
nursing empl0yment was a teaching or community acute care
hospital and their gender. The inability Lo compare all the
professionar and. demographic characteristics of those who

refused with those who particípated is a limitation of the
study, and wilr affect generalizability of Èhe findings.
Bias may have resulted as a consequence of the conÈext
within which the sLudy was conducted. Anxiety related to
health care reform and its impact upon the practice of
nursing may have influenced answers to t,he survey quest.ions
as well as t.he decisíon to participate.

Erement.s who did respond may not be representat,ive of
the t.otal population, buE all elements of the accessible
population would have had an egual opport.unity of being
included with random sampling. rf the terephone number was

incorrectry transcribed on Èhe samplÍng frame, not current,
not a working 1ine, of was unr-isted, every element. in t.he
population of interest did not have an egual, independent
chance of being a participant despite being select.ed for the
sample by random assignment.. These are d.isadvant.ages of the
telephone survey according to Hash, Donlea and I^Iarljasper
(1_98s).

rn addition, the MARN membership list was accurate as
of December r- , 1992, t,he membership renewal date. changed
places of work, addresses and. t,elephone numbers may not have
reached MARN or have been entered into Lhe comput.er. Ten
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nurses selected at. random from the list were not eligible
for participation as they no longer nursed in acute care
hospitals within the stated geographic area. Telephone
number changes may have affected wheÈher the randomly chosen
nurse was cont.acted, but if the new number was provided
automatically when the old number was called, the new number
was used to contact the nurse. Additionally not all members

may have had telephones. This was an early problem with t.he
telephone survey method (Shelley , L9g4; Williamson et âf. ,

a982) . However it was assumed t,hat this population of
canadian registered nurses d.id own telephones and was no
different than those canadian registered nurses porled by
the canadian Nurse journal in November, rgg2 who were
reported to own high tech consumer producÈs at a rate of 17

to 200 percent higher than the general population. using
the information provided by the Manitoba Telephone system,
approximately i-5 percent of its customers in the designat.ed
urban area chosen have unl_isted phone numbers (K.tøiIler,
Director, customer services, personal communication,
November 2s, Lgg2). These nurses, when chosen randomry t.o
be included in the ínvestigation, were replaced by others,
al-so chosen randomly.

Despit.e the proposed ordering of the guestionnaires in
the interview schedule, the respondents, reported Ncp

writing/revising behaviours may have been influenced by a
social desirability bias. These self-report,ed NCp
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behaviours may or may not be accurate, and. v¡ere not.
vali-dat,ed by actual measure. rn addition, parLicipant.s may

have been wary of answering guestions wit.h fuI1 disclosure,
over the telephone to a stranger. surr¡ey methodol0gy t.ends
not. to provide in-depth ínformation (She11ey, ]-gg4) , while
Likert type scales tend to be associated with subject
response bias (LoBiondo-Wood & Haber, L99O). Hence, the
potential biases of self-reports may be accuracy of the
responses and validity (polit & Hungler, tg9L; She11ey,

t_984 ) .

By keeping the sample size as large as possibre and
describing the sample characteristics, the basic assumptions
of a descriptive correrational design were met (Brink &

wood, 1-989) . The description of the sample characteristics
also enables others to assess the represent,at,iveness of Èhe

sample (Brink & Wood, i-989). fn addition, biases associated
with survey methodology and Likert Èype scales hrere offset
by attending to t.he sampling Lechnique, t.he questionnaire
design, the interviewing techniques, and the data analysis
prior to t.he actual investigation. This was done so as to
promote t.he reliability and validity of the results. The

data analysis did not include multivariate technigues;
therefore the combined effects of two or more variables on a
dependent variabl_e were noL explored.
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Implications

Nursinq Administration

This study indicated thaÈ the respondent.s did. not have
the same goars for the NCp as they believed nursing
management t.o have and t.hat. it was not the general duty
nurse who wanted Ncps to be wriEt,en. writíng NCps was

equated with audit time and the use of management terms.
clearly nursing administration and generar duty nurses must
come to a consensus as to the purposes of the care plan, for
nursing, for t,he health care facility, or for the
interdisciplinary health care team involved in patienc care.
They need to ensure t,hey are Lalking about the same tool. A
care plan has two main reasons for being: to fost.er
continuity and comprehensiveness of care (Kramer, 1972).
This could be in t,he form of a nursing plan of care between
nurses within one agency or between nurses of several
agencies or a case management, plan involving all disciplines
within the agency or between agencies. Whatever the format,
there must be a fit between the nursesr expect,ations and
those of the organi-zation. Management and nurses must share
the goal setting so as to promote teamwork and facilitate
opt.imum nursing care. once t.here is consensus on the
purposes of the care plan document,at.ion, organizational
valuing must be visible. crear pubric statement,s must be
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made about the purpose of the care plan and iÈs value.
There should be clear statemenLs of responsibility and
accountability for the Ncp. The rewards for writing NCps

must be clarified as werl as the consequences for noÈ doing
so. Nursing manag'ement must ask if the organizational
valuing of this aspect of nursing is apparent in job
descriptions, performance evaluations and the merit system.

Management and general duEy nurse work teams or
multidisciplinary teams, includ.ing nursing, shour_d determine
the format of Èhe documentation. The respondents clearly
st'ated that one care plan format does not serve aLl clinicaL
areas well- while the information required and the use of
the information was similar, short stay area nurses reported
they had less t,ime to document and had different prioriÈies
from the l0nger stay areas. Therefore the priorities of
each cli-nical area will determine, to some extent, t,he
format, required despite the fact that the respondents
identified simirar informat,ion requirements. A systems
consultant would faciliLat,e t.he devel0pmenE. of formats which
could provide informat,ion needed in the specific nursing
areas, âs well as provide information needed for t.he nursing
management information syst,em. The format shourd. facilitate
the achievement of the stated goals for the Ncp. The nurses
who are to use t,he tool musÈ be involved with t,he design so
that it meet.s the needs of nurses, patient.s, and

administraÈors.
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Respondents also indicated the NCp and scp were highly
valued by casual nursing staf f . Both pat.t.erns provided
these nurses with specific information reguired to provide
continuity to the care- The respondents, regardless of
employment status, reported the scp most useful as a
reference for patient situations with which they were not
famiriar- This has merit in and of itself. Ready

references provide guídelines for unfamiliar patient
situations and facilitate accountabre safe care for t,he
patient.. The concern to be ad.d.ressed with the use of scps
as reported in t,his st.udy is t.hat they were references only
for unusuar situat.ions and were not reported as being
modified for individual patienÈs. rf the information was

not on the NCp or SCp, float nurses reported they
arbiErarily decided upon interventions which may or may not
have provided continuity to the patienÈ,s care or they had
to seek a staff nurse who might know about the particular
patient,rs care. rt, may be that. a specific clinicar area
might use a combination of scps, for reference, and a
different plan format which aIlows individuarized nursing
diagnoses to be wriÈten. rt may be that the ind.ividual
patientrs plan may be best located aL the bedside where the
patient could be truly a partner in his/her own health care.

The sÈudy has demonstrated what administraE,ors have
known for years; NCps are not written. cIearly, the use of
a compleÈed, but. perhaps not current, Ncp cannot. be the
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determinant of t.he quality of nursing care provided, nor can
it be used to determine pat,ient crassificaÈion and nursing
intensity. clinical area specific patient outcomes need to
be identified so that evaluation of care can be determined
by outcome measurement as well as by process evaruation.
The plan of care, whaLever the format., must be a permanent
part of the patienÈ'is record so that retrospective chart
audits can determine t.he overall effectiveness of the care
and the tool. Last,Iy, evaluation must be made the
responsibility of the nurse providing the care over t.he

course of the hospiÈalizaÈion. Kerfoot (1990) advocat.ed
that the bedside nurse be given the authority to devel_op the
plan and to assess the quality of care provided, incruding
whether t.he process meL regulatory st.andards for designated
patients. The nurses must also be able to infruence the
system to make changes thaE t,he evaluation determined were
necessary.

ThaL t.here was a need for care references, whether they
be carled scps or protocols and procedures was evident.
They were particularly useful for new staff, for all staff
unfamiliar wit,h particular situations and for part time
staff. The respondenEs who were involved at all in Ehe

development of these tools spoke positively about their use
and about their revision. Again, this speaks to
administration involving the practising nurse in the
development. and regular revision of the standards for care
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and the t,ools needed to help meet these standards.
Nursing administrators can assist. the general_ duty

nurse in developing a revel of comfort, confidence and

competence with developing ind.ividualized plans by having
inservice on a seguential basis and avairable in the
crinical areas. Time must be allotted for the nurses to
participate in this continuing education and for the
development/revision of care plans. New graduates need.

assistance as they make the transition from the academic NCp

to the working NCp.

A premise of the study was that if the NCp was found to
be not accept.able and not. prove useful as a communication
t.ool to the RNs that it should be modified. or not used.
rt vras not acceptabre, whether a scp or NCp, for it was not
modified. rt was however, used.. rt was evident, t.hat nurses
wanted information about the individual patient - specific
needs, workable independ.ent interventions plus
interdependent, interventions. Therefore the plan format.
needs to be modified so it. meeEs the needs of the bed.side
nurse. The format modifications will require ongoing
evaluation and revision as necessary.

Nursinq Research

The actual writ.ing/revising behaviour report,ed in this
study needs to be verified. t,hrough deliberate observation of
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NCP behaviours or a chart audit. social desirability bias
may have been a factor Ín this study. eualitative research
would be beneficial in order to derve further into the
reasons for not writing NCps. Research into the most.

effective way Èo communicate a plan of care should be
conduct,ed. rt may be that nurses in the different clinical_
areas need different, plan communicatíon toors. The research
into information and format needs of the nurses and hospital
in each clinical area would assist nursing administration
and practísing nurse work teams develop effective care plan
tools. practising general duty nurses need to be actively
involved in this research as investigators.

The data obtained in this study shourd be further
analyzed so that. int,eractions between variables are studied
completely. This may assist, in identifying factors which do
impact on writ,ing behaviours and which could be acted upon
in the acute care hospital so that plans of care are
ef fective t,ools.

This study needs to be replicated with oÈher segment,s

of the nursing profession both within the hospit,al syst.em

and in t,he communit.y. Health care reform has as its
emphasis, a move from high cost illness care in hospital to
health promotion and maintenance activities in the
community. rs the Ncp a valuabl_e communi_cation tool_ between
hospital nurses and home care nurses,- between home care
nurses,' and between hospital, home care nurses and. community
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health or wellness centre nurses or in long term care
settings? g'rhat information is needed by these nurses so
t.hat continuity of care is maíntained and in what. format
must it be communicated? The research needs to ask the
nurses whaÈ effect the use of the NCp for t.he provision of
nursing care has on patients, care and about the utility of
the plan for nurses. would a multid.isciplinary plan of care
be more effective than a one discipline care plan?

Further evaluative research need.s to be d.one to
determine what patients perceive .quality nursing care, to
be for an episode of nursing' care in an acute hospital.
Does the presence and use of t,he plan make a difference to
these identified factors? The respondents who used the NCp

to help provide care said it helped them continue specific
nursing interventions, to set priorities for the patient and
for the nurse's day. Did the use of the NCp by the nurses
actually accomplish these outcomes or could they have been
achieved usíng other pr-an formats? The purposes and
outcomes for the ot,her stakeholders in the acute care
setting should be also investigated.
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Nursinq practice

The findings of this research suggest t,hat the general
duLy nurse receives littre positive feedback from head

nurses or colleagrues in relation t.o a documented funcÈional
plan of care. rt is suggested that recognition for such
prans could be given by head nurses and others in perceived
positions of power. Huckabay and NeaI (Lg7g) found their
high NCP writers report,ed more positive social reinforcement
for t,heir pIans. The modelling of this behaviour by oÈher
staff nurses and nurse educators could result in peer
recognition for functional plans. This positive feedback
wourd lead to strengthening the desired behaviour which has
the potential to result in further posit,ive reinforcement. of
the behaviour as well as increased job sat,isfaction
(Attridge & Callahan, LggT). Nurses need to know their work
does make a difference. They need to know thaÈ their
professional nursing work is valued by the organization and
by t,heir peers.

The respondentsr high reported use of the NCp to herp
them provide nursing care has a further imprication for
general duty nurses. Nursing colleagues in specific
clinical areas or units, reg'ard.less of their employment

status, need to discuss t.he information Ehey reguire
document,ed so that continuit,y of individ.uarized. planned care
is facilit,ated. Nurses expressed concern that other nurses
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might not agree with a pran and therefore would not foIlow
it. conseguently they guestioned the value of writing/
revising NCps. Nurses should encourage each other to write
Lhis information, use it and then determine through
discussion and evaluation if it had any effect for the
patient, t.he nurses and nursing administration. The

discussion of clinicar judgements, by peers, wourd foster
professional- growth and personal satisfaction for nurses.
rt arso mighL assist nurses to understand that, t,here is no
one perfect way to provide care, but that what has been
developed by the patient and a nurse, íf effective, should
be cont,inued.

rn the delivery of nursingi care with the new staff mix,
the unlicensed nursing assist.ant helps the professional
nurse provide care; the professional nurse is responsible
for delegating aspects of patient care and for t.he direct
supervision of the care provided (MARN, j_99j_) . g,Ihat are t.he
implications of incomplete or not current NCps for the
delegation of basic nursing activities to t,his nursing team
member?

Nursing Education

The acceptance, by nursing, of the nursing process as
the core of nursing pract.ice has meant. that. nursing students
learn the purposes and use of the nursing process in their
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nursing education program. The preparation of wri-tten NCps

for patients nursed in supervised clinical practicums has

been a major focus in nursing education; and NCps have been
a valued means of evaluating students' progress in learning
nursing. The written NCp and nursing process have been and
are valuable tools for teaching t,he process of nursing care,
particularly for beginning stud.ents. However, there are
several issues. Nursing educators must question what Èhey

are measuring when evaluating a student.'s progress based
upon a written NCp. rs it clinical practice and growth in
making crinical judgements using the nursing process, or is
it abiliE.y to foIlow directions and write nursing diagnoses,
expected outcomes, interventions and evaluative statements
as required by the NCp assignment format? rs there
acknowledgement of Èhe art of nursing or the grasping of the
total view or t.he intuitive part of nursing? what is t,he
value of writing a NCp using the nursing process for the
beginning student and for the senior student? rf practising
nurses do not write NCps as currently formatted shoul_d

nursing educators stilI be emphasizing the Èraditional_ NCp

as the tool for nursing?

rmplÍcations arise for the cNA's Registratíon/
Li-censure coÍmittee which has d.eveloped registration
examinations based upon competencies expected of t,he

beginning graduate. The nurse is responsible for writing
and revising the plan of care. The new graduate will be
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required to know how to writ,e/revise plans for the nat,ionar_
regist.rat,ion examinations, yêt pract,ising nurses have
reported they do not write/revise NCps. Fonteyn and cooper
(1994) suggest that t,eaching students the use of the nursing
process fosters t.he devel0pment of basic problem solving
skills but not creativity or individualization of care.
should nursing educaÈors be encouraged to use art.ernative
approaches such as case stud.ies, âs suggested by Fonteyn and
Cooper (1994), to foster this creaEivity and individualized
care? The Manitoba Association of Registered Nurses, while
emphasizing the use of a problem solving methodol0gy, has
changed its practice standards to facilitate the use of
alternative methods of making clinical nursing decisions by
the practising general duty nurse. shourd nursing
educators, education programs and national requiremenLs for
registraÈion encourage the use of alternative methods of
determining clinical nursing decisions in ad.d.ition to the
nursing process? rf so, should the t,raditional NCp be
portrayed as the sole tool for the communication of the
planned care?

rt was the student NCp which was incorporated into the
nursing practice tool; yet the two have different, although
related purposes. Nursing educators need to devel.p an
awareness in their students of t,he difference between the
tools as well as the rat,ionale for the differences. They
need t.o discuss the similarities and differences in the
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formats encount.ered in the various clinical areas and
communi-ty agencies and the merits of the various formats for
the patient and t.he nurse within the given nursing context.
The names of Èhe various f ormats or . chart.ing syst.ems ,

should be familiar to t,he students particularly as they
learn t,o use them.

To facilit.ate Èhe t.ransit,ion from student to
practitioner role senior nursing students should be

encouraged to prepare 'working, care plans and determine
their effectiveness in the clinical area, not onry in terms
of pat,ient outcomes but in terms of ut,ility to ferlow
nursing students or ward staff. Nurses report.ed they did
not. write NCps as ot.her nurses might not agree with the plan
or carry it. out.. students should be encouragled t.o discuss
and guestion plans of care for patient situations within the
safe environment. of st,udent clinical groups. The

invorvement. of the general d.uty nurses as experts in some of
t,hese discussions would assist t,he students in seeing how

experienced nurses make clinical nursing decisions. This
would foster colregial discussion of care as graduates and
ensure t,hat future nurses are comfortable wit,h such
discussion.
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Nursing

Nursing has, to this point in time, albeit with some

debaÈe, accepted the nursing process as its met.hodology and
the NCP as evidence that the process has been carried out.
A plan may be evidence that the process has been used, but
it is not evidence that the planned care has been provided
or indeed, that it was effective. Nursing as a profession
must ensure that both process and outcome measurements are
used to determine the effectiveness of nursing care.
Nursing, as a profession, must ensure that standards do not
limit Èhe practíce of nursing to a basic Ievel by requiring
the use of a methodologry which may be 1imiting.

Nursing must ask why there is such an array of t,erms
used for a plan- should the plan noL just be calIed a plan?
Nurses were not sure about the t,erms used to describe the
different formats, ot about nursing diagnoses. Nurses feIt.
guilLy because they do not use the formal NCp learned in
nursing school . This should not, be. rn the acut.e care
world they may not have the t.ime to reflect upon their
decision making processes nor are they encouraged or
rewarded for doing so. students and. new pract,iÈioners are
socialized into this acute nursing care milieu which does
not recognize the varue of nursing knowledge. The mentoring
of new practitioners so that nursing knowledge and. practice
wisdom is valued by nursing practitíoners needs to become a
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These are issues that
practitioner and for

the profession.

Last,ly, the results of this sÈudy would appear to
support the changes made in the st,andards of Nursíng
Pract,ice: Direct Care provider (IvtARN, j,gg4-) which charge the
professi-onal nurse hrith the responsibility and

accountability for providing care through the use of a sound
knowledge base, a probrem sor-ving approach and a plan of
care. Alt,hough stil1 emphasizing an analytic approach to
nursing care as the methodol0gy, the latitud.e in the new

standards should promote the use of practice wisdom and the
art of nursing as well as analytic thought.. The respondent,s
indicated that the required. NCp writ,ing,/revisíng behaviour
was not carried out,' and yet they also stated that planned
care was critical for continuity and comprehensiveness of
patient care. The felt gruilt for not using the nursing
school NCp may be minimized. through the use of the new

practice standards. This will need to be evaluat,ed as wel_l-

as whether newly devel0ped care plans using a sound
knowledge base and practíce wisdom are documented and useful
to t.he practitioner. The national professional nursing and
hospital accreditation standards need to be revisited. As

nursing's role continues to evolve at even a faster pace
than in the past, nursing need.s to be ever cautious so as

not. to define itself as it is t,oday, but. as it, should be so
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as to meet tomorrow's needs and expect.ations. Nursing, must
influence the development of standards which t.ruly measure

guality and reflecL the practice of nursing.
rn surnmary, there are micro and macro implicat,ions for

nursing as a result of this study. The practising general
duty nurse in the acute care hospital milieu did not find
t,he present NCp or scp to ful1y meet their needs and do not
write NcPs or modify scps as required by patients, changing
conditions in the acute care hospital. This impacts upon
professional and accred.it.at,ion standards which require
current care plans f or each patient; the st.and.ards are no

longer a measure of accountabilit,y. The accuracy of the
data base for the general dut,y nurse and t.he nurse
administrator is also affect,ed. rn turn, if the presence of
a care plan does impact upon a care, continuity of care will
be compromised for the patient,. . or will it.?

Nurses do however, have positive attitudes towards
planned care and want specific information concisery
documented in easy to use format that can be used to help
provide individualized care. They also want references for
unusual medical conditions encountered in their areas. To

achieve the goals expounded for a plan of care, the nurse
must write/revise/modify the plan so that it is current..
General dut,y nurses must be involved in the development and
evaluation of standards and tools which facilitat,e the
practice of nursing in the judgement of t.he pract.itioner.
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Ncp writing/Revising Behaviour eustionnaire

1a. Do you use a standard care plan (SCp) at your place ofwork?

t1l Yes
121 No tco To enESTroN # Zl .

1b. Do you modify the scp to meet your patientrs needs?

t1l Yes
l2l No tco To enEsTroN # 4l

l-c. Do you

l1l Never (O? of the t,ime)l2l Seldom (33å - 1? of rhe rime)l3l Ofren (662 -342 of rhe rime)l4l Usually (992 - 672 of rhe ríme)t5l Always (100? of rhe time)

[sKrP TO QrrESTroN # 4]

individualize SCps foryour patients?

2. Do you

l1l Never (O? of the time)
l2J Seldom (33? - tZ of t,he rime)
t3l Often (662 -342 of the rime)
l4J Usually (99+ - 672 of t,he rime)tsl A1ways (100? of rhe rime)

initiate writing individualized. NCps foryour patient.s on their admission Èo hospitali
When your patients' conditions change do you

!1] Never (O? of rhe rime)
l2l Seldom (33? - 1,2 of rhe r,ime)
!3] Often (662 -34eo of rhe rime)
l!) Usually (eeZ - 672 of rhe r,ime)t5l Always (j-OO? of the time)

revise t.heir NCps ?

Ðo you write/revise NCps more regrularily during:
I1l Day shifts
l2J Evening shifts
t3l Night shifrs
L4l Not. applicable
t5l Equally on aII shifts worked
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NURSTNG CARE PLAN ATTITIIDE SCALE (NCP.A,S)
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ultRs''tc cÀRE plÀstrrxc ÀmrmDB nÀT'tc scÀ¡.'
Please check the column of response foll0wing each st,atement ÈhatmosE nearly represents your opinión abouE tne sË"temenÈ.

The written systematic planningof nursing care is an importan[
professional responsibility.

h i r h.E- ! ! É!F! | ¡{ ùt n-Ðii i E ! 8lüP å É É üÈ

Each of
nursing

ffry patients needs a
care p1an.

¿.

3. Sett.ing patient priorities aoes

4.

not really help me in writing
nursing care plans.

My employing agency
aside Ei.me for me to
nurslng care.

tr

6.

Most nurses place Eoo much
emphasis on planning nursing
care.

Nursing care plans are not
valuable.

7. Flanned nursing care t.ends t,o
improve paEient. care.

10.

8.

9.

Nursing care plans are vital_ È.opat.ients who are chronically
i11, e.9., with diabeees.

should seÈ
pJ-an

pLansWriting nursing care
Èakes up t.oo much of Íry time.

11. Head nurses should reward ttte

72-

wriÈing of nursing care plans as
much as ot.her aspecÈs of-patient,
care.

of nursing care depends
nursing care plans.

very confident of ÍV
Èo plan individualized
care.

Cont,inuity
on wriÈten

I feeL
ability
pat,ient

13.
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'.ii- ! $FgÍi ¡ å É üÉ
t4 Nurses shouLd assume more

responsibility for planning aswell. as giving care.
'lq

22.

Evaluat.ion of
easier wit,h a
care plan.

nursing care is
wriEten nursing

19.

18.

15.

17.

There is little need for

Skilled nurses do noÈ need to

t{riEing nursing care plané is
more important t,o nurse educators
than to other nurses.

rely on nursing care plans.

Short-term pat,ienÈs cannoÈ
benefit from skillful planning
of nursing care.

care plans when there is
communication on a uniË.

nursing
good

20- Nursing care plans are vital to

27

patients who are cricicalty iJ.1,
€.9. , with acut.e nryocardial
infarct ion.

Ðeveloping nursing care plans
for rny patienEs poses no
intelLectual challenge for me.

Once patient.s are up ad lib tltey
do not need a nursing care plan-.

23. f expecÈ to spend a mininu¡m arnountof t.ime writing nursing care pLans

24. Nursing care plans somet,imes are
a delusion.

25- ¡tiÈ.h.nursing care plans, paÈients
receive more individualizéd care.

27.

26.

Patient.s who are convalescingr from

Pl-anning helps to coordinaÈe
paEient care.

I find it very satisfying to
develop individualized plans of
nursing care.

surgery without, complicaeions don,
rea1Ly need nursing care pIans.

28.
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29. Nursing a ni.st.rators
encourage
care plans
aspects of

the writing
as much as
care.

should
of nursing
oEher

30. I would like to be abLe to write
better nursing care plans for rry
paEients.

Modified from E. Ruth Yurchuk's Nursing Care Planning Àt.Èitude Rating
scale by Jo Ànn Thomas with permission of t,he author. psychomeÈric
evaluation of t.he Eool done by S. Oet.ker Black, R.L. Taunton, J.À.
Thomas, and S. Krampitz with eleven of twelve items revised based on the
dara collect,ed (1989).
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PROFESSIONAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC

CHARACTERI STT C QUESTIONNATRE
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Professional and Demographic characteristics euestionnaire

l-. $rhat is your area of clinical practice or speciarity ?

l1l Surgery
l2l Medicine (includes Geriatrics)
t3l Obstetrics / Gynecology
l4l pediarrics / Nèonarofõgy
t5l psychiarry
l6l rntensive Care (ICU)
17J Emegency
l8l oR / nn
tL0l L&D

2. How many years have you worked in this clinical area ?

t96l Less t,han one year
I I years

3. Are you presently working on a :

t1l Part time basis
L2l Casual basis
t3l FuI1 time basis
L4l Unemployed

4. What was your basic nursing ed.ucation program?

t1l Diploma graduate
121 Baccalaureate grad.uate

5. what, is the highest revel of nursing educt,ion you haveattained or are currently working tõwards?

t1l Nursing diploma
L2l Baccalaureat,e d.egree
13l post diploma bacóalaureate degreel,4l Masters in nursing
t5l Post diploma certificate

6 - rn what yeaf did you compret.e your highest level ofnursing education or- is it in pro!r.""a
a. t1l Completed l,2l In progress

b. year completed
c. year expected t,o complete
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7. How many years have you practised as a RN?

196l Less than one year
ÍZl _ years

8. l'lhere did you f irst. learn about the nursing process
and nursing care plans? In:

I1l your initial nursing education program
l2l !,Iork inservice programs
t3l Continuing edueatión workshops
l4J cont.inuing formal education Èuch as BN fordiploma nurses, ref resher progrram

9 - Approximately how many y-eals have you been writingnursing care plans as a RN?

t96l Less than one year
l2J years

10. fn what age group do you belong?

I1l 2L or under
121 22- 30 years
t3I 31- -40 years
L4l 4t- 50 years
l5l 50 years or more
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APPENDIX F

ÏMTERVTET/'T SCHEDULE oNE



Interview Schedule One

PRE ÀI{D POST OT'ESTTONNATRE SCRIPT

251,

IFIRST NA]fEl . Thank(i) Hello.
you. trF
CÀJ.L BÀCK
CALL BÀCK

May I speak to
NOT AVAILABLE ASK WEEN TT UTGET BE À GOOD TIME TOOR STATE YOU WILL CÀI,L BACK. WRITE TI¡IE/DAY rON_-

ON SCHEDULE. CALL BACK AT TEAT TIUE] .

(iia) Hello IFfRST NA![E] . My ¡]ame is Ðonna Meder.ï am a mast.er of nursing student at tire universiiy--ãtManitoba. r am completing my thesis on the use oi thenursing care plan (Ncp) by gäneraI duty RNs in Manitoba. Myproposal has been approved by the Ethièal Review committeeof the Faculty of Nursing. witn your permissio', i wouralike you to answer- a few questionÊ to ñelp me wiirr trri_sstudy. rt will take abouc 20-25 minutes. you may withdrawat any time. fs this a convenient time for you?

[yes - eONTrNttE. GO Èo íiit
tNO - arrange for anoÈher timel

v'Ihen would be a more convenient. t,ime today/tomorrow?

Good. I will call back at
today/tomorrow. Goodbye
ON SCEEDI'LE] .

and ThanK you. IMARK TIME FoR RECAI,L

tNO - doesn, t wish to partícipatel
would raÈher not participate? That.'s f ine. r t.hank youyour time and for listening. Good bye.

(iib) 
".tlo _ ,,,,,,= = _tFfRST NÀDÍEI . My name is _.I'm_carli-ngmonna Meder, a master of nuisingstudent. ar r,he university of Manitoba. she is .o*jiãtirr!her thesis on the use of the nursing care plan uy lenerardutv RNs in Maniroba. Her_proposar has beän "pfi"íãä by rheEt.hicar Review commitree of-thè Faculty of mur'sirrt.--wirnyour permission, r would like you to añsroer a few guestionsto help her with this study. rt will take about z6_zsminutes - you may withdraw at any time - rs t,his aconvenient time for you?

lYes - CONTINIIE. GO to iíi]
INO - arrange for another timel

You
for



when would be a more convenient time tod,ay/ tomorrow?

Good. f will call back at
today/tomorrow. Goodbye
ON SCEEDT'LEI .

252

and t.hank you. TUARK TIME FOR RECÀLL

You
for

INO - d,oesn I t wÍsh to particípatel
would rather not part,icipat,e? That' s f ine. r thank youyour time and for 1istening. Good bye.

(iii) Thanks. your answers will remain confidential andanonymity is assured as only grouped responses will bereported in the thesis resulté. ?our name and phone numberwere obt,ained from the MARN afÈer this thesis wãË-äpprorr"aby the FÍARN Research committee and Board. The list will bereturned t.o the I'IARN at. the st.udy,s completion and Èhesurveys will be secured in a 1ocÈed fi1ä.
Before. r begin t.he actual survey would you conf irm that younurse in one of Lhe acute care irospitalê witrrin trre -i_ty otWinnipeg?

l1l Yes ICONTTNUE] t2l No tGO TO vl

CONDUCT TilrIERVTEW

(iv). Thank you for- your.participation. This study wouldnot have been possible wiLhout yõur Èhought,fut answeis. rfyou should hav_e any questions, þlease do not hesitate tocall (myself) Donna Meder aÈ æ7 474L. A copy of thecompleted thesis will be availabre in rhe uniíeisiiy-orManitoba library. As weII, a summary of the results of thisstudy will be sent to M,aRN's Nurscenê newsleÈter forpossible publication. Again,-Ehank you-

(v) No? f'm sorry that I have interrupted yourlDAy, EVENTNGI . vour willingness ro paiiicipåÈã-in rrresurvey is appreciated, howevãr since Lhe trreËis is lookingat the use of NCps by nurses who nurse in acut,e carehospitals within t.he ciLy of winnipeg r am unable t.o includeyou in the survey. Thanks you for-yõur interesi-""ã time.Good bye.
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IMTERVTEW SCHEDULE

NAME:

PHONE #:

DATE/TIME ACTUAL rt\IfERVIEÍ{ :

DATE/TIME ]-ST CALL:

ID#
TMTERVTEWER :

REFUSED

CALL BACK REQUESTED- DATE/TIME:

DATE/TIME 2ND CALL(no answer @ #L)

DATE/TIME 3RD CALL(no answer @ #2)

r-' 11 begin the survey by askíng you some specif ic quest.ionsabout NCPs

1 a. Do you use a standard care plan (SCp) at your placeof work?

t1l Yes

L2l No tco To enEsTroN # 2l .-
b- Do you modify the scp t,o meet your patient.,s needs?

t1l Yes

l.2l No tGO TO QLESTTON # sl

c. Do you

l1l Never (0? of the time)
l2l Seldom (33? - 1,2 of the time)
t3l Oft,en (662 -342 of the rime)
l4l Usually (999a - 67t of rhe rime)
l5l Always (100? of the time)

individualize SCps for
your patients?

[sKrP TO QUESTTON #4]
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you.....

l1l Never (0? of the rime)
L2l Seldom (33? - LZ of r,he rime)
t3l Often (66+ -34eo of the t,ime)
\4J Usually (992 - 672 of rhe rime)
tsl Always (1OO? of rhe rime)

initiate writing
individualized NCps for your paÈients
on their admission to hoËpitaia

firsÈ thought ?
anyt,hing at all?

4.

3 . Ì¡'lhen your patient.s, conditions change do you

l1l Never (0? of the time)
l2J Se1dom (33? - aZ of t,he rime)
t3l Ofren (662 -342 of Èhe rime)
l4l Usually (992 - 672 of rhe rime)
t5l Always (100? of the time)

revíse their NCps ?

Do you write/revise NCps more regularly
t1l Day shifts
L2l Evening shifts
t3l Night shifts
141 Not applicable
t5l Equally on all shifts workêd

When you hear t.he term NCp what is your
IPROMPT rF ¡ÍECESSARY] Can you rhinL of

L2l NO t.houghrs.

during:

5.

and your second?

Do you use NCps to assist, you to provide nursing care?

TO BI

TO Cl

a. t1l

t21

Yes tcO

No tcO

6.
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6. b. Could you briefly explain how?
IPRODTPTI Think of your average day providing nursing

care. How do you use nursing care plans?

c. _ Would you briefly explain your answer?
lPRo!ÁPTl rs there any speciàl reason for not using

NCps when providing nursing care?

Next, I will read a series of statement.s.

would you teI1 me whether you strongty agree, agiree, areuncertain, disagree, ot strongly aiãalreã with Énem.

lrF NECESSARY,PROMPT wrrE '1rDo you strongly agree, agree, areuncertain, disagree, or strongly disagrãe-wiÉrr tne Ët"te*.rrtI just read ?r' l
7. The written systematic planning of nursing' care is animportant professional responéibility.

t5l Strongly agree
l4J Agree
l3l Uncertain
l2l Disagree
l1l Strongly disagree

8. Each of my patients needs a nursing care plan.

tsl Strongly agree
t4l Agree
t3I Uncert,ain
L2l Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree
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9. Setting patient priorities doesn'twriting nursing care plans.

l1l Strongly agree
l,2J Agree
l3l Uncertain
l4l Disagree
l5l Strongly disagree

reaIly help me in

t2.

l-0. My employing agency should set aside time for me to

11.

plan nursing care.

15l Strongly agree
l4J Agree
t3l Uncertain
L2l Disagree
l1l Strongly disagree

Most nurses place t,oo much emphasis
care.

l1l Strongly agree
121 Agree
t3l Uncertain
l4l Disagree
t5l Strongly disagree

Nursing care plans are not vaIuable.

on planning nursing

t1l Strongly agree
L2l Agree
l3l Uncertain
l,4l Disagree
t5l Strongly disagree

Planned nursing care tends to improve patient care.
l5l Strongly agree
I4l Agree
l3l Uncertain
1,21 Disagree
t1l St,rongly disagree

Nursing ggre.plans are vital to patient,s who arechronically i11 with condítions Ëuch as diabetes.
15l Strongly agree
l4l Agree
t3l Uncert.ain
l,2l Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree

13.

1,4.
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t_5 .

19.
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writing nursing care plans takes.up too much of mytime.

l1l Strongly agree
l2l Agree
t3l Uncertain
l4l Disagree
l5l Strongly disagree

hlriting nursing care plans is a more appropriateactivity for students than for staff nirrses.

t1l St,rongly agree
L2J Agree
l3l Uncertain
l4J Disagree
t5l Strongly disagree

Head nurses shourd reward the writing of nursing careplans as much as other aspects of paËient care.
15l Strongly agree
L4l Agree
l3l Uncert.ain
l2l Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree

continuiÈy of nursing care depend.s on written nursingcare plans.

t5l Strongly agree
t4l Agree
l3l Uncertain
l2l Disagree
l1l Strongly disagree

T {ç.1 _very confidenr of my abiliry ro planindividualized patient carè.

15l Strongly agree
t4l Agree
t3l Uncertain
l2l Disagree
l1l Strongly disagree

1,7 .

r_8.
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Nurses should assume more responsibility for planningas well as giving care.

t5l Strongly agree
14) Agree
l3l Uncertain
l2l Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree

Evaluation of nursing care is easier with a writtennursing care pIan.

l5l Strongly agree
l,4l Agree
t3l Uncert,ain
l2l Disagree
l1l Strongly disagree

writing nursing care plans is more important, to nurseeducators t,han t,o other nurses.

l1l Strongly agree
l2l Agree
t3l Uncert.ain
L4l Disagree
t5l St.rongly disagree

skilled nurses do not need to rely on nursing carepIans.

t1l Strongly agree
Lzl Agree
t3l Uncertain
141 Disagree
l5l Strongly disagree

short-term patients cannot benefit from skilfulplanning of nursing care.

l1l Strongly agree
l2l Agree
l3l Uncertain
14) Disagree
t5l Strongly disagree

21-.

22.

23-

24.
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25.

27.
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There is little need for nursing care plans when t.hereis good communication on a unitl
l1l Sr,rongly agree
l.2l Agree
t3l Uncertain
l4l Disagree
t5l St,rongly disagree

Nursing care plans are vital to patients who arecritically i1l with medicar conditions such as acutemyocardial infarction.

l5l Strongly agree
L4J Agree
t3l Uncertain
121 Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree

Developing nursing care_plans for my patients poses nointellectual challenge fõr me.

t1l Strongly agree
12) agree
t3l Uncert,ain
L4l Disagree
15l Strongly disagree

once patients are up ad lib they do not, need a nursingcare p1an.

I1l Strongly agree
l2J agree
t3l UncerÈain
t4l Disagree
t5l Strongly disagree

ï expect to spend a minimum amount of time writingnursing care plans.

15l Strongly agree
l4l Agree
t3l Uncertain
l2l Disagree
l1l Strongly disagree

28.

29.
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30. Nursing care plans sometimes are a delusion.
l1l Strongly agree
l2l Agree
t3l Uncertain
L4l Disagree
t5l Strongly disagree

31-- with nursing care pIans, patients receive moreindívidualized care.

t5l Strongly agree
t4l agree
l3l Uncertain
l2l Disagree
t1l SÈrongly disagree

32. Planning helps t.o coordinate patient care.

t5l Strongly agree
L4l Agree
l3l Uncertain
12) Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree

33. r f ind it very satisfying to develop ind.ivid.ualizedplans of nursing care.

l5l Strongly agree
lAJ Agree
t3l Uncertain
l2J Disagree
l1l Strongly disagree

34- Patients who are convarescing from surgery wit,houtcomplications don't reaIly need nursin! cåre frã"".
l1l Strongly agree
l2l ag'ree
t3l Uncert,ain
l4l Disagree
15l Strongly disagree

35. Nursing administrat.ors should encourage t.he writing ofnursing care plans as much as ot,her aspect.s of care.
t5l St,rongly agree
t4l Agree
l3l Uncertain
l2l Disagree
l1l St,rongly disagree
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36. r would like t.o be abre to write bett,er nursing careplans for my patients.

15l Strongly agree
14l Agree
t3l Uncertain
l2l Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree

Lastly

37. hlhat is your area of clinical practice or speciality ?

l1l Surgery
t2l Medicine (includes Geriatrics)
t3l Obstetrics / Gynecology
141 pediatrics ,/ Nèonatológy
t5l psychiarry
t6l Intensive Care / rCU
171 Emergency
[8] _ 

Operating Room / Recovery Room
t10l Labour & Delivery

38- How many years have you worked. in this cli_ni_caI area ?

t96l Less than a year
t I years

39. Are you presently working on a :

t1l Part t.ime basis
L2J Casua1 basis
13l FuII time basis
l4l Unemployed

What $¡as your basic nursing educaÈion program?

t1l Diploma graduate
l2l Baccalaureate graduate

what is the highest revel of nursing education you haveattained or are currently working tõwards?

t1l Nursing diploma
lzJ Baccalaureate degree
11] Post diploma baccalaureate degree
l4l Mast,ers in nursing
l5l Post diploma certificate

40.

41, -
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42- In what year did you complete your highestnursing education or is it in þrogr."Ëi-
a. [1] completed l2l In progress

level of

b. year completed

43.

44.

45.

46.

c. year expected to complet,e

How many years have you pract.ised as an RN?

t96l Less than a year
l2l years

where did you first learn about. the nursing processand nursing care plans? fn:
t1l Your initial nursing education program
121 Work inservice prosrams
t3l Cont,inuing educãtiõn workshops
L4l continuing formal education äuch as BN fordiploma nurses, refresher prográm

Approximat,el-y how many years have you been writingnursing care plans as a RN?

196l Less than a year
t I years

Finally, in what age group you belong?

l1l 21- or under
l2l 22- 30 years
t3l 3l--40 years
l4l 4L- 50 years
t5l 50 years or more
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fnterview Schedule Two

PRE AI{D POST OT'ESTTONNAIRE SCRIPT

May f speak t,o

lYes - CONTTNIIE. GO to iiil
tNO - arrange for another timel

264

IFIRST NA¡ÍE] . Thank

f Lhank you

(i) Hel1o.
you. trF
CAI,L BÀCK
CAI.L BÀCK

Nor ÀvÀrrrABLE AsK I{EEN rr MrcET BE A cooD TrME To
OR STATE YOU WILL CÀIL B.A,CK. WRITE TIIIE/DÀY FOR
ON SCHEDT'LE. CAI.L BAEK ÀT TEAT TTUEI .

at
and ThanK you. TMARK TIME FoR RECALL

(iia) Hel1o IFIRST NÀüEI. My name is Donna Meder.ï am a master of nursing student, at tÍre university ãtManit.oba. r am complet.ing my t,hesis on Lhe use o-r thenursing_ care plan (NCp) by general duty RNs in Manitoba. Myproposal has been approved by the Ethi-ca] Review committee'of the Faculty of Nursing. witn your permission, i wouralike you to aãswer_ a few questionê to irerp me with thisstudy. rt will take abouc 20-25 minutes. you may wiÈhdrawat any time. Is this a convenient, t,ime f or you?

lyes - CONTTNIIE. GO to íÍil
INO - arrange for another tinel

I¡'Then would be a more convenient time today/tomorrow?

Good. f will call back
t.oday / t ornorrow. Good.bye
oN SCHEDULEI .

You
for

tNO - doesn, t wish to particípatel
would rather not participate? That,s fine.your time and for listening. Good bye.

(iib) Hello- [FrRsr NAIIEI . My name is 

-.

ilm-callingmólna l¿edei-a mast,er of nuisingstudent at the universit,y of Manit,oba. she is 
"o*liãti_rr!her thesis on t.he use of Ehe nursing care plan ¡y õãnerarduty RNs in Maniroba. Her -proposar has beän 

"ppi."íãã by rheEthical Review commirre. 
"f_ 

rh-e raculry of muräi.n!.-iirr,your permíssion, r would like you to airswer a few questionsto help her with t,his study. rt will take about zö-zsminutes. you may withdraw at any time. rs this aconvenient t,ime for you?



You
for
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!,Ihen would be a more convenient time today/ tomorrow?

Good. f will call back at
t oday / tomorrow. Good.bye
ON SCEEDT'LEI .

and thank you. TIIARK TTME FOR RECA¡L

tNO - doesn, t, wish to participat,el
wourd rather not participate? That's fine. r thank youyour time and for listening. Good bye.

(iii) Thanks. your answers wirl remain confídent,ial andanonymity is assured as only grouped responses will bereport,ed in the thesis resulté. your name and phone numberwere obtained f rom t.he I{ARN af ter this thesis ,oå" 
-"fproved

by t'he MARN Research commit,tee and Board. The Iist, irirr ¡"returned to the I,IARN at the study, s complet.ion and t,hesurveys will be secured in a locked fi1è.
Before.r begin t.he actual survey would you confirm that younurse in one of the acute care ñospitalä within the "ity'ofWinnipeg?

t1l Yes teONrrNttEl L2J No tco To vl

CONDUCT INTERVIEÍV

(iv)_ Thank you for- your.participation. This study woul_dnot have been possible wiLhout yõur Èhoughtful ansiers. rfyou should have any questions, þlease do nor n""iiáiã rocall (myself) Donna Meder at A copy of thecompleted thesis wirr be avarl_able in the uniíersiil-otManitoba library. As welI, a summary of the results of thisstudy will be sent, to I{ARN's Nurscen-e newsletter forpossible publication. Again, tfranf you.

(v) No? I,m sorry t.hat I have intemupted your
[DÀy, gvE]IrNct . your willingness ro parlicipátà :_ilnesurvey is appreciated, howevér since Èhe trreËis is lookingat Èhe use of NCps by nurses who nurse in acute carehospitals within the city of winnipeg r am unable to includeyou in the survey. Thanks you for-yõur interest.-."ã time.Good bye.
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IMTERVIEW SCHEDULE

NAME:

PHONE #:

DATE/TIME ACTUAL IMIERVIEW:

DATE/TTME 1-ST CALL:

ID#
ï¡flfERVIEI/üER :

REFUSED

CALL BACK REQUESTED- DATE/TIME:

DATE/TIME 2¡üD CALL (no answer @ #L)

DATE/TIME 3RD CALL(no answer @ #2)

rr11 begin the survey by reading a series of sÈat.ements.

T¡lould you tel1 me whether you strongly agree, agree, areuncertain, disagree, or strongly aiãalreã with Érr"*.

IIF NECESSARY, PROMPT WITE 'rDo you strongly agree, agiree,are uncertain, disagree, of stróngly disãg-ree-with tñestatement I just read ?,, I
7 . The wri-tten syst,ematic planning of nursing care is animportant professional- responãibi1it,y.

t5l Strongly agree
l4J Agree
t3l Uncertaín
121 Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree

8. Each of my pat,ients needs a nursinçJ care plan.
15l St,rongly agree
l,4J Agree
t3l Uncertain
121 Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree
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9. setting patient priorities doesn't really herp me inwrit.ing nursing care pIans.

t1l Strongly agree
l2J Agree
l3l Uncertain
14) Ðisagree
l5l Strongly disagree

10. My employing agency should set aside time for me toplan nursing care.

15l Strongly agree
l4l Agree
t3l Uncertain
tzl Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree

11. Most nurses place too much emphasis on planning nursingcare.

t1l Strongly agree
l.2l Agree
t3l Uncertain
L4l Disagree
t5l Strongly disagree

1-2 . Nursing care plans are not valuable.

t1l Strongly agree
l,2l Agree
l3l Uncertain
l4l Disagree
t5l Strongly disagree

l-3- Planned nursing care tends to improve patient care.
tsl Strongly agree
l4l Agree
t3l Uncertain
121 Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree

1'4- Nursing care.plans are vital to patients who arechronicarly i1I with conditions ãuch as diabetes-
t5l SÈrongly agree
l,4l Agree
t3l Uncertain
121 Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree
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l-5. lvriting nursing care plans takes up too much of mytime.

t1l Strongly agree
l2l Agree
t3l Uncert,ain
L4l Di-sagree
t5l Strongly disagree

L6. writing nursi-ng care plans is a more appropriateactivit.y for st.udents than f or st.af r nùrseË.

t1l Strongly agree
l2l Agree
t3l Uncertain
l,4l Disagree
t5l Strongly disagree

17. Head nurses should reward Lhe wriÈing of nursing careplans as much as other aspect,s of paEient 
""i.. 

-

t5l Strongly agree
l-41 Agree
t3I Uncert,ain
l2l Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree

l-8. continuit.y of nursing care depends on written nursingrcare plans.

t5l Strongly ag:ree
14) Agree
l3l Uncertain
121 Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree

1,9. I feel very conf ident of my ability t,o planindividualized patient care.

t5l Strongly agree
L4J Agree
l3l Uncertain
l2l Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree
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Nurses should assume more responsibility for planningas well as giving care.

15l SÈrongly agree
l4J Agree
t3l Uncertain
12) Disagree
l1l Strongly disagree

Evaluation of nursing care is easier with a writt.ennursing care plan.

t5l Strongly agree
L4l Agree
l3l Uncertain
l2l Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree

writing nursing care plans is more important to nurseeducat.ors than to other nurses.

t1l Strongly agree
l2J Agree
t3l Uncertaín
l4l Disagree
t5l Strongly disagree

Skilled nurses d.o not need
plans.

l1l Strongly agree
l2l Agree
t3l Uncertain
l4l Disagree
t5l Strongly disagree

Short-term pat,ients cannot
planning of nursíng care.

t1l Strongly agree
l2l Agree
l3l Uncertain
t4l Disagree
t5l Strongly disagree

to rely on nursing. care

benefit from skilfut_

21_ -

22.

23.

24.



26.

25.

27.
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There is littre need for nursing care plans when thereis good communicatíon on a unitl
t1l Strongly agree
L2l Agree
l3l Uncert.ain
l4l Disagree
t5l St.rongly disagree

Nursing care prans are vital to patients who arecritically i1I with medical conditions such as acutemyocardial infarct,ion.

tsl Strongly agree
l4l Agree
t3l Uncertain
l2J Disagree
l1l Strongly disagree

Ðeveloping nursing care plans for my patient.s poses nointellecLual challenge for me.

t1l Strongly agiree
l2l agree
t3l Uncert.ain
l4l Disagree
t5l St.rongly disagree

once patients are up ad rib they d.o not need a nursingcare p1an.

t1l Strongly agree
L2l agree
I3l Uncertain
l4l Disagree
t5l Strongly disagree

r expect t,o spend a minimum amount of t,ime writingnursing care pIans.

l5l Strongly agree
l4l Agree
t3l Uncertain
L2J Disagree
l1l Strongly disagree

28-

29.
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Nursing care plans sometimes are a delusion.
t1l Strongly agree
f-2J Agree
l3l Uncertain
l4l Disagree
t5l Strongly disagree

With nursing care pIans, patients receive moreindividualized care

t5l St.rongly agree
141 agree
l3l Uncertain
l2l Disagree
l1l Strongly disagree

Planning helps to coordinat,e patient care.

15l Strongly agree
t4l Agree
t3l Uncertain
l,2J Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree

r find it very satisfying to develop individualizedplans of nursing care.

15l Strongly ag'ree
t4l Agree
l3l Uncertain
121 Disagree
t1l St,rongly disagree

Patient,s who are convalescing from surgery wit,houtcomplications don't rearly need nursin! cãre pIans.

tll Strongly agree
l2l agree
l3l Uncertain
l4l Disagree
15l Strongly dísagree

Nursing administraEors should encourage the writing ofnursing care plans as much as other aãpects of care.
t5l Strongly ag'ree
141 Agree
t3l Uncertain
121 Disagree
t1l Strongly disagree

33.

3t_.

32.

35.

34.



36. I would líke to be able to wriÈe betterplans for my patients.

t5l St.rongly agree
l4l Agree
t3l Uncertain
l2l Disagree
l1l Strongly disagree

272

nursing care

Next r will ask you some specifíc guestions about NCps

1 a. Do you use a standard. care plan (SCp) at your placeof work?

l1l Yes

l2l No [co To euESTroN # 21.

b. Do you modify the scp Eo meet your patient's needs?

l1l Yes

l-21 No IGO TO QIIESTTON # st

c. Do you

l1l Never (0? of the rime)
l2l Se1dom (33? - t+ of rhe rime)
t3l Often (669-. -342 of rhe rime)
l4J Usually (992 - 672 of rhe rime)
l5l Always (100? of the time)

individualize SCps for
your patients?

lsKrP TO QLESTTON #4I

you.....

l1l Never (0? of the t.ime)
L2l Se1dom (33? - 1_Z of Ehe rime)
t3l Often (662 -34+ of rhe rime)
l4l Usually (992 - 67+ of rhe rime)
tsl Always (100? of the time)

initiat,e writing
indívidualized NCps for your patients
on their admission to froËpitaia
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3 . V'lhen your patienÈs' cond.itions change do you

t]-l Never (0? of the time)
t2l Seldom (33? - 1_+ of t.he time)
l3l Ofren (66r -34+ of rhe rime)
l4J Usually (992 - 672 of rhe rime)
t5l A1ways (100? of the time)

revise their NCps ?

4- Do you write/revise NCps more regrularly during:
t1l Ðay shifts
121 Eveníng shifrs
t3l Night shifrs
l-4) Not applicable
l5l Equally on all shift,s worked

5 - when you hear the term NCp what ig your first thought ?
IPRODÍPT IF NECESSARYI Can you rhinL of anyrfrinj-at atI?

l2l NO r.houghts.

and your second?

you

l1l

t2l

a.

6. use NCPs to assist
Yes IcO TO Bl

No tco TO Cl

you t,o provide nursing care?
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b. Could you briefly explain how?
lPRoDfPTl Think of your average day providing nursingcare. How do you use nursing care plans?

c. _ V'Iould you brief 1y explain your answer?
IPROMPT] rs_there any- speciãI reason for not using

NCps when providing nursing care?

Lastly

37. what. is your area of clinical practice or speciality
t1l Surgery
l2l Medicine (includes Geriatrics)
t3l Obstetrics / Gynecology
L4J pediatrics / Neonatofóg-y
l5l Psychiatry
16l Int,ensive Care / rCU
l7l Emergency
[8] _ 

Operating Room / Recovery Room
l10l Labour & Delivery

38. How many years have you worked in t,his clinicar area

196l Less than a Yeart I years

39. Are you present.ly working on a :

t1l Part t,ime basis
121 Casual basis
t¡l FuIl time basis
L4l Unemployed

40 - I¡lhaE was your basic nursing education program?

l1l Diploma graduat.e
l2l BaccalaureaLe graduat.e

?
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44.

45.

b.
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what is the highest level of nursing educat.ion you haveattained or are currenÈly working tõwards?

t1l Nursing diploma
L2l Baccalaureate degree
Ill Post diploma baccataureate degree
l4l Mast,ers in nursing
l5l Post diploma certificate

42. rn what year did you complete your highest rever ofnursing èd.ucarion or is 'i-r i; É,;õress?
a. [1] Completed t2J fn progress

year complet,ed
year expected to complete

a year
years

43. How many years have you practised as an RN?

196l Less than a year
l2l years

where díd you first learn about the nursing processand nursing care plans? In

l1l Your initial nursing ed.ucation program
l2l Work inservice programs
t3l Continuing educãtión workshops
t4l Continuing formal education Ëuch as BN fordiploma nurses, refresher program

Approximately how many years have you been writingnursing care plans as a RN?

t96l Less t.han
tl

46. Finally, in what age group you belong?

l1l 21- or under
l2l 22- 30 years
t3l 31-40 years
l4l 41-- 50 years
t5l 50 years or more
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Winnto.g, Manitoba

Canada

November J_5, 1991,

Roma Lee Taunton phD RN
School of Nursing
University of Kansas
KS 661_03

Dear Dr. Taunton

r read with interesÈ the article Evaruation of a scal-e toAssess Nurses' Attitudes Toward T¡fritten Care plans in TheJournar of Applied Nursing Research yor.2, No.2,-rõãg.
ï am a student in the Masters of Nursing program at theuniversity of Manitoba, g'Iinnipeg, canada. r am in theprocess of organizing my.researèh project and am reviewingthe literarure wirh rhe idea of reèealching à il.;;i;"related to written.nursingi care pIans. At thiJ poini intime r believe atÈitude is a priñrary concern, and wourd liket_o discovef 

. 
just_ what practic-ing ttr'rses in tne-fi"rri"". ofManitoba think about the writteñ care plan. your revisedNursing care plan Attitude scale soundË like ii may-ne justthe Lool f've been searching for.

wourd it be possible to obtain it from you and t,o ut.ilizeit with.your permission? Have any ot.her nurse researchersused t.his tool since it, was revis-ede ÌüouId you uã à¡r" togive me their names and. addresses so Èhat r could contactthem personally?

My
my

r would be pleased to hear from you regarding my request.home address is as above. My roi:. addiess is eñcIoåeo onbusiness card-

r do appreciate your help in obtaining the revised scar_e.

Sincerely

Donna Meder BN
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PERMISSTON TO USE THE NCPAS



279Llecember 4, lggl
Jo Ànn Thor¡as, R. N. , Fl . N. , C. N. À. À.

I

Uonna lleder R.N., B.N.

Ca na da

Dear Ils . lf eder:

Encl-osed is a copy ofRating Scaie r¡hið-h youi also a!Ì sending y'ou
øhi ch i.let:e revi séd .

Olner nurse reseachers
are ìisLed belou:

ìfarj.ys Ohm¡n

the Nursing Care pJ.anning Attitudereguested f ro¡n Dr. Roma Lee Taunlon.a copy ctf the original Lueìve itens

uho have request ed thi s i nf crrmati on

Leah i. If kunbr¿a

llary Ann lr¡illiams. BSI¡, RN

Eveiyn üJassenberg, RN, tfN

flopef ulJ.y, this inf ormation r¡il.l rre herpf ul tobe very interested in obtalnLng a cop)¡ of yourresults. Gcocl Luck on your researeh pro jecL.
Si ncereJ.y ,

Jo Ànn Thonas

cc: Dr. Rona Lee TauntonDr. Sharon tstack

y,3u. I r¡oul ri
conpleted
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APPEIIDIX J

oPEN - E¡IDED QUESTIONS
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Open-ended euestions

1-. v'lhen you hear the terrn NCp what is your f irst. thought ?

and your second?

2 - Do you use NCps to assist you to provide nursing care?
a. [1] Yes teO TO BI

l2l No tco To cI

b. Could you briefly explain how?
lPRoMprl Think of your-average day.providing nursingcare. How do you use nursing care þIansa -

c: Wou19 you briefly explain your answer?
lPRoldPTl rs -there ány Ëpeciai reason ior nor using

NCps when providing nursing care?
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APPE¡üDTX K

TMIERVIET/ìIER INSTRUCTIONS
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Interviewer Instructions
The objective for this investigat,ion is to ask nursestheir opinions about. nursing care plans (NCps) and

whet.her they write and revise them-. The interview schedure,which you will follow when interviewing Èhem over Èhet.elephone, briefly explains this objective. your job, as ani-nterviewer, is to be a neut,ral recórd.er of t,he nuises'answers to the interview questions. rt is most, import.ant tot.he result.s of t,his invest-igation that you do not bias theiranswers ín any way.
- The guestionnaire wilr be reviewed with you and we wirlrore pray an intervíew so that you are at easè with thecontent,.-a+d process of the interview. ft is yourresponsibility to read this page of instructiäns, and theinterview schedule before the iole play. you might want toread the interview schedure aroud to yðurseIf. iou shouldbe so familiar with it that, ít does n-ot sound like you arereading it when_doing an int.erview. rf , ât any timå, fouexperience problems with an interview or with Lhe sãrreaute,please discuss it with the investigator. rn order for thestudy result.s t.o be reriable the iñterviews must beconsistent, t,hat is, as much the same as is possi¡i..Reliability is vital to the investigat,or and-you are the onet,o make it happen. Thanks.

+11 responses are to be kept confidential as is anymat'eriaI t,hat 
. 
might identify thè respondent. Therespondent,s will be guaranteed anonymity and confid.entialit.y

f or t,heir responses. These are an êtrriêar oorigaitãr, to,yourself as a research assistant, as well as toi trreinvest.igqtor. onty rhe subjecils firsr ,r"*ã ã,'ã Ëi"phonenumber will be wrítten on tñe schedules, and the scheduleswill be locked in a cabinet when not beíng ,r""d. -vãù 
"r.obliged to not talk about any response, tãlephoneinteraction, or ident,ifying ãata Èo others.

The initial call will bè made in the early evening. rfyou reach a non working rine please indicate this on theint.ervíew schedule and not.ify the invest,igator. -vãü wilrgíve this schedure to the investigator anã proceed withanother.
rf the line is busy, note this on the schedule and retrythe number later the same evening. rf there is no answerafter four rings not,e this on thé interview schedùlð andretry the number Èhe next day in mid-morning. The irri.aattempt, if no ansi^rer is obtãined, will be ñade theafternoon of the same day. Mark the time of each carl_ onthe schedule. you will only calr a number t,hree t.imes. rfno answer is obtained on the third attempt please indicatet.his on the interview schedule and notify the investigator.
I¡'lhen an ans$¡er j-s achieved, foIlow Èhê interviãw-õcneauleexact.ly as it is written. Be polite no matter who answersor how they answer. The interüiew schedule ind.icates that
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if the nurse is unavailable, |ou should ask the famiry
member to identify a time wheñ you might call back so as tospeak to Lhe nurse. rf a child answeis, do not insist thatthe chíld ident.ify a t.ime. simply say you,It carl back. AsweI1, if the nurse st,ates t.he time is-nót convenient,
arrangie a convenient time, write the Eime on the schedul_eand call back at that time. rf the nurse refuses toparticipate in the guestionnaire at any time aurint-trrecall, for whatever reason, accept her ã.ecision, thãnk herand complete the call with a pleasant ,,That's fine. Thanky9u for your time.. Goodbye,,. WriÈe any reason(s) given forthe non-parcicipation decision on the interview schãd.ute.Please at.tempÈ to use the same tone of voice for al_l_interviews - rt should. imply _Èha_t you are neut.ral in regardto the responses. Do not. rush the respondent to make ananswer. You must not coerce t,he respoñdent into acting orresoonding in any specífic r^¡ay. rn Ènis way uniform,reriabre data necessary for the analysis wiir ¡e reaíized.rf the respondent does not und.erstand a question, it is
!-o b9 -repeated as it is worded on the interview schedul_e.Should a question be asked regard.ing a quest.ion(s) in thesurvey, ask if she wants the quest,ión arid tne possiuie
answers repeated. suggest that. the respondent ãaIl theinvestigator with t,he question and proîide t.he phoné numberagain.

Record t,he gpen-ended quest,ions verbatim,. if therespondents talk quickly staÈe 'rJust am moment. please, r amwant to write. exactly what you are saying d.own.-il As soon asan interview has beeñ completed pleasê rãview the interviewschedule to ensure t.hat it is completed and legibIe. Ensurethat the open-ended questions are compreted as theinterviewee intended. Lastly, shourd concerns arise, pleasedo not hesirare ro discuss rñem wirh rhe in.re-tit;¡;;.Enjoy your interactions.
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NCPAS MEA}ü SCORES

BY

PROFESS IONAL ÃT{D DEMOGRAPHTC

CTIARå,CTERISTTCS
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AT\ÏD DEMOGRÀPHIC VARIA,BLES
(N = 350)

Pattern NCP
Pat.tern SCP
PaTI.ern No SCP No NCP
Cl-inical Area
L&D
Surgery
Medicine
Obs & Gyne
Peds & Neonatolog-y
Psychiatry
rcu
Emergency
OR&RR
# of Years Exp.

in Clinical Area

1- - 4.9 years
5 - 9.9 years
10 - L4.9 years
15 - 1,9.9 years
20 - 30 years
# of Years Exp.as RN
Less than 6 years
6 - 18 years
19 - 37 years
Emplo]¡ment Status
Part time
Casual
Full time
Unemployed
Basic Nrsq Ed proqram
Diploma
Baccalaureate
Highest Nrsq Ed
Diploma
Baccalaureate
Post RN Baccalaueate
MN
Post RN Certificate
Recency of HiqhesÈ Ed
1,956 - L970
]-97L - 1988
1989 - L993
1,994 +

1,43
1,66

41,

1_8

68
79
32
41,
t-0
49
1,9
34

24
l_18

91-
5l-
41,
25

96
173

81

r-80
30

1,36
4

322
28

226
28
46

1
49

47
L83

79
4l

L1,4 .81_L2
11,4.8494
r_05 .5366

1,O7 .611_1
1-L3. L765
Lt7 .0633
L12.281,3
1,17 .31_7L
L22.3000
109. 6327
142.2632
r_Ll_.7059

l_1_6.4583
1_r_3 . 313 6
1-l_5. 57L4
r_t_3.5098
r_11_.1951
1_l_1-.1600

1l_5 .2083
144.2832
r_l_0 .851_9

1_l_3 . t1_67
1r_6.8000
1L3.8750
1_]-4.5000

L1_3 .3106
r-18.7]-43

L1_3 . ]-062
1_t-8.7r43
r_16. 6957
104.0000
Lt_1.2653

Ll_1. 4043
1_13.8306
r-L3 .51_90
L16. 4634

1,2 .0649
1l_.3611
1,2 .637 4

L2.2960
l.0.4666
r_l_.8801
]-2.1_635

9 .951_0
9.0683

13 .1350
1,3.5722
t3.2288

7 .9945
1,2.51_44
t_0 . 6303
1L .7 820
t5 .6736
L2 .6050

L2.2s60
10.6212
]-4.5242

Lt .9231_
1,0.327L
]-2.9297

2.51_66

1,2.2499
9.7405

1,1.6907
9.740s

1,3 .4377
.0000

L3.2787

10 .5659
1,2.2146
L2.2252
]-3.2252
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NCPAS MEAN SCORES BY PROFESSTONAL AND DEMOGRAPHTC VARIABLES
FOR TOTAL SAI{PLE (N = 350) Contrd

Where First, Learned NCp
Initial Nrsg program
Inservice
Workshops
Continuing Formal Ed.
# Years Exp. Writing
NCP as RN
Less t.han 3 years
3 .5 - 11.5 years
L2 - 30 years
Aqe Groun
21- or under
22 - 30 years
31 - 40 years
41, - 50 years
50 + years
Use NCP to Help
Provide Nursinq Care
Yes
No

Mean Score for Total
Sample

299
37

5
9

85
]-62

82

1_

10L
1_3s

94
L9

267
83

3s0

11_4.0870
i-r-2 .081_1_
107. 8000
1,1,2.4444

]-1,2.9859
t1_5 .6420
]-1,2 .53 66

1_01.0000
]-l.4.6733
tL4.6t48
1,t2.2660
L1_0.5789

1r_6. 681_6
t04.2892

l_13 .7429

L2.3L54
1,I.1440
1-4 .0961
9.2886

1,2.9859
1,0.7]-29
1,3 .4488

.0000
11.5578
11,.79]-7
1-3 .67 45

8 .6751,

1,0.1,270
r_3 .2881

L2.t456
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NCp VTRITTNG/REVTSINc BEHAVTOI,R MEAN SCORES
BY PROFESSIONAL A}üD DEMOGRAPHIC CHAR.A,CTERISTICS

FOR PATTERN NCP SA¡ÍPLE (n = l_43 )

Variable Number Mean SD

Pattern NCP
Clinical Area
L&D
Surgery
Medicine
Obs & Gyne
Peds & Neonatologry
Psychiat,ry
ICU
Emergency
OR&RR
Years Experience
in Clinical Area
< J- year
1- - 4.9 years
5 - 9.9 years
l-0 - 14.9 years
1-5 - 1-9.9 years
20 - 30 years
Years of Experience as RN
Less than 6 years
6 - 18 years
1-9 - 37 years
Emplo]¡ment Status
Part. time
Casual
Ful1 time
Unemployed
Basic Nrsq Ed Program
Diploma
Baccalaureate
Hiqhest Nrsq Ed
Diploma
Baccalaureate
Post RN Baccalaueate
MN
Post RN Certificate
Recency of Hiqhest. Ed
1956 - t970
1,971- - 1988
1_989 - 1_993
1,994 +

t43

3
24
51
10
L3

6
L8
I

1_0

L0
5L
41,
1,9
18

4

42
74
27

6.2797

7.0000
5.6667
6.4706
5 .4000
6.46!5
6.6667
6.7222
6 .6250
s .9000

s .5000
6.2745
6.3902
5.8947
6 .8333
6. s000

6.3095
6.21-62
6 .407 4

s .8088
7 .0000
6.7333
5 .0000

6.3]-82
5 .81_82

6 .1-809
5.8182
6 .5600
7 .0000
6 . 8333

6.7L43
6.t2L6
6.5625
6.]-304

2.1375

2 .6458
r-.8337
2 .l_0L0
1,.3499
2.1-454
2.1_602
2.3962
2.5036
2 .8460

2.1_73L
2.0404
2.1550
2.3545
2 .1_7 6t
2 .380s

2.0658
2.0625
1-.91_42

2.0389
2.5226
2.081_9
L.732]-

2.1,625
1_.8340

2.]-45]-
1. 8340
2.0632

.0000
2 .6227

2 .1,27 8
2.25L0
2.0625
1, .91_42

68
L2
60

3

L32
Ll_

94
l_1
25

l_

1,2

t4
74
32
23
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NCp V'rRrTINc/REVrSrNc BEHAVIOUR MEAIü SCORES
BY PROFESSIONAL AND DEMOGRÂPHIC CHAR.A,CTERISTTCS

FOR PATTERN NCP SAI"TPLE (N = 1,43) CONt.'d

Where First Learned NCp
Initial Nrsg program
Inservice
Workshops
Continuing Formal Ed.
Years Experience
Writinq NCP as RN
Less than 3 years
3 .5 - 1-L.5 years
L2 - 30 years
Aqe Grouo
2L or under
22 - 30 years
31 - 40 years
4L - 50 years
50 + years
Use NCP t.o HeIp
Provide Nursinq Care
Yes
No

Mean Score for Total
Sample (n = t-43)

L26
t2

0
5

6.26L9
s .8333

.0000
7 .8000

6.0278
6.5672
6.0857

6 .0000
6.t282
6.!404
6 .61-54
6.4286

6.5470
5 .07 69

6.2797

2.1_473
l_.8990

.0000
2.1_679

L .9926
2.1,548
2.1_878

.0000
t_.8663
2.2236
2.40]-9
l_.51_l_9

2.0865
1. 9783

2.]-375

36
67
35

1
39
57
39

7

LA7
26

143


